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 The two major types of target language available to learners in the second 

language classroom are commonly through interactions with the teacher and with other 

learners. Research on language of teachers and learners in the language classroom has 

produced mixed results not clearly addressing what the two types of target language look 

like and how each relates to learners’ language learning process.  

 The present study pursues a detailed descriptive analysis of the features of the 

language and interaction of the teacher and the learners and examines how the features 

relate to the second language learning process. For this study, I analyzed the discourse of 

adult ESL learners and their teachers engaged in task discussions on the same topic. The 

learners were grouped into three groups with one group interacting with the teacher and 
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the other two interacting among themselves. Then, the learners were regrouped into three 

groups composed only of learners who had had different conditions in the previous task 

for a follow-up task discussion requiring similar language use, but for a different task.  

 Analysis of the data showed that the teachers used facilitative language, repeated 

learner utterances, focused on the objective structures, and provided lexical items and 

corrective feedback. Learners, on the other hand, were able to use the objective structures 

but not in varied forms, and errors were not resolved likely due to limited language 

proficiency. Use of the dictionary was another feature found in the discussions among 

learners. The teachers and the learners both adopted interactional devices for negotiation 

in communication breakdowns. Interestingly, however, while almost all teacher-based 

discussions remained on task, the learner-based discussions often strayed off topic. When 

the interactions were examined carefully, the teachers were found to assist and mediate 

learners with pedagogical goals, and the learners also assisted each other by co-

constructing utterances.  

 In the follow-up tasks, the learners from the teacher-based groups were more 

adept at using the objective structures and various lexical items than learners from the 

learner-based groups. The learner-based group learners were unable to employ a variety 

of the objective structures, which was also the case for some learners from the teacher-

based groups despite their attentive learning experience with the teacher. Learners from 

neither of the groups could properly address errors. In the follow-up tasks, learners 

almost always remained on task carrying out successful negotiations and assisting each 

other with learners from the teacher-based groups mostly organizing the flow of the task.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

 The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the features of language and 

interaction found in the language classroom as they relate to second language acquisition 

(SLA). Specifically, the focus of this study is two-fold: one is to present a detailed 

descriptive analysis of the language of the teacher and of adult English as a Second 

Language (ESL) learners in classroom interactions, and the other is to explore how 

features of the language and interactions of the teacher and learners relate to the second 

language learning process.  

 

1.1 RATIONALE OF THE STUDY 

 There is no arguing that the classroom is one of the major contexts of language 

learning today. It is true that there are learners in situations, whether voluntarily or 

inevitably, who acquire a second language naturally with resources available to them in 

their surrounding environment. Aside from learners in these circumstances, however, 

many learners find themselves making the choice to be in a language classroom to pursue 

their interest in learning a language. Or, it is also often the case that learners are required 

to go through language learning as part of coursework they are taking. Indeed, the 

language classroom is an important context for second language learning. 

 In the language classroom, interaction among its members is a common practice. 

The teacher and learners interact for instructional purposes, and the learners interact with 

each other to participate in the instruction. Although textbooks and other target language 

materials are often present, the language of the teacher and of other learners is undeniably 
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the dominant source of target language that learners experience in the classroom. Hence, 

the language of the teacher and learners becomes the model and input for learners’ 

second language development.  

 Given the significance of the language classroom, a constructive investigation of 

classroom language learning is called for to support second language learning in the 

classroom most efficiently. In particular, as the main source of target language afforded 

to learners in the classroom, the language of the teacher and other learners and the ways 

each type of language figures into learners’ second language learning process deserve 

careful examination.  

 In the field of SLA, a strand of research has paid attention to the features of 

teachers’ language in the language classroom (Chaudron, 1988; Cook, 1996; Henzl, 

1979). Common in language classes, and typical in other classes as well, learning 

proceeds with the teacher taking charge of the instruction. The teacher gives instructions, 

explains concepts, and sometimes asks questions to carry out the lesson. Students may 

respond and interact with the teacher, but most of the target language that students hear 

originates from the teacher. The teacher’s language, often referred to as teacher talk, has 

been found to comprise a great amount of the language to which learners are exposed in 

the language classroom (Chaudron, 1988; Cook, 1996). Teachers have been described to 

use language that is grammatically accurate providing target-like models for learners 

(Pica & Doughty, 1985), and learners have been found to engage in more extended 

negotiations in the target language in teacher-led discussions than in peer group work 

(Shi, 1988).  
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 On the other hand, concerns have been raised with regard to teachers’ language 

use in the language classroom. For example, teachers’ language has been found to be 

limited in variety of the target language system (Guthrie, 1987; Santilli, 1996). Research 

showed that teachers adjusted and simplified their use of the target language to meet the 

level of their students (Henzl, 1979). In addition, a major portion of talk during class was 

often dominated by the teacher (Tsui Bik-May, 1985), which could be translated as little 

opportunity for students to practice the target language. Whether positive or negative, the 

discussion on the features of teachers’ language holds value, for it offers insights into the 

issue of how teachers’ language may serve as a model and input for learners in the second 

language classroom.  

 The role of input in acquiring a second language has long been a topic of interest 

in SLA research. To date, one of the most influential theories of input and language 

acquisition is Krashen’s (1985) notion of comprehensible input. Krashen proposed that 

language acquisition can occur only when a learner receives input that is comprehensible, 

defining comprehensible as a characteristic of language that is at a level slightly above 

the learner’s current level of competence. Investigation of teachers’ language in the 

classroom took shape as part of the many studies that attempted either to support or refute 

this theoretical argument.  

 As noted above, research on features of teachers’ language has presented positive 

and negative aspects of teachers’ language use in the language classroom. Yet, because 

what comprehensible input looks like or how input can be made comprehensible has not 

been detailed in the field, the nature of teachers’ language and how it may work as input 

for learners remain yet to be explored more thoroughly. Furthermore, studies looking at 
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the language of teachers have often adopted quantitative approaches leaving space for a 

closer look at the detailed features. 

 In response to the call to make Krashen’s theory of input more tangible, 

researchers have directed their attention to how input could be made comprehensible for 

language acquisition. This quest has pointed to interaction as the answer to creating input 

comprehensible for learners. Starting from the Interaction Hypothesis proposed by Long 

(1996), studies have revealed interactional modification as essential for enhancing 

comprehension of input. With the research focus on ways to promote comprehensibility 

of input along with the popularity of the communicative language teaching approach in 

the language classroom, interaction gained weight as an important factor for language 

learning and teaching. In the classroom, learners not only interact with the teacher but 

also participate in interactions with other fellow learners whose language may also serve 

as target language models and input. Naturally, the language use of learners in classroom 

interactions rose to the fore of attention.  

 Studies of learner language are closely related to research on the effect of group 

work and peer interaction on SLA. By exploring how learners repeat and recycle 

language in the presence of other learners, Lynch and Maclean (2001) concluded peer-

peer dialogue improved learners’ target language performance. Pica and Doughty (1985) 

found that learners in group interactions had more opportunities to practice the target 

language than when in teacher-led learning. Long and Porter (1985) also reported that 

learners engaged in more negotiated interactions in the target language in learner group 

work than in teacher-led learning. By contrast, learner group interactions have been 
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identified as eliciting restricted grammatical and target-like forms (Pica & Doughty, 

1985; Shi, 1998).    

 In sum, the literature on features of teachers’ language and learner language 

displays mixed findings. Findings related to teachers’ language are based on the strand of 

research looking only at teacher talk, which is often confined to the teacher leading the 

instruction. On the other hand, findings on learner language are drawn from 

investigations of group work and peer interaction, and therefore are centered on aspects 

of negotiation processes. Neither strand of research specifically captures the nature of the 

target language that is generated in classroom interactions and how the features of the 

language and interaction relate to the language learning process. During classroom 

interactions, learners are exposed to the language of the teacher and of other learners 

simultaneously. Thus, it would seem necessary to examine both the teachers’ language 

and learner language in detail as they coexist during classroom learning. Furthermore, it 

would seem valuable to determine how the language and interaction available to learners 

affect their language learning process. 

 The few studies that have looked at both the teacher and the learners within the 

same classroom have focused on negotiation patterns that take place with the teacher and 

whole class versus in small peer groups. Doughty and Pica (1986), Pica and Doughty 

(1985), Rulon and McCreary (1986), and Shi (1998) all examined language learning in 

the classroom and compared negotiation interactions occurring in the teacher-led and 

learner group discussions. The studies by Pica and Doughty and by Shi concluded that the 

teacher provided more grammatically correct language with extended negotiations while 

Doughty and Pica found more frequent behaviors of negotiation acts in the learner group 
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activities. Rulon and McCreary also showed that learner group work produced more 

negotiations for comprehension of lesson content than in teacher-fronted discussions. 

 These studies, which compared the features of the language and interaction of the 

teacher and the learners, are based on situations in which the teacher and learners were 

engaged in different tasks and different topics. That is, the studies provided comparative 

analyses of the language and interaction of the teacher and learners in different language 

use contexts adopting quantitative approaches. One can argue that engaging in 

discussions of different topics will require use of not only vocabulary and structures of 

different varieties but also varied functions and interaction types. Rulon and McCreary’s 

(1986) study, although looking at teacher-led and learner group discussions working on 

the same topic, investigated an instance of a learner group separated from the teacher-led 

class for a comparison of negotiation features. Therefore, it is essential that the nature of 

the language and interaction of the teacher and the learners are examined when the 

teacher and the learners are engaged in discussion topics requiring a comparable set of 

lexical items, syntactic forms, and interactional patterns in regular classroom learning 

contexts. 

 An area informative to the investigation of language and interaction in the 

classroom is research on interaction according to participant structure. Departing from 

studies examining native speakers’ (NSs) modification of the target language to 

nonnative speakers (NNSs), interaction between NS/NNS and NNS/NNS structures has 

been actively investigated to describe the negotiation process and its relation to 

comprehension of input. Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) and Gass and Varonis (1994) 

showed that NNSs of English benefited more from negotiated interactions in which the 
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NSs modified the interactional structure rather than premodifying the input. Additionally, 

NNS/NNS interactions were found to display the greatest incidence of negotiation 

interactions compared to the interactions of NS/NS and NS/NNS dyads (Varonis & Gass, 

1985). 

 Considering the NS as the teacher and the NNSs as the learners in the classroom, 

findings from these studies of interaction and participant structure can enlighten our 

understanding of language and interaction in the classroom. Making any direct 

applications to the present investigation, however, is cautioned, for such studies were not 

situated in classroom contexts.  

 The discussion thus far concerning language and interaction, whether in the 

classroom context or not, has largely involved categorical and quantified research 

approaches. For a better understanding of the features of the language and interaction 

existing in the classroom and how they work as models for second language learning, a 

qualitative approach into the nature of such features in the language classroom is 

warranted.  

 The recent sociocultural approach to SLA has qualitatively looked into classroom 

language learning by investigating interactions, particularly negotiation of meaning. Ko, 

Schallert, and Walters (2003) studied the nature of successful and unsuccessful 

negotiations, and Shim (2003) scrutinized the process of negotiation in teacher-learner 

interactions. Foster and Ohta (2005) also qualitatively reported interactional features 

found in peer interactions and concluded that negotiation of meaning is one of the many 

interactional processes for second language development. These studies, valuable in 

understanding the nature of classroom language learning, are geared towards one aspect, 
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negotiation of meaning. For a more complete picture of the language learning process in 

the classroom, attention needs to be given to the features of the language and interaction 

of both the teacher and the learners within the classroom. 

 Taken together, it was the goal of the present study to pursue a detailed 

descriptive analysis of the language and interaction of the teacher and the learners when 

engaged in discussions of the same topic within the natural classroom context. Along 

with this goal, the present study also aimed to address how the features of the language 

and interaction of the teacher and the learners related to the language learning process.  

 The relationship between language, interaction, and acquisition has often been a 

controversial topic. Stemming from Krashen’s (1985) argument that comprehensible 

input promotes acquisition, studies in SLA have shown that adjustment in the 

interactional structure via negotiation leads to comprehension of the input language (Gass 

& Varonis, 1994; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). Based on these results, an indirect 

approach, suggested by Long, has linked Krashen’s proposition and the findings of the 

negotiation studies to propose that negotiated interaction enhances acquisition. The 

indirectness of the claim that interactional modification leads to acquisition and the 

mixed findings of the few empirical studies that have investigated this claim caution 

making any evaluation of acquisition resulting from interaction. After all, as Krashen, 

who is at the center of this discussion stated, acquisition is a subconscious process and 

may not necessarily be represented in production.  

 Instead of using an evaluation of learners’ performance as an indication of 

acquisition, in the present study, I focused on any change in the learners’ performance 

across the learning events as a process showing progress along a continuum of learning. 
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This position follows the general model of learning as a process proposed by Schallert et 

al. (2004) and, in particular, the view of second language development as a continuous 

process occurring over time (Ellis, 1984). According to these views, learning is a process 

that fosters change in the state of knowledge through individual and social construction of 

meaning. My study adopted these perspectives of learning, understanding any change in 

the learners’ performance across the learning events as evidence of the influence of the 

meaning-making experience. The changes informed my interpretation of how the 

language and interaction of the teacher and the learners experienced by learners in the 

learning events related to their language learning process.  

 To conclude, as the major context for language learning, this dissertation was 

intended to provide a better understanding of how language learning takes place in the 

second language classroom. To do so, I concentrated on providing a qualitative 

description of the features of the language and interaction of the two main sources of 

target language in the classroom: the teacher and the learners. The features of the 

language and interaction of the teacher and the learners when engaged in discussions of 

the same topic were investigated in detail, and the way these features related to the 

learners’ language learning process was also examined carefully.  

 

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 The language classroom is a major site where language learning takes place. 

During classroom learning, there are several sources from which learners can experience 

the target language such as textbooks and various audio and visual materials. Yet, it is the 

language of the teacher and other learners during interactions that by far comprise the 
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dominant source of target language to which learners are exposed in the language 

classroom. Given this situation, I sought to examine what the language and interaction 

look like and how they work as models of the target language for learners. In addition, I 

wanted to explore further how the target language and interaction that learners experience 

relate to learners’ language learning process. The present study started out from these 

inquiries and developed into the following research questions as the study proceeded. The 

research questions are: 

 

 1. What are the features of the teacher’s language and the learners’ language   

   available to learners in the second language classroom and how do these    

   features work as models of the target language for language learning? 

 

 2. What interactional processes occur when learners engage in conversational   

   learning activities with the teacher and with other learners in the second 

   language classroom? 

 

 3. How does the language learning experience with the teacher and with other   

   learners relate to learners’ second language learning process? 

 

 In this chapter, I presented the purpose and rationale of the present study. In the 

following chapters, I address the remaining components comprising this study. In Chapter 

2, I review the literature relevant to the present study, and in Chapter 3 a description of 

the methodological steps followed in the study is provided. Chapter 4 presents the 
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findings from the analysis of the data in connection to the research questions. Lastly, in 

Chapter 5, I discuss the summary of the findings with conclusion, pedagogical 

implications, limitations of the study, and recommendations for future research.    
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 

 

 This chapter reviews previous literature relevant to the present study. Largely, it 

consists of three sections with subsections. The first section provides the theoretical 

background on the constructs of input, interaction, and negotiation of meaning in second 

language acquisition. The second section focuses on research on the talk that takes place 

in the language classroom. Finally, the last section reviews literature on issues to consider 

in evaluating comprehension and acquisition in a second language. This final section 

discusses research that can inform how one can examine the second language learning 

process as it pertains to the present study.  

 

2.1 INPUT AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 

 Input in second language learning/acquisition has long been a topic of interest in 

the field of SLA. In SLA research, input is generally understood as the linguistic 

information available to the learner (Han, 1991). Much research has focused on how 

linguistic information learners receive as target language input is processed for 

comprehension and acquisition, and this focus has led to numerous theoretical arguments 

and empirical investigations. One of the most influential theories is the notion of 

comprehensible input developed by Krashen (1985). Krashen’s Input Hypothesis 

contributed to understanding learners’ cognitive processing of input for comprehension 

and acquisition claiming that input for language learning needs to be at a level 

comprehensible to the learner. Despite its explanatory power for second language 
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acquisition, Krashen’s ideas received criticisms for simplicity and lack of empirical 

evidence (Pienemann, 1987; Scarcella & Perkins, 1987).   

  In response to Krashen’s theory and its shortcomings, arguments for 

interactional input emerged as an operational approach to the notion of comprehensible 

input. Researchers proposed that negotiated interaction among participants rather than 

premodified input facilitated comprehension (Gass & Varonis, 1994; Long, 1983a; Pica 

& Doughty, 1985; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). Attending to the interactional aspects 

of input, this line of research has examined interactional devices, participant structure, 

and tasks in interactions.  

 The two areas mentioned above, comprehensible input and interactional input, 

comprise the prevailing research related to input in SLA. The following sections will 

review literature in the two areas first and further attend to issues relevant to the present 

study.  

 

Comprehensible Input  

 In learning a second language, the input a learner receives plays an important role 

in modeling the learner’s language development. In SLA research, there have been 

various theories and studies of the role of input and its effects on language learning that 

have been rigorously debated (Gass, 1997; Gass & Varonis, 1994; Krashen, 1985; Long, 

1985; Pica et al., 1996). The overall consensus in the literature seems to suggest exposure 

to appropriate input as the necessary condition for acquisition of a second language. Yet, 

the notion of appropriate input varies from one view to another.  
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 In SLA research, one of the most significant theories of input and second 

language acquisition to date is Krashen’s (1985) concept of comprehensible input 

introduced in his Input Hypothesis. Krashen argued that the input learners receive for 

acquisition needs to be slightly above the learner’s current level (i) of comprehension; in 

other words, input should be at the i+1 level. The hypothesis claims that by being 

exposed to sufficient comprehensible input through listening and reading only, learners 

come to acquire the second language. From this viewpoint, input, under the condition that 

it is comprehensible, is perceived as central to acquiring a second language. Implications 

in line with the argument encourage instruction to provide learners with sufficient 

comprehensible input (Gass & Selinker, 2001).  

 The theory argues for comprehensible input as the key mechanism for acquisition. 

However, it seems to fall short in describing what exactly comprehensible input looks 

like and how input can be made comprehensible for the individual learners. Criticisms of 

the hypothesis also point out the inadequate definition of level of knowledge regarding 

the present stage (i) versus the next stage (i+1) as well as how much input is considered 

sufficient (Gass & Selinker, 2001; Young, 1988). Krashen (1985) responded to these 

critiques by explaining that learners in some way compare i and i+1, and in instances of a 

gap, the i+1 is chosen for acquisition with the help of context or extralinguistic 

information. Yet, such explanations seem only to raise further questions.    

 Although vague and controversial, Krashen’s theory of the role of comprehensible 

input has held a strong position in the field. In reaction to the Input Hypothesis, many 

studies in SLA have attempted to address the notion of comprehensible input by looking 

at how input can be made comprehensible (Gass & Varonis, 1994; Long, 1983a; Pica et 
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al., 1996; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). The findings commonly discuss interaction 

and negotiation between interlocutors as important for tailoring input to the learner.  

 An important discussion raised in response to the role of comprehensible input in 

second language acquisition is the argument for the role of comprehensible output. 

Output, or production, is argued essential for developing well-rounded competence in a 

second language (Swain, 1985). According to Swain, although exposure to 

comprehensible input is a necessary factor for acquisition of a second language, learners 

need to be pushed into producing language that is meaningful and precise if acquisition is 

to be facilitated. By producing such output, learners are able to test hypotheses and 

internalize the input for a higher syntactic understanding of the second language system. 

It is this opportunity to produce meaningful comprehensible output that enables learners 

to become fully competent in a second language.  

 Another factor considered influential for acquisition of input was proposed by 

Schmidt (1990), who examined the role of conscious awareness in processing input. 

Although incidental learning is possible, for language learning to take place, Schmidt 

claimed conscious awareness as the requisite condition for converting input to intake. 

 In sum, research on comprehensible input departed from Krashen’s idea that 

comprehensible input plays a critical role in second language acquisition. Studies have 

taken Krashen’s claims as the fundamental basis against which to examine the role of 

input in SLA and find ways to make input comprehensible. Negotiated interactions, 

meaningful output, and conscious awareness are some areas that have been investigated 

to elucidate the role of input and how it can be made comprehensible. Although, research 

thus far has offered some answers to such questions, it seems insufficient in uncovering 
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the full picture of the link between input and language learning. Thus, the present study 

adopted as its goal to enhance our understanding of input and second language learning 

by presenting a detailed description of the features of target language input found in the 

language classroom and how they relate to second language learning.  

 

Interactional Input  

 In response to the claims of the critical role that comprehensible input plays in 

SLA, research on ways to make input comprehensible has revealed interaction as the 

crucial factor for facilitating comprehension of input (Gass & Varonis, 1994; Long, 

1983a; Pica et al., 1996; Young, 1988). Arguments for the importance of conversational 

interaction in SLA originated from Long’s (1996) Interaction Hypothesis. The hypothesis 

described conversational interaction as the basis for language development (Gass & 

Selinker, 2001). It states “negotiation for meaning, and especially negotiation work that 

triggers interactional adjustments by the NS or more competent interlocutor, facilitates 

acquisition because it connects input, internal learner capacities, particularly selective 

attention, and output in productive ways” (Long, 1996, pp. 451-452). Evidently, Long 

considered negotiated interaction as the underlying mechanism for enhancing 

comprehension of input.  

 The premise that interaction promotes comprehension of input has been 

exemplified in several studies. Loschky (1994) tested whether input and interaction 

facilitated acquisition in Japanese learners in three input and interaction conditions: (1) 

unmodified input with no interaction, (2) premodified input with no interaction, and (3) 

unmodified input with negotiated interaction. Using a pretest and posttest design, 
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Loschky tested the groups for degree of comprehension of input and retention of 

vocabulary items and acquisition of two Japanese locative structures. Although no 

difference was identified across the three groups in terms of acquisition, the group with 

negotiated interaction was significantly better at comprehension when compared to the 

other non-interaction groups. 

 Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) also supported the proposition that interaction 

promoted comprehension of input. The study looked at the comprehension of 16 English 

learners on descriptions of directions made by a native speaker under two conditions: 

premodified input and interactionally modified input. Unlike the premodified condition in 

which input had less complexity and was increased in quantity and redundancy, the 

interactional input was modified through opportunities to interact and negotiate. Clearly, 

learners in the interaction group exhibited higher comprehension in carrying out the 

direction tasks than the learners in the other condition.  

 Such empirical findings present a sound rationale for promoting interaction in 

language learning situations. Compared to Krashen’s discussion of comprehensible input, 

Long’s ideas are more concrete in terms of operationalizing the notion of comprehensible 

input. Nevertheless, further investigations of what comprehensible input looks like and 

how it can be achieved, I believe, is needed for a better understanding of comprehensible 

input for SLA.  

 

Negotiation of Meaning  

 Long’s (1996) Interaction Hypothesis stated that interaction among participants 

helps comprehension of input and acquisition. In SLA research, this interest in the role of 
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interaction has developed into a focus on negotiation, a particular type of interaction, for 

the following reason. Negotiation is believed to support three conditions for SLA: (1) 

enhancing comprehensibility of input, (2) providing form-focused feedback, and (3) 

stimulating modified output (Pica, 1994). In other words, negotiation is the kind of 

interaction that enables learners to identify new forms and mismatches between the input 

and their output. By engaging in negotiation work, learners can cooperatively attend to 

trouble areas and adjust the ongoing conversational interaction to obtain comprehension. 

Language learning in the classroom involves much negotiation work during interactions 

between the teacher and learners or among learners. For the purpose of examining the 

target language input available from the teacher and the learners in the present study, I 

consider it necessary to review literature specific to negotiation of meaning.  

 Negotiation of meaning in SLA is understood as the joint effort between 

interlocutors for dealing with problems of message comprehensibility (Varonis & Gass, 

1985). To date, the basic model used to identify the negotiation of meaning routine is 

Varonis and Gass’ (1985) model of trigger and resolution. Essentially, a speaker’s 

utterance triggers a nonunderstanding on the part of the hearer that the hearer can either 

ignore or take the resolution steps consisting of three substages. Once in resolution stage, 

the hearer uses an indicator to signal nonunderstanding and the speaker offers a response 

to the indicator to fix the source utterance that caused the nonunderstanding. As an 

optional stage, the process concludes with the interlocutor’s reaction to the response. By 

engaging in this process, interlocutors can negotiate the interactional structure of the 

discourse to resolve any misunderstandings or nonunderstandings for comprehension. 

Devices such as clarification requests, confirmation checks, and comprehension checks 
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are employed during negotiation as strategies to signal the need for adjustment to the 

conversational interaction (Long, 1983a; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). The use of 

these devices reflects a move by one participant to seek negotiation for understanding the 

other’s utterance. The first two devices, clarification requests and confirmation checks, 

are commonly used by the listener and the latter, comprehension check, is used by the 

speaker to aid comprehension (Loschky, 1994).  

 Discussions of the negotiation of meaning process in SLA are often included in 

the strand of research examining the role of interactional modification in SLA. However, 

there are studies specifically looking at certain factors of the negotiation of meaning 

process that are anticipated to affect the negotiation routine. For example, Varonis and 

Gass (1985) found interactions between NNSs displayed the greatest number of 

nonunderstandings for a negotiation process. Among NNS interactions, learners with 

similar proficiency levels turned out to negotiate less, which was explained as the 

similarity in proficiency saving them from communication problems for negotiation. This 

study will be reviewed in detail in the next section on how participant structure relates to 

negotiated interactions in SLA.   

 While most studies on negotiation have traditionally looked at occurrences of 

negotiation and categories of the interactional devices applied, the recent approaches to 

negotiation have directed their attention to the nature of the negotiation process. Ko 

(2001) studied the effect of negotiation of meaning on ESL learners’ storytelling abilities. 

Forty-two ESL learners told stories of their interest twice with one group of learners 

receiving a negotiation session from the teacher and learners between the two events and 

the other without a negotiation session between the two storytelling occasions. The 
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quantitative analysis of the stories and the negotiation sessions in the two groups resulted 

in no group differences attributable to the negotiation sessions. However, a qualitative 

analysis of data revealed differences in the nature of the improvement in the second 

storytelling for the two groups. Based on the findings, Ko argued that there are more and 

less effective negotiation sessions. The amount of information exchanged, relevant 

questions raised by interlocutors, and the teller’s acceptance of information were pointed 

out as aspects influencing the quality of the negotiation of meaning interactions. Ko’s 

study illuminated the nature of negotiation of meaning interactions involved in SLA from 

a qualitative perspective. It offered a critical observation that instances of negotiation 

may not always be beneficial for language learning, but that certain criteria need to be 

met for effective outcomes. 

 In line with exploring the nature of negotiation of meaning interactions, Shim 

(2003) undertook investigation of teacher-student negotiation with a focus on the social 

and contextual factors. Through qualitative research means of observations and 

interviews, negotiation characteristic of the classroom context was carefully scrutinized. 

The findings revealed that the teacher-student negotiation in the classroom environment 

should be understood as more than a mere two-way interaction. It is a complex process 

concerning issues of communication breakdowns, participants’ perceptions of the 

problems, participants’ decisions to engage in negotiation, and the process for resolving 

the problems. The analyses showed the issues need to be viewed with linguistic, 

psychological, situational, contextual, and social influences in order to properly account 

for the negotiation interactions. 
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 Foster and Ohta (2005) looked into negotiation of meaning from both the 

cognitive and sociocultural perspectives offering a slightly different approach to 

understanding negotiation instances in peer interactions. Two separate data sets from 

adult ESL learners in London and college students studying Japanese in an American 

University engaged in information exchange tasks were analyzed for the study. From a 

cognitive approach, typical measures used to identify negotiation were adopted for 

counting negotiation instances and the interactional devices employed in communication 

breakdowns. The quantitative analysis showed very low incidents of negotiation of 

meaning in the interactions. The qualitative analysis of the data from a sociocultural 

approach, however, presented interesting results. During interactions that did not involve 

meaning negotiation for problems in communication, learners were found to engage in 

interactional processes that facilitated their communication in the second language. 

Learners actively assisted each other by co-constructing utterances and providing repair 

when possible. The researchers proposed that maintaining a friendly and smooth 

discourse was a higher concern for the learners than achieving completely 

comprehensible input and concluded that negotiation of meaning is just one of the many 

interactional processes that help learners’ SLA process.    

 The discussion thus far in this section has covered literature on the relationship 

between negotiation and SLA. Not surprisingly, negotiation work in second language 

interactions not only supports comprehension of input but also contributes to the 

production of output (Long, 1996). Negotiation unveils the possibilities in the L2 system 

permitting learners to modify the output applying feedback from the negotiation. In 

interactions in which a negotiation process for output was present, learners were found to 
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be capable of adjusting and expanding their language output for better comprehensibility 

with both NSs and NNSs (Pica et al., 1996). Yet, much as was pointed out by Ko that not 

all negotiation is effective for language improvement, Nobuyoshi and Ellis (1993) also 

suggested that negotiated interaction for a more comprehensible output may only work in 

some cases. With six Japanese learners of English in two groups, the researchers had only 

one group engage in negotiation of clarification requests for past tense verbs during two 

picture jigsaw communication tasks. In the second task, two learners in the negotiation 

group did improve in their accuracy for past tenses compared to the other group. One 

learner, however, despite receiving negotiation did not make any improvement, leading 

the researchers to come to the conclusion that negotiated interaction may not always 

result in language improvement.  

 

Participant Structure  

 A line of research deserving important notice with regard to interaction and 

negotiation in SLA is the area concerning the effect of participant structure. Participant 

structure refers to learners’ interactions with native speakers (NSs) versus other nonnative 

speakers (NNSs). Research on conversation between NS and NNS departed from studies 

examining NSs’ modification of the target language to NNSs as in foreigner talk. Native 

speakers have been reported to address nonnative speakers with simplified input using 

short and less complex language (Hatch, 1978; Long, 1983a). Such premodified input 

facilitated comprehension to some extent; yet, it has been claimed to be limited in 

providing learners with comprehensible input for language development. Rather, 
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collaborative negotiation between interlocutors to adjust the interactional structure has 

been proven to be more effective for second language learning. 

 Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) set up NS and NNS interactions with one group 

of NNSs in interactions with NSs while the other group only received premodified input 

from NSs. When the two groups took part in direction tasks, the NNSs of English in 

interactions with the NSs obtained better comprehension. Gass and Varonis’ (1994) 

investigation of NS and NNS conversation also highlighted the benefits of negotiated 

interaction of input with NSs. Both premodified input and negotiated interaction with 

NSs were found helpful to the NNSs’ immediate comprehension of input in a task that 

involved receiving directions. However, learners who participated in interactions with 

NSs performed better when it came to the subsequent task of producing the directions. 

Overall, NNSs when engaged in conversations with NSs benefited more from negotiated 

interactions with NSs modifying the interactional structure rather than receiving NSs’ 

premodified input.    

 Following NS/NNS interactions, research in SLA has also looked at NNS/NNS 

dyads to examine the impact of negotiated interaction on exchanges between learners. 

Varonis and Gass (1985) conducted an interesting comparative study on differences 

between NNS/NNS, NS/NNS, and NS/NS interactions. NS/NS conversations were found 

to have the least number of nonunderstandings whereas the NNS/NNS interactions 

showed the most instances of negotiation work. Among the NNS/NNS interactions, 

learners negotiated more with learners of different proficiency levels and native language 

backgrounds. However, Pica et al. (1996) cautioned that although interaction between 

learners can meet the learners’ needs for input, feedback, and modification of output to 
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some extent, it cannot supply as much interactionally modified input and feedback as 

interactions with NSs can. 

 The mixed findings on negotiated interaction and participant structure calls for 

more research before any conclusive claims can be made. The results, however, can be 

interpreted into intriguing implications for the language learning context. Given that 

many language learning situations include learners of various proficiency levels and 

backgrounds, it is promising that learners are able to participate in substantial negotiated 

interactions with other learners of different language levels and backgrounds. Moreover, 

the fact that learners can learn from input in negotiated interactions among themselves 

offers significant recommendations for many language learning settings in which native 

speaker input is not easily accessible. If learning can occur through interactions with 

other learners, language learning and instruction can promote learner group work with the 

teacher, or native speaker, simply as a facilitator.  

 Along with participant structure, task type has also been noted as an important 

variable affecting negotiation interactions. Previous research on NS/NNS interactions has 

indicated that two-way tasks, that is, tasks requiring information exchange by all parties 

in the interaction, produced more negotiation compared to one-way tasks, or tasks in 

which only one person holds the information (Long & Porter, 1985). In NNS/NNS 

conversations, Gass and Varonis (1985) showed there was a greater tendency for NNSs to 

use indicators of unaccepted input, that is, indicators of nonunderstanding calling for 

negotiation in a one-way task than in a two-way. The findings of Pica and Doughty 

(1985) displayed a similar pattern of two-way tasks not necessarily increasing the amount 

of negotiations in NNS/NNS interactions; yet, the researchers attributed this outcome to 
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the features of the task not being truly two-way. A follow-up study by Doughty and Pica 

(1986) employing a two-way task, on the other hand, showed that two-way tasks elicited 

more instances of negotiation than one-way tasks in interactions among NNSs.  

 In this section, I began with a review of the literature on comprehensible input, 

one of the most influential views of input and SLA proposed by Krashen. Compelling as 

an explanation for the kind and role of input that works for SLA, the theory seemed to 

lack operational explanations of what exactly comprehensible input looks like and how it 

can be achieved. As a response, input through interaction and negotiation was researched 

for a more practical understanding of the relationship between input and second language 

acquisition. Studies of negotiated interactions according to participant structure and task 

type were also reviewed to help inform the present study investigate input available in 

interactions with the teacher and other learners in the language classroom. These studies 

will offer constructive insights for examining how learners’ negotiated interactions with 

the teacher, a NS, and with other learners influence learners’ second language 

development. 

 Having looked at the literature for a general understanding of the pertaining 

issues, in the next section I review research specific to the topic of the present study– talk 

and second language learning in the language classroom. 

 

2.2 TALK IN THE LANGUAGE CLASSROOM 

 Second language acquisition in the classroom involves the interrelation of 

complex factors. Amongst them, interaction among the participants, between the teacher 

and learners and among learners, constitutes an important component of the dynamic 
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process of classroom language learning. The teacher in any classroom is the main source 

of knowledge. In the second language classroom especially, not only is the teacher the 

main source of the content knowledge but the language of the teacher also becomes the 

model for learners. In other words, the teacher’s language use in the classroom serves as 

the target language model for learners’ language learning and development. Along with 

the teacher’s language, another type of discourse identified in the language classroom is 

the learners’ language. Communicative interaction among learners has become more 

prevalent in the language classroom since the introduction of the communicative 

approach to language education in the 1970s. With more engagement in interaction and 

group work for authentic communicative purposes, learners’ language in the classroom 

has come to feature more than just responses to questions and repetitions. The fact that 

learner language can also function as target language input and model for learners in the 

language classroom cannot be overlooked.  

 Research in SLA has investigated the language of teachers and learners in the 

language classroom. The teacher’s language, commonly referred to as teacher talk, has 

been argued as providing a great amount of the language to which students are exposed in 

the classroom (Cook, 1996). Wong-Fillmore (1985) in her study on characteristics of 

teacher talk presented notable findings on teacher talk and participant structure in the 

language classroom. She observed four classes of limited English proficiency students at 

the kindergarten level and found the participant structure of teacher-directed activities to 

be most successful for language learning. At the same time, Wong-Fillmore raised the 

point that not all teacher talk worked as input for learners. For teacher talk to serve as 

appropriate input, it needed features of clear separation of languages with no alteration or 
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mixing, emphasis on comprehension and communication, grammatical language use 

relevant to the activity, tailoring of elicitation questions for varied levels of participation 

from students, and richness in language. The study nicely captured the characteristics of 

teacher talk effective as input with detailed descriptions of the language use. How the 

teacher’s language use is processed by learners for comprehension and acquisition, 

however, was not sufficiently touched upon and therefore seemed to be open for further 

investigation. 

 A study of teacher discourse in French as a foreign language classroom by 

Guthrie (1987) revealed further conditions for teacher talk to work as input in the 

language classroom. The study was based on the premise that optimal linguistic input 

consists of the co-occurrence of three conditions: “a goal-language sample adjusted to the 

learner’s competence, the encoding of a message in that language sample, and the 

attention of the learner to the message” (p. 174). To examine the input conditions in the 

classroom, the study looked at the usage of target language, French, the incidence of 

student talk, and the proportion of class activities: form-focused or content-focused. The 

type of class activities reflected student performance and understanding of the content of 

classroom discourse. Using data of video and audio recordings of six second-semester 

French classes taught by graduate teaching assistants, the analysis gave ranked ordering 

and percentages of the three aspects of input conditions provided by the teachers. The 

findings showed a large range of variation among the teachers with respect to the three 

aspects. Citing Hatch (1979) and Ellis (1981) who claim that classroom discourse is often 

too simplified or over-generalized as input, Guthrie reported that the teachers’ target 

language use in the study was, overall, rather routine and limited. Yet, the teacher using 
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content-based activities with feedback reflecting interest and respect towards the student 

contributions elicited the highest percentage of student talk. This result is accounted for 

by the affective characteristics of the teacher’s feedback strategies. The sincere manner in 

which the teacher carried out feedback evidenced in the data supported such 

interpretations. The wide disparity among the teachers and their behaviors in class 

confirms Guthrie’s point that “the optimal classroom environment for linguistic intake 

cannot be characterized in terms of any simple generalization as to topics, teaching 

techniques, types of activities, or even language distribution” (pp. 189-190). 

Nevertheless, content-oriented classes with the teacher’s careful and concerned strategies 

for feedback proved effective for input that could promote student talk and participation. 

Guthrie’s research indicates that the teacher’s affective approaches and careful strategies 

for feedback are equally important as the teacher’s language use as input in the language 

classroom. 

 In line with Guthrie’s finding that the teacher’s language use is routine and 

limited, Henzl (1979) also revealed from his study that teachers made systematic 

adjustments to their speech according to the level of proficiency of the learners. Analysis 

of teachers narrating stories to three different audience groups of native speakers, 

advanced student, and beginning students showed lexical, phonological, and grammatical 

modifications in the teachers’ language use. For example, basic and general lexical items 

were chosen in the speech to students of lower proficiency. From his findings Henzl 

noted that unlike foreigner talk outside the classroom, teacher talk in the classroom 

setting abided by the social rules of the classroom context in that the teachers modified 

their language only to the extent acceptable by the native speaker’s grammar.   
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 The studies mentioned above reported on characteristics of teacher talk that can 

work as input. Teacher talk, however, has been questioned for its appropriateness as a 

source of target language input for language learning. Long and Sato’s (1983) study on 

forms and functions of ESL teachers’ questions raised the issue of whether teacher talk is 

able to provide learners with the needed variety of the target language system. A 

comparative analysis of six ESL teachers’ questions during class and questions from 

informal conversations between NNS/NS dyads showed clearly higher portions of display 

questions by the teachers. This result is in sharp contrast to the high number of referential 

questions made by NSs in natural conversations with NNSs outside the classroom. The 

findings can be viewed as indicating that teacher talk can only offer learners a limited 

form of the target language system. If learners in the classroom are exposed only to 

restricted target language use, then naturally, the learners’ well-balanced development of 

target language competence may be jeopardized. 

 Santilli (1996) investigated the effectiveness of teacher talk and written materials 

as input confirming Long and Sato’s findings. The study hypothesized that input from the 

teacher functions as the main linguistic data on which learners can evaluate their 

knowledge of the target language and as the basis for development. One near-native 

teacher of Spanish as a second language at the university level was observed and 

interviewed over a semester during regular class hours. The classes were audio-taped and 

analyzed for syntactic, lexical, and grammatical complexity and amount and type of 

teacher talk present. Reading materials used in class were also analyzed for the same 

features. The analyses showed that the teacher’s language during class was syntactically 

less complex with less variability, but faster than the teacher’s speech in the interviews. 
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The teacher’s language also fell short in complexity compared to the language input from 

the written materials. Grammatically, the teacher talk and interviews were mostly in the 

past tense, whereas the written materials contained more variety. Teacher talk and written 

materials both displayed a large percentage of appropriate lexical items. Although the 

target language was used almost all of the time during class, around half of the total class 

time had only one-way speech by the teacher, and the majority of teacher talk took the 

form of declarative utterances with some questions and a few imperatives. Santilli 

concluded that the teacher talk found in the classroom lacked features of the complete 

target language system and, thus, was not sufficient as input for learners. Supplementing 

the spoken language with written materials was found to compensate for the missing 

features when applied with care. 

 In the second language classroom, the teacher is not the only person capable of 

providing target language input. Although not comparable to the teacher’s language in 

quantity or quality, the learners’ language, commonly known as interlanguage, is also 

present in the classroom.  

 Long and Porter (1985) reviewed research on group work presenting the rationale 

for promoting group work and interlanguage talk between NNSs. Research related to 

learner language in SLA is based on studies looking at the effect of group work on 

comprehension and acquisition and NNSs’ negotiated interaction with NSs versus other 

NNSs. Long and Porter’s review also displayed findings from the two areas. The review 

discussed learners encountered more target language practice opportunities in NNS/NNS 

interactions than in NS/NNS dyads. In addition, two-way tasks provided more target 

language practice, produced a larger amount of talk from the NNSs, and according to task 
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achievement, increased comprehension of input than one-way tasks. Long and Porter 

interpreted the findings as indicating that learners were exposed to more varied language 

functions in group work than in “lockstep teaching” (p. 222). Citing Pica and Doughty 

(1985), the researchers noted that the same level of grammatical accuracy in learners’ 

second language output was evidenced in group work as in teacher-fronted learning. 

While instances of other-correction and completion by learners were higher in group 

work with lexical repairs being dominant, teachers were found to work equally on errors 

of syntax and pronunciation. Overall, learners participated in more negotiations in small 

groups than in teacher-directed learning, and NNS/NNS interactions showed as much 

negotiation as NS/NNS dyads, or sometimes more. Learners negotiated more when the 

other learner had different proficiency levels and first language backgrounds.  

 The review of studies on group work and interlanguage support learner group 

work and the idea that learner language can serve as target language models in the 

classroom. Nevertheless, Long and Porter cautioned that “group work is not a panacea” 

(p. 224) pointing out that teacher-fronted learning can be effective for certain activities 

just as poorly prepared group work can be harmful. Thus, carefully organized group work 

teamed with the suggested two-way task can promote negotiation and comprehension of 

input in second language learning. 

 Studies of talk in the language classroom reviewed in this section thus far have 

focused on the examination of either teacher-talk or learner talk separately. This pattern 

reflects the lack of research in SLA that has looked comparatively at both the teacher’s 

language and the learner language within the same classroom learning contexts. The 

following reviews the few relevant studies. 
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 Pica and Doughty (1985) conducted a study on input and interaction in teacher-

fronted and group work learning in the ESL classroom. Learners’ talk while engaged in 

decision-making tasks in the teacher-fronted and group work discussions were examined 

for features of input and interaction in relation to the acquisition of SL communicative 

competence. The study hypothesized there would be a difference in both the quantity and 

quality of input available to learners in the two forms of learning and tested for the 

proportions of input and interactional variables using a quantitative analysis. The results 

for grammaticality of input showed more grammatical target language was available 

during teacher-fronted than during learner group work. As for negotiation of input, 

contrary to expectations, there was more use of interactional devices for negotiation 

conducive to comprehension of input in the teacher-fronted activity. Such results were 

attributed to the fact that the decision-making tasks for the discussions were not two-way 

in design eliciting less information exchange. Learners also had more opportunities to 

produce the target language in the group form, possibly leading to improvement of 

linguistic and strategic competence. 

. Shi (1998), in a similar line, investigated how teachers and learners negotiated 

meaning in teacher-led discussions versus in peer group discussions. Interactional 

features of two native speaker teachers and 47 intermediate ESL learners in prewriting 

discussions at a Canadian university were audio-taped and observed. Initiation of 

negotiation using such devices as comprehension checks and clarification requests and 

grammaticality or modifications of input/output were identified as the two main types of 

interactional features in the discussions. The analyses presented quantified 

representations of the interactional features in the two types of discussions as well as the 
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learners’ evaluation of the experiences. The findings revealed that both teacher-led and 

peer group discussions were helpful for language learning, yet in complementary ways. 

The frequency of negotiation was high in peer group discussions whereas the teacher-led 

discussions led to more extended negotiations. While peer discussions allowed active 

modification of utterances and treatment of errors, teacher-led discussions produced more 

target-like forms. Also, learners perceived peer discussions as providing more chances to 

explore what to write whereas teacher-led discussions helped more with the organization 

and accuracy of their writing. All in all, there were both advantages and disadvantages of 

group and teacher-led discussions suggesting a need for a balance of the two forms in 

learning a second language. An important point raised in the study was that peer 

discussions can be limiting in modifying utterances and negotiating meanings. Teachers, 

therefore, with their teacher-talk, should be able to guide learners to extended 

negotiations and offer target language models.  

 Rulon and McCreary (1986) were concerned with negotiation of content in which 

a negotiation process for the content rather than for a problematic message was the focus 

of investigation in teacher-led and peer group discussions. This study is notable in that it 

compared negotiation interactions in teacher-led and learner group interactions when 

engaged in discussions of the same topic. The researchers observed discussions in 

teacher-led learning and a triad of NNSs pulled out from the class after the class as a 

whole had listened to a videotaped lecture on the American Revolution. The triad groups 

of NNSs and the remaining teacher-led classes from two advanced academic listening 

sections worked on the same outline of questions based on the video presentation they 

had heard. The results of the study revealed that there were no significant differences 
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between the two types of discussion formats in the number of confirmation checks and 

clarification requests, but the peer group discussions had more confirmation and 

clarification checks for lesson content. Although the study investigated the two types of 

classroom interactions when working on the same topic, the fact that one peer group was 

separated from the whole class can limit implications of the study as it seemed an 

incidental experiment. A more consistent investigation of teacher-led and peer group 

discussions in regular classroom learning settings is called for to better understand not 

only the features of negotiation in the two types of discussions but also the features of 

language and interaction in general found in the language classroom. 

 The critical role of the teacher and the learners during negotiation for better 

comprehension and production was also identified by Ko, Schallert, and Walters (2003). 

During two occasions of ESL learners’ storytelling with a negotiation session in between, 

Ko et al. noticed the teacher’s essential role in scaffolding an instrumental negotiation 

process. Yet, the teachers’ contributions to learners’ successful comprehension and 

production depended highly on the learners’ role of incorporating and responding to the 

scaffolding of the teacher and classmates. 

 Thus far in this section, I have reviewed research related to talk in the language 

classroom. The studies largely divide into investigations of teacher-talk, learner discourse 

in interactions with NSs and NNSs, and language learning in teacher-led and peer group 

forms. The review presented mixed findings on teacher talk and learner language as 

target language models. Teacher talk when equipped with the necessary features proved 

to be a good source of target language input. Compared to learner language, it contained 

more grammatically accurate language and could elicit more extended forms of talk from 
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learners. Yet, its limitations in variety of the target language system have been pointed 

out as problematic for teacher talk to serve as models of the target language in the 

classroom. Despite its lack of standardness, interaction among learners has been 

identified as offering learners with more opportunities to participate in target language 

interactions. More experience to produce the target language allowed learners to test their 

hypotheses of the target language system. Comparative studies of teacher-led and peer 

group learning in the classroom focused on the connection between these two types of 

learning structures and negotiation, comprehension, and eventually acquisition. 

 The purpose of the present study is to examine the characteristics of language and 

interaction available to learners in the second language classroom. As has been reviewed 

in this section, relevant research has been directed towards the relationship between 

negotiated interaction and language learning in teacher-directed versus peer group forms. 

Categorizations of the features of negotiation interactions in the two learning formats and 

quantified results have comprised the focus of analysis. Notably, there has not been much 

research paying attention to providing a detailed descriptive analysis of the target 

language available from the two sources, the teacher and the learners, in classroom 

language learning. The features that make each type of language work as target language 

models and how each type affects learners’ language development deserve careful 

examination. It would seem that it is only then that we can equip learners with the 

classroom structure and language conducive to language learning in the classroom 

context.  

 In the next section, I present a discussion of issues concerning assessing 

acquisition in SLA. Such a review is meant to offer insights for examining how the 
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features of the two types of target language and interaction in the classroom relate to 

learners’ language development on a continuum of their learning process. 

 

2.3 COMPREHENSION AND ACQUISITION IN SECOND LANGUAGE 

   ACQUSITION 

 One of the major aims of the present study is to examine how the features of the 

two types of target language found in the language classroom relate to learners’ second 

language learning process. Research on input and SLA has approached the issue of 

assessing comprehension of input through various methods. Van den Branden (2000) 

used comprehension tests after learners completed reading in varying input conditions, 

and Gass and Varonis (1994) had learners carry out directions according to different NS 

input. Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) also followed a similar procedure for assessing 

learners’ comprehension by comparing learners’ performance in direction tasks based on 

two types of NS input. Varonis and Gass (1985) described a negotiation process in which 

the hearer could express the level of comprehension by indicating when an utterance has 

triggered nonunderstanding. These studies examined the relation between interaction and 

learners’ comprehension of input showing interactionally modified input to facilitate 

comprehension. Previous research in SLA has revealed that input when negotiated 

through interaction enhanced comprehension (Long, 1985; Pica, 1994; Pica, Young & 

Doughty, 1987). The assessment methods in the above-cited studies have all produced 

results that confirm interaction to influence comprehension of the target language. Thus, 

the approaches can be taken as valid measures of comprehension of second language 

input.   
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 Assessing acquisition of a second language, however, is a more complicated 

issue. Along with studies on interactional input and comprehension, research on input in 

SLA has investigated whether comprehensible input promotes acquisition. Evaluation in 

the form of tests such as the pretest/posttest model has been used as evidence of 

acquisition (Ellis, Tanaka, & Yamazaki, 1994; Han, 1991; Loschky, 1994). Learners’ 

subsequent production performance of the target language after a certain instructional 

event has also been adopted in studies to show that acquisition has occurred (Gass & 

Varonis, 1994; Nobuyoshi & Ellis, 1993; Swain, 1985). These approaches, however, raise 

the question of whether such results can represent learners’ acquisition. As noted in 

Krashen’s (1985) definition of acquisition of a second language as the subconscious 

process for developing language ability, acquisition cannot be easily identified or 

demonstrated. This notion of acquisition as a subconscious process entails accumulation 

of knowledge that becomes stored in one’s knowledge base for future retrieval and use. 

Learners’ subconscious accumulation of competence from the input, if any, shortly after 

an instructional event may not be captured through tests or productions. Hence, such 

measures can be misleading and insufficient as evidence of acquisition.  

 Long (1985), by contrast, introduced an indirect approach to evaluating 

comprehension and acquisition of input with his three step logic: interactional 

modification promotes comprehension of input, comprehensible input promotes 

acquisition, and from these steps, he deduced that interactional modification promotes 

acquisition. Again, the first step can be addressed with research measuring 

comprehension of input through procedures mentioned in my review of studies above. 

For evidence of comprehensible input leading to acquisition, Long alluded to the 
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literature in first and second language acquisition also referring to Krashen (1980, 1982) 

and his own work (1981a, 1983a). Yet, research on first and second language acquisition 

has used assessment methods of tests and production performances to measure 

acquisition mostly from quantitative approaches lacking explanation of the process of 

acquisition. Furthermore, Krashen’s comprehensible input theory has been criticized for 

lacking empirical evidence.  

 The present study took an alternative approach to assessing language acquisition. 

The study examined learners’ target language performance across two-task sessions to 

investigate how learning experience with the teacher and other learners affected learners’ 

second language development. The analysis focused on whether and how the input to 

which learners were exposed influenced learners’ subsequent language learning process. 

The learners’ engagement in the task activities were carried out across two class lessons 

of Task 1 and Task 2 for three unit events. To define the learners’ performance across 

Task 1 and Task 2 as acquisition would be inappropriate as a representation of 

acquisition. Rather, the present study looked at the process as progress along a continuum 

of the learning events. In other words, the study adopted the perspective of acquisition as 

a learning process of how the target language learners experienced in the Task 1 learning 

event figured into learners’ subsequent language development. Though not arguable as 

acquisition, the change can be taken as representing progress in learning. 

 This view follows Schallert et al.’s (2004) notion of learning as a process. 

Schallert et al. studied student interactions and experience during online discussion 

classes approaching with the definition of learning as “a process that results in knowledge 

change and is reciprocally influenced by both individual and socially constructed 
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meaning” (p. 1). Learning, in this general model, is not only a product that is manifested 

through learners’ states of knowledge, but it is also a process that fosters change, often in 

the direction of improvement, along a continuum representing learning. A discourse 

analytic interpretation of the online discussions, classroom observations, and student 

responses to assignments and self-reflective essays revealed that the online discussion 

interactions displayed both aspects of learning as a product and as a process. As a 

product, the online interactions allowed students to display their current state of 

knowledge and make changes as they participated in the learning event. As a process, 

students engaged in interactions and negotiated to clarify and reshape their 

understandings, transferring what they were learning to other ideas as expressed in how 

they talked about what they were learning. Important in the findings on learning as a 

process was the fact that the learning process was closely linked to students’ participation 

in knowledge change with others as a social event. This result is in line with the view of 

learning in the literature as socially constructed (Wells, 1985; Wertsch, 1991).  

 The general approach of learning as a process is also found in the SLA literature. 

Ellis (1984) viewed classroom second language learning as a developmental process 

highlighting the pattern of development. Although second language learning as a product, 

defined as learner utterances produced in isolation, is necessary in order to describe the 

process, the product is only thought of as relative rather than absolute. From this process-

oriented interpretation of second language learning, it is the change that takes place from 

one state of knowledge to the next through conversational interactions that represents 

what is learned. 
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 Investigation of second language learning in the present study followed such 

views of learning as a process of changes resulting from social interactions with others in 

the classroom. This alternative approach to acquisition allowed new interpretations to 

what it means to comprehend and learn a second language. 

 

2.4 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

 To conclude this chapter, input in SLA research occupies an important position as 

a critical variable for second language acquisition. A major discussion in the literature 

claims that input needs to be comprehensible to the learner for SLA to take place. 

Interactionally negotiated input has been proposed as a solution to make input 

comprehensible. Yet, much research on input has relied on presenting categorizations and 

quantifications of the interactional features found in the input. A qualitative description of 

what target language input looks like and how it relates to second language development 

has been lacking so far and thus is warranted.  

 As the two main types of target language available to learners in the classroom, 

teacher talk and learner discourse have been examined for their effects on second 

language learning in the classroom. Teacher talk has been revealed as more 

grammatically accurate and providing extended negotiations while learner language often 

displayed non-standardness. Nevertheless, teacher talk has been pointed out to be limited 

in variety. Learner language, on the other hand, created more opportunities for use of the 

target language allowing learners to test their knowledge of the target language system 

and move on to a higher level of competence. Research on the two types of target 

language within the language classroom, however, has so far been based on examination 
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of language use in activities of different topics. Involvement in different topics may result 

in use of different language functions and structures making the results less valid as 

comparable analyses of the two types of language present in the second language 

classroom. Furthermore, research on discourse of the NS/NNS and NNS/NNS dyads, 

although relevant to the present study considering the teacher as the native speaker and 

learners as non-native speakers, are studies looking at language use of the participants 

outside the classroom environment. It is necessary that the language use of the two 

sources, the teacher and the learners, as models of the target language in the classroom be 

investigated when learners are engaged in activities of the same topic within the 

classroom setting. 

 Finally, in reviewing the issue of assessing comprehension and acquisition of 

target language input, an alternative approach of viewing learning as a process producing 

change through engagement in learning events was discussed as more appropriate for the 

present study. To consider acquisition shortly after a learning event, especially through 

quantified means, would seem problematic in understanding the learning process. Thus, it 

seemed desirable to adopt the view of acquisition as an occurrence of learning, that is, 

change, along a continuum of the learning process.   

 In sum, it is the goal of the present study to investigate the features of the 

language of the teacher and the learners in the second language classroom when engaged 

in task interactions of the same topic and examine how each type of target language relate 

to the second language learning process. 
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Chapter 3:  Method 

 

 This chapter describes the participants, setting, design of study, procedure for data 

collection, data sources, and methods for data analysis.  

 

3.1 PARTICIPANTS AND SETTING 

 The participants for the study were teachers and students from the English as a 

Second Language Services program at a major university in the southwestern United 

States. In keeping with the research purpose of investigating the features of the target 

language and interaction in the language classroom and their relation to the second 

language learning process, data were collected from two English Language Program 

(ELP) Listening/Speaking classes during the fall semester of 2005. The ELP courses, in 

contrast to the Academic English Program (AEP) courses that serve students’ English 

learning needs for academic purposes, are focused on enhancing general English 

language skills. Students taking the ELP Listening/Speaking classes are those who wish 

to improve their English communication skills for study, business, or pleasure. The 

Listening/Speaking classes took place three times a week for an hour and thirty minutes 

each. All data were collected during regular class hours in the actual classrooms. 

 Across two classes, a total of 23 students and two teachers took part in this study. 

Having a high school diploma at the minimum, the students in this study ranged from 18 

to 41 in age and varied in their previous experiences of learning English. The two 

teachers were both women and native speakers of English. They had both taught at the 

ESL Services program for about five years and had much previous experience teaching 
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ESL. The students came from diverse language and cultural backgrounds such as Brazil, 

Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and Panama. However, the majority of students in both classes 

were from Asian countries, mostly Korea and Taiwan.  

 The ESL Services program administered a placement test at the beginning of 

every semester to place students according to their abilities. In the semester of data 

collection, there were five proficiency levels for the ELP Listening/Speaking classes. 

From level 2 to level 6, the classes ranged from mid-beginning to advanced. For the 

present study, learners from the two classes of 3A and 3B, which belonged to the high- 

beginning to low-intermediate level, were considered appropriate.1 This choice reflected 

the assumption that learners at the lower end of competence in English speaking and 

listening skills would be more receptive when exposed to target language input and thus 

more likely to display features of learning. According to the placement test results, 

students in classes A and B within level 3 were at similar proficiency levels in terms of 

their listening and speaking skills.2 The students were assigned to two separate classes to 

maintain an enrollment of 10 to 12 students per class, a goal set by the ESL program for 

optimal learning experience.  

 In class 3A, there were 12 students with six men and six women at the beginning 

of the study. However, for personal reasons, one male student could not attend class after 

                                                 
1 The levels for the Listening/Speaking classes are determined based on scores from the CELT 
(Comprehensive English Language Test) listening and oral interview. Listening/Speaking level 3 students 
are those who scored between 105 and 145 out of 255.1 and higher on the placement test. ELP Listening/ 
Speaking level 3 is defined as generally able to understand unadjusted speech; manages uncomplicated 
communicative tasks; conversation restricted to basic information for survival.  
 
2 Students in 3A and 3B all fall in the score range of 105 to 145 on the placement test. Technically students 
in 3A are considered to be slightly better in proficiency. However, the ESL institute notes no substantial 
differences in proficiency between the two groups.  
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giving consent to participate in the study and therefore did not take part in any of the data 

collection process, and another male student participated in the first data recording event 

but did not come to class thereafter. Eventually for class 3A, 10 students, four men and 

six women, took part in the data collection process. For class 3B, 13 students, five men 

and eight women, took part in the study. Both classes met Monday, Wednesday, and 

Friday with class 3A running from 9:00 to 10:30, and class 3B from 10:45 to 12:15. For 

the level 3 classes, New Interchange 3 (Richards, 2001) was assigned as the student 

textbook, and the lessons generally dealt with the topics in the units.  

 Throughout this report, pseudonyms are used, and any information that could be 

used to identify the participants is avoided to protect the participants’ privacy. (“Ms. 

Jones” is used for the teacher of 3A and “Ms. Kary” for the teacher of 3B. Students are 

represented by numbers.)  

 

3.2 DESIGN OF STUDY 

 The design of the study was implemented in the two classes of 3A and 3B across 

three units to observe emerging patterns in the two classes as well as any unique features. 

I chose to implement the study in two classes at similar levels in the hope that features 

found across the two sites would contribute more substantial evidence to emerging 

research phenomena. In the same vein, I also hoped to allow the possibility for any 

important counterevidence to phenomena discovered in one class or the other. Figure 3.1 

presents the design of the study. 
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Figure 3.1: Design of Study (based on 12 students) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                        Task 1             Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group             Learner-based Group         G1      

* Unit 5:   T & Group A (students 1, 2, 3, 4)  Group B (students 5,6,7,8)            

                                       Group C (students 9,10,11,12)  G2              

                                     

                                                                  G3          

                

1      5  
2      6 

3      9 
4    10 

7,8,11,12 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                  Task 1                                       Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group              Learner-based Group        G1    

* Unit 6:   T & Group B (students 5,6,7,8)    Group A (students 1,2,3,4) 

                                       Group C (students 9,10,11,12)  G2             

                                     

                                                                  G3                        

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

            Task 1                    Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group             Learner-based Group         G1     

* Unit 8:   T & Group C (students 9,10,11,12) Group A (students 1,2,3,4)          

                                       Group B (students 5,6,7,8)  G2              

                                     

                                                                  G3         

5      3
6      4

7      9
8 10

1,2,11,12 

9     1 
10    2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                    

 3,4,7,8 

11     5 
12    6 

T is the teacher and the numbers represent the students. Numbers in italicized bold letters show students 
who participated in Task 1 with the teacher. 
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 Before starting Task 1 of Unit 5, learners were first randomly assigned to three 

groups. With about 12 students in class, the teachers and I decided that three groups of 

four students would be optimal for a group. The teacher directed the male and female 

students to call out numbers or the letters of the alphabet in order to get groups of male 

and female students mixed together at random. In other words, the male students 

designated themselves as 1, 2, or 3 and the female students called out A, B, or C. Then, 

the 1’s and A’s were grouped as Group A, the 2’s and B’s were put together as Group B, 

and the 3’s and C’s formed Group C. The groups had three to five students depending on 

the number of students in class. The randomly formed groups of A, B, and C were set for 

Task 1 across the three units rotating for a chance to participate in learning with the 

teacher. When it was time for Task 2 in every unit, the students in Group A, B, and C of 

Task 1 were regrouped according to the design to allow examination of how engagement 

with the teacher and other learners figured into the learners’ language learning process. 

 For Unit 5, the three groups first took part in Task 1 with Group A in the teacher-

based format and the other two groups, Group B and Group C, in learner-based formats. 

All three groups in either the teacher-based or learner-based form engaged in a task 

requiring interaction among the members. The group members interacted and discussed 

to come to a conclusion as a group on a topic from the course textbook.  

 At the next class meeting, learners were regrouped into three groups for Task 2. 

Group 1 had two members from Group A, the teacher-based group from the precious day, 

and two members from Group B. Group 2 was formed with the other two members from 

Group A and two members from Group C. Group 3 had the remaining two members from 

Group B and the two members remaining in Group C. To summarize, Group 1 and Group 
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2 were comprised of some students previously from the teacher-based group (Group A) 

and some from the learner-based groups (Group B or Group C), while Group 3 consisted 

only of students who had experience in the learner-based groups. In their re-assigned 

groups, learners participated in Task 2, a follow-up activity to Task 1 of the previous 

lesson. Task 2 was related to the topic in Task 1, thus involving use of the target 

vocabulary, structures, and functions covered in Task 1.  

 The study included learning events of two-class sessions across three units. 

Because there were three groups, three units were necessary for each group of students to 

be able to engage in a task with the teacher. The randomly formed groups of A, B, and C 

were rotated for a chance to participate in learning with the teacher in the Task 1’s over 

the three units. For example, for Unit 5, students in Group A (1, 2 ,3, and 4) carried out 

Task 1 with the teacher, whereas in Unit 6, it was Group B’s turn (students 5, 6, 7, and 8) 

to perform Task 1 with the teacher. And in Unit 8, students in Group C (9, 10, 11, and 12) 

worked on Task 1 with the teacher. In the Task 2’s, the students in Group A, B, and C 

were regrouped according to the design to allow examination of how prior engagement 

with the teacher or other learners affected learners’ language learning process. When 

regrouping the students for Task 2, I tried to group the pairs of students with other pairs 

of students with whom they had not had a chance to interact previously. For data of this 

study, I went into the two classes six times each to audio- and video-record the task 

discussion events. 

 The design of the study described in Figure 3.1 is based on an enrollment of 12 

students, the number of students the two classes started out with at the beginning of the 

semester. As mentioned in the previous section, however, Class 3A ended up having 10 
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students and Class 3B had 13 students that participated in the data collection process. 

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 describe the design as actually implemented in each class with the 

actual students who participated.   
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Figure 3.2: Design of Study for Class 3A  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                        Task 1             Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group             Learner-based Group         G1      

* Unit 5:   T & Group A (students 1, 2, 3, 4)  Group B (students 5,6,7,8)            

                                       Group C (students 9,10,11,12)  G2              

                                     

                                                                  G3          

                

1      5  
2  6 12 

3      9 
4    10 

  7,8,11 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                  Task 1                                       Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group              Learner-based Group        G1    

* Unit 6:   T & Group C (students 9,10,11)   Group A (students 1,2,3,4) 

                                       Group B (students 5,12,7 )  G2             

                                     

                                                                  G3                        

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

            Task 1                    Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group             Learner-based Group         G1     

* Unit 8:   T & Group B (students 5,12,7)    Group A (students 1,2,3,4)          

                                       Group C (students 9,10,11)  G2              

                                     

                                                                  G3         

9     1 
10   2 

11     5
12

  3, 4, 7 

5     3 
4

12     9 
7    10 

 1, 2, 11 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                   

T is the teacher Ms. Jones. Numbers in italicized bold letters show students who participated in Task 1 with 
the teacher. Numbers crossed out indicate students who were absent that day. 
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Figure 3.3: Design of Study for Class 3B  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                        Task 1             Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group            Learner-based Group          G1      

* Unit 5:  T & Group A (students 1, 2, 3, 4)  Group B (students 5,6,7,8)            

                                     Group C (students 9,10,11,12,13)  G2              

                                     

                                                                  G3          

                

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1      5  
2     6 

3      9 
4    10 

                  Task 1                                       Task 2 

          Teacher-based Group            Learner-based Group          G1    

7,8,11,12,13

5      3
6     4 

* Unit 6:  T & Group B (students 5,6,7,8)   Group A (students 1,2,3,4) 

                                     Group C (students 9,10,11,12,13)  G2             

                                     

                                                                  G3                               

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

           Task 1                           Task 2 

         Teacher-based Group               Learner-based Group        G1     

* Unit 8:  T & Group C (students 9,10,11,12,13)  Group A (students 1,2,3,4)          

                                          Group B (students 5,6,7,8)  G2              

                                     

                                                                           

                                                                  G3 

7      9
8 10

1,2,11,12,13

9     1 
10    2 

11     5 
12     6 
13 

3, 4, 7, 8 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                  

T is the teacher Ms. Kary. Numbers in italicized bold letters show students who participated in Task 1 with 
the teacher. Numbers crossed out indicate students who were absent that day. 
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 On the day of data collection for Task 1 of Unit 5, the groups were formed 

randomly as described above. The students who were absent on any day were allocated to 

the groups by taking into account the appropriate number of students per group and the 

conditions needed for regrouping the students for Task 2. 

 In class 3A, there were 12 students at the time of obtaining the consent forms. 

However, two students were absent during all or almost all of the data collection 

occasions and therefore were eventually excluded from the study. For instance, student 8 

is not represented in the design in Figure 3.2 after Unit 5 due to his continuous absence 

throughout the data collection process. Also, in Task 2 of Unit 5, three of the students 

regrouped to Group 3 were absent that day leaving only student 12. Although student 12 

should have been in Group 3, I decided to move student 12 to Group 1, replacing student 

6 who had been absent. This choice did not devalue the data of Group 1, for student 6 

was from the learner-based group in Task 1 as was student 12. With students 8 and 6 not 

coming to class, Group B had only two members. To balance the number of students per 

group, I decided to put student 12 in Group B to form a group of three. Thus from Unit 6, 

Group B was set with students 5, 12, and 7. 

 One other point to be noted for Class 3A is the data collection process for Unit 6. 

After Group A’s turn with the teacher in Unit 5, Group B, naturally, was to engage in 

learning with the teacher for Task 1 of Unit 6. Yet, because there were only two students 

in Group B present that day, I had the teacher join Group C which had all its members. 

This change, I believe, did not interfere with the outcome of the data, for the focus of the 

design of study was to have each of the three groups experience learning with the teacher 
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in turns. As far as each group of students had a chance to interact with the teacher, the 

order in which they met with the teacher was not an issue. 

 In the case of class 3B, 13 students participated in the study with Group C 

composed of five students. Except for a few absences, no notable adjustments needed to 

be made to the design for class 3B, and the data collection events proceeded as specified.  

 In the two classes, attendance of students was not a factor I could control. 

Absence of students during the data collection process may have resulted in loss of 

potentially useful data. Along the collection process, I made cautious decisions to 

accommodate the absences and minimize any unfavorable impact. Overall, no major 

changes were made to the design of study, and any adjustment, however minor, were 

carefully noted. I was able to gather information true to the purpose of the study. 

 To describe the features of the target language and interaction found in the 

language classroom and understand how the learning experiences with the features are 

reflected in learners’ language learning process, it was necessary to conduct the study in 

this particular manner. Having the teacher-based group and the learner-based groups 

work on the same task in Task 1 could permit a more accurate analysis of the two types 

of target language and interaction afforded to learners in the language classroom. 

Furthermore, information from Task 2 could elucidate how learning experiences with the 

types of target language and interaction related to the language learning process in the 

classroom.  

 Because the study was aimed at exploring the research questions in regular 

classroom contexts, prior to data collection, I had asked the teachers to consider the tasks 

as part of their daily class routine. The teachers were encouraged to incorporate the tasks 
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into their regular instruction. The only special arrangement necessary for data collection 

was the specific format for grouping the students, organized to capture better the research 

phenomena. Aside from the ways in which the groups were formed, effort was made to 

conduct data collection under everyday class conditions. The tasks were based on 

activities from the specific units in the textbook, and the manner in which the tasks were 

carried out was mostly up to the teachers to proceed as they usually planned. I, as the 

researcher, only assumed the role of informing the details of the procedure to the teachers 

and managing the equipments for recording throughout the data collection procedures.  

 Interviews with the teachers after the collection of data demonstrated that group 

and pair work were a normal component of the daily lessons and that the tasks were 

highly relevant to what the teachers had set as the course objectives. The tasks used in 

this study are described in the following section. 

 

3.2.1 Tasks 

 The teachers in the two classes generally covered the units of the textbook in its 

sequential order. For the present study, data were collected during lessons on Unit 5, Unit 

6, and Unit 8. The activities for the Task 1’s and Task 2’s of data collection were from 

the units and only slightly modified from their original form for the purposes of the study. 

The tasks required participants to discuss with each other exchanging opinions and 

constructing answers together. During the tasks, students were free to write down their 

answers on the task sheet; however, because the study set out to investigate language use 

and interaction, students were encouraged to speak and not worry about formulating a 

written answer. The tasks used for data collection were materials participants would have 
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dealt with in lessons regardless of the study. The present study, evidently, pursued 

examination of the research phenomena as they occurred naturally in normal classroom 

learning conditions. 

 The topic of Unit 5 in the student textbook was Crossing Cultures. Unit 5 had as 

its learning objectives the grammar structures of be (not) supposed to, be (not) expected 

to, be (not) the custom to, and be (not) acceptable to and describing expectations and 

emotions. The activity for Task 1 of Unit 5 asked participants to talk about certain 

happenings in the United States culture and, as a group, to come to an agreement on the 

expected norms in such situations. Engagement in the task would involve language use 

related to the objectives. Task 2 for Unit 5, carried out in groups of learners regrouped, 

presented learners with a similar task designed to elicit the grammar structures and 

language consistent to those required in Task 1 of the previous lesson, yet in a different 

context (see Appendix A for a copy of the Task 1 and Task 2 activity sheets). 

 Unit 6, What’s wrong with it?, focused on describing problems and explaining 

that something needed to be done using past participles and the structures of need with 

passive infinitives and gerunds. The goal of Task 1 was to talk about problems shown in 

the picture and decide on ways to improve the problems using language relevant to the 

objectives. For Task 2, another communicative task activity of expressing problems and 

improvements was given to learners to apply the language experienced in the previous 

learning task (see Appendix B for a copy of the Task 1 and Task 2 activity sheets). 

 The topic of Unit 8, Learning to Learn pursued the objectives of describing how 

to learn to do things using the by + gerund structure and the qualities needed. Task 1 and 

Task 2 centered on discussing ways to learn to do the items listed in the task worksheet 
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and the necessary qualities. The participants were encouraged to exchange opinions 

employing the by + gerund structure and the vocabulary terms for qualities (see 

Appendix C for a copy of the Task 1 and Task 2 activity sheets).  

 All tasks in the three units lasted about 15 to 20 minutes each and were conducted 

as part of a lesson during regular class hours in the classrooms. The Task 1’s in the three 

units functioned as a learning stage at which the learning points were introduced to the 

students. In Task 1’s, participants, either in the teacher-based group or learner-based 

group, interacted using the newly learned grammar structures, expressions, and 

vocabulary.     

 The Task 2’s functioned as a follow-up task with which learners could get further 

practice on what they had learned and experienced in the previous lesson in Task 1. 

Having Task 1 and Task 2 across the three units organized in this way made it possible to 

examine the kind of target language available to learners in the language classroom and 

allowed a lens into how the target language carried over, if any, and was appropriated 

into learners’ subsequent second language learning process. 

   

3.3 PROCEDURE 

 For data collection, I first obtained permission from the director of the ESL 

Services program to conduct the study at the site. Then, I approached the two teachers of 

3A and 3B to discuss the study and get their permission. The procedure for carrying out 

the two tasks for each unit was explained, and I told the teachers that their parts in the 

study would involve performing regular teacher roles in interacting with students in Task 

1 and monitoring learner group work in Task 2. Because the teachers were participants in 
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the study also, the purpose of the study was not discussed in any greater detail to prevent 

any undue influence on their performance during the tasks. 

 Once the two Listening/Speaking classes were decided, I visited each class at the 

beginning of the semester to explain the study and get signatures on the informed consent 

form from the students as well as the teachers. The tasks for data collection were a part of 

the regular lesson curriculum. Therefore, the consent forms asked for participants’ 

permission to be audio- and video- recorded during engagement in the tasks as class 

activities. Still, participants were clearly notified that being recorded was voluntary and 

that confidentiality and anonymity of their identity would be secured. All participants 

willingly consented to take part in the study with only one student expressing discomfort 

in allowing video-recorded data for future use such as for educational conferences. I 

assured the student that were I to use the video-recorded data for such purposes, I would 

not use the segment of the video recording in which the student was recorded. Students 

were also informed that they were free to withdraw from being recorded at any time 

during the process of the study. 

 After obtaining the consent forms, I went into the classes during the weeks the 

units for data collection were scheduled. In class, I organized the equipment for the video 

and audio recordings and monitored the taping process. I visited the two classes six times 

each to record the task discussions. Upon completion of taping the third unit, I 

administered a background questionnaire to gather information about the students (see 

Appendix D for a copy of the questionnaire form). Additionally, a brief interview with 

the teachers was conducted after the data recordings so as to obtain their perspectives of 

the study (see Appendix E for a copy of the interview questions). 
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 For each unit, data collection proceeded across two-class sessions. Prior to each 

unit, I handed the teachers an outline of the procedures for the two sessions. In the first 

session, Task 1 was carried out at the end of the day’s lesson as the last activity of the 

day. Task 2 took place at the beginning of the following class session. At the end of Task 

1, there was no wrap-up time for sharing ideas or feedback, and the participants began 

with Task 2 in the following class. This arrangement was to preserve the experience that 

students had had either with the teacher or learners in Task 1, and to allow me to see how 

the learning experiences in each context became manifested along the continuum of the 

learning process. Detailed descriptions of the data collection procedure for Task 1 and 

Task 2 follow in the next sections. 

 

3.3.1 Procedure for Task 1 

 Of the two-class sessions for one unit, Task 1 was carried out as the last activity 

of one day’s lesson. Before getting into groups, the teacher briefly introduced the learning 

objectives and explained the directions for the task to the whole class. For the purpose of 

the study, I asked the teachers to keep the instruction of the objectives minimal by simply 

going over the points displayed in the textbook. The intent for Task 1 was that it would 

become the main learning stage in which participants, in their groups, interacted and 

elaborated on the learning objectives to complete the task. Either in the teacher-based 

group or learner-based groups, Task 1 would serve as the opportunity for learners to 

negotiate and make sense of the learning points.  

 For Task 1 recordings, I had three video cameras on tripods and three audio 

cassette recorders prepared at one corner of the classroom before class started. I went into 
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class about 30 minutes into the lesson and took a seat observing what the class had been 

working on up to the moment of Task 1. After a basic instruction of the learning points, 

the teacher grouped the students according to the design of the study with the teacher 

joining one of the groups. While the groups were being formed, I placed a video camera 

near each group and an audio cassette recorder at the center of each group’s table. On the 

audio cassette recorder, a small mike was connected for better sound quality of the 

recording. Each group was physically positioned far apart from the other groups for 

quality of recording and to avoid influence and distraction from the other groups. The 

performance of each group was video- and audio-recorded. During the taping, I sat in a 

corner and observed the participants engage in the task as well as the whole scene taking 

field notes. 

 In Task 1, all groups, the teacher-based group and the learner-based groups, 

worked on the same task. The comparable situation could allow a more detailed 

description of the language use of the teacher and the learners and how the two types of 

language served as target language models. 

 The groups engaged in Task 1 for about 15 to 20 minutes. The teacher interacted 

with the students in her group in the same manner as she would in regular lessons. The 

other two groups worked amongst themselves to discuss and come up with a decision as a 

group. As the class time came to an end, the teacher closed the activity and announced 

that they would continue on this topic in the next class. No particular feedback or wrap-

up activity was carried out at the end of Task 1, for a wrap-up session could diffuse the 

effect of the learning experience of the learners in their respective Task 1 groups. At the 

next class, the lesson started with Task 2, the follow-up activity to Task 1.  
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3.3.2 Procedure for Task 2 

 On the following class day, the lesson immediately began with Task 2. After short 

announcements, the teacher introduced Task 2 in connection to the activity of Task 1 and 

gave the directions. Then, the three groups from Task 1 were regrouped following the 

study design. The grouping of students in Task 2 was designed to illuminate how the 

learning experiences in the previous settings of teacher-based and learner-based learning 

would affect learners’ language learning process. Again, each group was seated as far 

away from other groups in corners of the classroom and was video and audio taped. A 

video camera on a tripod was placed near each group, and an audio cassette recorder was 

put in the center of each group’s table. I sat in one corner observing and taking notes of 

the event. 

 Task 2 was similar to Task 1 based on the same unit. The goal of Task 2 was to 

elicit learners to apply and transfer what they had experienced in the groups in Task 1. 

The teacher, this time, did not take part in any of the groups, but only monitored the 

group interactions. In case of student questions, the teacher answered the questions 

individually in a simple manner encouraging the students to resolve the question with 

their group members. Task 2 went on for about 15 to 20 minutes. 

 When the groups had finished the discussion, the teacher closed the activity by 

having the groups briefly present what they had talked about to the rest of the class. The 

wrap-up time at the end of Task 2 was the chance for the teacher to check students’ 

understandings of what they had covered in the two tasks and to offer feedback to the 

students.  
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 The audio-recording combined with the video-recording made it possible for me 

to examine learners’ target language use in Task 2 and to connect it to their performance 

in Task 1. Learners’ application of the relevant language and interaction patterns in Task 

2 can be considered to reflect how the language and interaction experienced with the 

teacher and other learners in Task 1 relate to learners’ language learning and 

development. Acquisition may not be assessed conclusively from performances across 

the two tasks. Learners’ application and/or transfer of the target language experienced in 

Task 1, however, can be seen as evidence of learning along a developmental progression.  

 The steps described above for Task 1 and Task 2 were the general procedure 

followed for all three units.  

 

3.4 DATA SOURCES 

 The sources of data for this study were the audio and video recordings of the 

participants’ performances in the two-task sessions for the three units. The background 

questionnaires, observation field notes, and interviews with the teachers also served as 

data. Description of each type of data follows. 

 

3.4.1 Audio Recording  

 The participants’ language use in the tasks across the three units was audio-

recorded for data. The audio recordings comprised the main source of data for the present 

study. 

 The major goal for the audio recording was to record participants’ language use in 

the tasks as accurately as possible. Precise audio recording of the group interactions 
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enabled detailed analysis of the features of the target language and interaction 

experienced with the teacher and the learners; moreover, it could help reveal how certain 

features of each type of target language render it more or less appropriate as a model for 

language learning. 

 A tape recorder was placed at the center of each group’s table during the tasks. 

For optimal quality of recording, a mike was connected to each tape recorder. The mike 

was useful for absorbing the sounds pertinent to each group as well as for blocking out 

unnecessary noise. The small audio recorder placed at the center of the table did not seem 

obtrusive to the participants. The participants appeared comfortable with the cassette 

recorder and soon ignored its presence.  

 The audio recordings were a good source of data for examining the participants’ 

language use and interactional patterns in the tasks. However, to investigate how the 

language and interaction in the teacher-based and learner-based formats affected learners’ 

subsequent learning process, it was necessary to identify which speaker had spoken. In 

addition, participants’ use of nonverbal features such as gestures and facial expressions 

during the interactions could also offer valuable information for analysis of the data. 

Therefore, video recording of each group during the tasks was deemed necessary.   

  

3.4.2 Video Recording 

 In order to examine learners’ language with relevance to the learning contexts 

experienced in Task 1, audio recording needed to be coupled with video recording. Being 

able to distinguish which learner from which learning context was saying what and how 
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was especially crucial for analyzing Task 2 data. Thus, combining the audio with video 

recording was requisite for the present study.  

 One concern with the use of video recording, as commonly raised with research of 

this type, is its intrusiveness to the scene of the study. Placing a video camera near each 

group could have had a negative influence on participants and their performance. 

Nevertheless, because video recording of each group was important to the outcome of my 

study, I decided to go ahead with the process with caution. I notified the participants that 

the video recording was focused more on the whole scene of the group interaction and not 

intended to capture any one individual’s performance. In addition, I made it clear to the 

participants at the beginning of the study that video along with the audio recording was 

voluntary and that they were free not to consent to being recorded. Fortunately, no 

participant disapproved of the video recording during the class time, which I believe 

reflected the level of comfortableness with being video-recorded. As a matter of fact, 

most times during the recordings, the participants seemed to dismiss the cameras and 

attended to the task at hand. 

 

3.4.3 Background Questionnaire 

 After the recordings, I asked the students to fill out a background questionnaire to 

gather information about their backgrounds and previous and current experiences of 

learning English. The background questionnaires provided additional information that 

aided analysis of the data.  
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3.4.4 Observation and Field Notes 

  During my visits to the classes, I also took field notes from my observations. At 

all times, I remained a full observer monitoring the equipment and the whole process. I 

did not become involved in any of the tasks or class organization in hope of preserving 

the regular atmosphere of the class. However, there were a few instances in which 

students turned to me to ask questions. In such cases, I answered the questions when I 

believed they had to do with the format of the tasks, but for questions related to content, I 

directed the students to try to work it out with their group members. As an observer, the 

main goal of my observations was to examine the groups, participant behavior regarding 

language use and interactional patterns, and class organization within the specific setting. 

The observations and field notes produced helpful information for interpretation of the 

data. 

 

3.4.5 Interview with the Teachers 

 After completing the data recordings, I conducted a brief interview with each 

teacher about their experiences in the study, opinions of the tasks and design, information 

about the class and students, and so on. The interviews were carried out casually. I 

prepared some questions in advance, but the teachers also freely raised issues of their 

interest and offered valuable comments. 
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3.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

 This section presents the procedures I followed for data transcription and data 

analysis. 

 

3.5.1 Data Transcript 

 During the recording process, I listened to the collected audio tapes and viewed 

the video tapes to acquaint myself with the data. Upon completing all the recordings, I 

began transcribing the audiotaped data tape by tape with great care. Oftentimes, I found 

myself listening to the tapes repeatedly to decipher precisely what was being said. Data 

were transcribed with specificity including notations for pauses, intonation, and pitch.  

 To analyze the discourse in the data, transcription conventions from the field of 

discourse analysis were determined appropriate for transcribing the language use during 

the task discussions in this study. In particular, notations from Jefferson (1979, cited in 

Schiffrin, 1994) were used for transcribing the data (see Appendix F for transcription 

conventions). I chose the Jefferson style, for the notations best represented the details of 

my data and were easy to indicate with a computer word processing program.  

 When I finished transcribing the audio tapes, I listened to the tapes again, this 

time, checking to see if I had correctly transcribed every part. A few changes were made, 

but no major revisions were necessary. Once I obtained a thorough transcription from the 

audio tapes, I watched the video tape of each group matching each speaker with the 

utterances and taking note of the interactional patterns unfolding. 

 In order to look at how language use and interaction with the teacher and other 

learners figured into the language learning process, being able to discern which 
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participant had spoken during the tasks was fundamental to this study. Because I had 

been in the classes six times each and had been listening to the tapes, I did not have much 

difficulty recognizing who was talking. The differences in gender and accent of the 

members in each group also eased identification of the speaker. In cases in which I was 

uncertain of the speaker, I carefully examined the video tapes for clarification. Video 

tapes were also viewed for features of interaction during tasks that could not be captured 

through the audio data. Thanks to the video recordings, non-verbal data considered 

important to the analysis could also be inscribed into the transcription. The audio- and 

video-recorded data of 15- to 20-minute discussions of the 36 groups across the two 

classes produced approximately 263 single-spaced pages of transcription. 

 

3.5.2 Data Analysis  

 Once the transcribing process was completed, I began to examine the data by 

analyzing the discourse of the participants in the task discussions. A discourse analysis 

perspective on second language acquisition views language learning as occurring through 

participating and learning to interact in conversations (Hatch, 1978). It is natural, then, 

that the research involving second language conversational interactions examines the 

discourse to investigate the language learning process. This position was observed in the 

present study as I explored the talk found in classroom interactions and its role in the 

learning process. Additionally, analytic perspectives from the field of ethnographic 

microanalysis were adopted to examine the verbal and nonverbal features occurring in the 

interactions. Ethnographic microanalysis emphasizes the investigation of language use 

and communicative situations as they take place in daily social interactions through 
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verbal and nonverbal means by both the speaker and the listener (Erickson, 1996). With 

the analytical lens of ethnographic microanalysis, I could look into the details of “how 

speaking and listening are socially organized as a collective activity” (Erickson, 1996, p. 

298) within the social organization of the classroom. This holistic approach to language 

and interaction informed me to pay attention to the verbal and nonverbal aspects as a 

whole as participants, the speaker and the listener, made contributions to the construction 

of the communicative event of the task interactions.  

 One of the main purposes of the present study was to understand the features of 

the language and of the interactions of the teacher and the learners in the second language 

classroom. To address this issue, I examined the language of the Task 1 discussions. In 

particular, I first approached the six group discussions in the two classes that had 

included the teacher. Following the analysis of the language of the teacher-based groups, 

I then analyzed the twelve learner-based group discussions in the two classes.  

 In analyzing the discourse of the Task 1 groups, I was concerned with two major 

points, aspects of the language and aspects of the interactional patterns among group 

members. For aspects of language, I examined the participants’ language use related to 

the learning objectives pursued in each unit. The accuracy and variety of the objective 

structures and the relevant lexicon in each task unit were the focus of analysis, and the 

data were coded and categorized according to emerging features.   

 As for the participants’ interactional patterns, negotiation exchanges and notable 

features in the task interactions were the center of analysis. To investigate occurrences of 

negotiation, instances of communication problems were coded based on the context of 

utterances and application of interactional devices. Devices such as clarification requests, 
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confirmation checks, and comprehension checks defined in the literature (Ellis, 1985; 

Long, 1983a; Pica & Doughty, 1985) guided the analysis. Discourse patterns concerning 

the organization and unfolding of the task were also taken into account in the analysis. 

 In keeping with the purpose of the study to understand features of interaction 

existing in the second language classroom, examination of the task interactions were also 

approached from a sociocultural perspective. The sociocultural view of classroom 

interaction pursues the nature of interactions through a qualitative lens and goes beyond 

the categorical analysis of communication problems and use of interactional devices. 

Studies with this perspective have looked into the process of interaction for a detailed 

description of the unfolding phenomena (Foster & Ohta, 2005; Ko, 2001; Shim, 2003). 

Analysis of interaction in my study was also informed by such a sociocultural perspective 

in general and specifically by the findings of the particular studies cited above.  

 For an interpretation of the degree of participation, I counted the number of turns 

taken by the participants in the task discussions. The beginning and end of the task 

activity in Task 1 and Task 2 of each unit were announced by the teacher. Thus, the turns 

were counted with a common boundary for the three task groups in the Task 1’s and the 

Task 2’s of each unit. Among the turns taken by the participants in the task discussions, 

any talk that seemed irrelevant to the learning objectives and topic was marked as off-

task turns. These turns were counted and presented separately. 

 The other major goal of the present study was to look into how the features of 

language and interaction of the teacher and learners in the classroom related to learners’ 

language learning process. Analysis of Task 2 data served this purpose. Task 2 data were 

examined with attention to each learner’s previous Task 1 experience, that is, whether a 
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learner had been assigned to a teacher-based group or to a learner-based group. The 

learners’ performance in the Task 2 discussions was examined with a focus on the 

analytical points pursued in the analysis of Task 1 data.  

 In the analysis of the language and interaction in the task discussions, features 

emerging repetitively based on the coding procedures were considered important findings 

to report in addressing the research questions. In addition to the analytical points, any 

distinctive features of language and interaction arising in the data were also carefully 

attended to. Along with the supporting results, I looked for any notable instances 

countering the dominant features to test the boundaries of my findings and to counter bias 

I brought to the data. In the discussion of the results section, segments of data that best 

represented the emerging features were chosen as examples to illustrate the findings of 

the analysis.  
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Chapter 4:  Results 

  

 This chapter presents the results of data analysis organized by the research 

questions of the study. The chapter unfolds in two main sections. Section 4.1 addressing 

research questions one and two, describes the features of the language and interaction of 

the teacher and the learners engaged in the Task 1 discussions. Section 4.2 responds to 

research question three with a discussion of how the features identified in Section 4.1 

relate to the learners’ language learning process. Illustrative examples of the findings are 

provided from the data.   

 

4.1 LANGUAGE AND INTERACTION OF THE TEACHERS AND THE 

   LEARNERS: TASK 1 

 This section addresses the features of the language and interaction of the teachers 

and the learners based on analysis of the Task 1 discussions in the three units. Recall that 

for Task 1 discussions, learners were assigned to groups either with the teacher or with 

other learners. I saw Task 1 as the stage for learning new objectives that were then further 

practiced in Task 2.  

 In examining the language of the teachers and the learners, I first focused on 

language use pertinent to the structures and lexicon pursued as the learning objectives in 

each task. As I repeatedly reviewed the data, however, I realized the need to broaden my 

focus of analysis to consider as well the patterns at a broader discourse level. Thus, data 

analysis evolved to include the emerging discourse patterns as well as use of particular 

linguistic features that had been associated with the learning objective of the task. In the 
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table below, I summarize the learning objectives of each unit again for reference of 

analysis throughout this section. The summary is based on the descriptions found in the 

Plan of the Book page in the students’ textbook. 

 

Table 4.1: Learning Objectives of Task Units 

 
Unit 

 
Learning Objectives 

Unit 5: Crossing cultures -Talking about expectations using the be (not)  
supposed to, be (not) expected to, be (not) the 
custom to, and be (not) acceptable to structures. 
-Expressing emotions.  

Unit 6: What’s wrong with it? -Describing problems and explaining something  
needs to be done using the need + passive  
infinitive and need + gerund structures. 

Unit 8: Learning to learn -Talking about ways to learn to do things using the 
by + gerund structure and the necessary qualities. 

 

 Divided into subsections, this section first looks at the features of the language 

and interaction of the teachers in the teacher-based groups, then those of the learners in 

the learner-based groups. Although I present the features of language per se and of 

interactional patterns in separate sections, data were examined with these two aspects 

viewed as an interwoven process. In the language classroom, or in any classroom, it is 

nearly impossible for language to occur separate from interaction. The two are closely 

related and continuously influence the manifestation of the other. Thus in my analysis, 

language and interaction are examined within the dynamics of this interrelatedness. For 

ease of presentation, however, I organize the results by describing first features of the 

language and then of the interactions.   
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 Along with scrutiny of the language related to the unit objectives, any notable 

features in the general language of the teachers and the learners are also discussed in 

some detail, for they comprise the type of language encountered in the language 

classroom. 

 In investigating the teachers’ language, the language of the learners in the teacher-

based groups is also observed carefully. I examined the learners’ language in response to 

the teacher’s performance in hope of supporting the analysis of how the teacher’s 

language works as target language models and input for learners. 

 

4.1.1 Features of the Teachers’ Language  

 The analysis of the teachers’ language in Task 1 of the three units in the two 

classes revealed five emerging features.  

 

Facilitative3 Language 

 The teachers in the two classes assumed a facilitative role in their involvement in 

the tasks. Oftentimes, the teachers’ utterances were concerned with organizing the 

progress of the task and maintaining focus on the task objectives. These functions of the 

teachers’ language allowed more opportunities for the learners to produce target language 

relevant to the task. The following example illustrates this feature. 

 Example 1: Class 3A Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
  
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   S11: The dark the dark dark wall color needs changing. 

                                                 
3 The term facilitative is used in its general meaning throughout this study. 
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 2   T:  Very good. So we’re not gonna do it the painters will. How about 
 3   the next one? 
 4   S9: (  ). 
 5   T:  That works too doesn’t it? Either way, lots of ways to say this. 
 6  Let’s do- what would you say for the next one? 
 7   S11: Light bulb out. Uhh light bulb 
 8   S10: I think we need to change a new light bulb. 
 9   T:  So make it passive.  
 10  S10: Uh light bulb uh needs to be changed. 
 11  T:  There you go! The light bulb needs to be changed. 
 12  S11: Light bulb need need to be changed changed and uh needs  
 13   changing.  
 14  T:  Uh-huh. 
 15  S11: ((says in a soft voice)) Dusty dusty.  
 16  T:  Do you know the meaning of dusty? Heh heh useful word in my  
 17   house. 
 18  S10: I hate I hate dusty. 
 19  T:  You hate dusting? I I never remember to dust. 
 20  S9: What is dust? 
 21  T:  That’s the question! Ah get him-= ((tilts her head towards S10)) 
 22  S10: =Some sometimes we are open the window, some some like the 
 23  small heh heh like the we we can see it like the very small the  
 24  thing is uh down our furniture like this. ((points to a nearby table  
   that looks dusty)) 
 

 In the segment above, out of the 18 turns, the teacher Ms. Jones took eight turns, 

which was two to four times as many as the turns taken by each of the student. Yet, Ms 

Jones’ utterances, rather than taking control of the discussion, mainly had to do with 

managing the flow of the task. She directed the students to move on to the next topic as in 

lines 2 and 6, elicited the objective structure in line 9, or briefly confirmed and reacted to 

the learners’ utterances as shown in the rest of her turns. Despite the many turns taken, 

the teacher’s language mostly functioned as a facilitator fostering the learners’ 

engagement and performance in the task. In turn, the learners’ utterances remained 

relevant to the task at hand and were focused on constructing appropriate answers. Below 

is another excerpt from the data exemplifying this feature of the teachers’ language. 
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 Example 2: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about ways to lose weight and be 
 in good shape.)) 
 1   S11: Another lose weight and be in-= 
 2   T:  =You all ready to move on to the next one? 
 3   S11: Yeah. 
 4   T:  You wanna move on to the next one?  
 5  Okay move on to the next one. 
 6  Losing weight heh heh. It’s terrible ’cause I was thinking about 
 7  all the [Halloween candy] I just ate. 
 8   S11:          [It’s my problem. ] 
 9   S13: Why:? 
 10  T:  Yeah it’s not a good time.  
 11  S11: Yes. 
 12  T:  Now the holidays are beginning. 
 13  S11: It’s totally my problem. 
 14  T:  Okay [so brainstorm.] How can you lo- [lose weight and] 
 15  S13:      [Mine too.    ] 
 16  S11:        [I I can lose    ] weight 
 17  (.) uh:: by: walk[ing every day uh::           ]  
 18  T:                   [Okay. Okay (with your friends).] 
 19  S11:  around forty-five minutes. 
 20  T:  Good good.  
 

 Here the teacher, Ms. Kary, and the learners were working on Task 1 of Unit 8 

which was about discussing the ways and the qualities needed to do certain things well. 

In line 1, S11 attempted to proceed to the topic of lose weight and be in good shape. 

Before S11 took off with her agenda on the topic, the teacher latched on with a question 

to check if the whole group was ready to go to the next topic (line 2). The teacher, again 

in lines 4 and 5, confirmed that all the learners were ready to move on and stated that the 

group should progress to the next topic. In her subsequent turns, Ms. Kary made 

supporting comments on the topic and helped the learners engage in the discussion by 

getting them to brainstorm on the issue (line 14). As such, the teacher’s language 

organized the process of the task paving the way for ease of learner participation. In 
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response, the learners could stay on track constructing task relevant comments and 

answers in the target language. 

 The fact that the learners were able to adhere to the task with the presence of the 

teachers’ facilitative language in the above examples could be overlooked as not worthy 

of noting. It could be taken for granted that learners will concentrate on the task whether 

with or without such teachers’ language. However, analysis of the language in the 

learner-based groups on the same tasks suggested that this facet of the teachers’ language 

should deserve attention as an important feature in the language classroom. The analysis 

of the learners’ language with regard to this feature will be discussed in detail in later 

sections.  

 

Teacher Repeats Learner Utterance 

 Along with facilitating the flow of the task, the teachers’ language often showed 

the features of repeating a learner’s utterance. This feature is shown in Example 3. 

 Example 3: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about ways to be a good friend.)) 
 1   S11: Uh: you you can be a good friend by: uh: (.) taking taking care  
 2  your friend. 
 3   S10: [Ahh taking care of ] 
   → 4   T:  [Yeah! Taking care of] your friends good. S13 you probably have 
 5  lots of good friends.  
 6   S13: Umm:    
 7   T:  How do you get to mak- maintain your friendship? 
 8   S13: Be a good friend by having a good humor? 
   → 9   T:  Okay good! By having good humor, excellent. 
 10  S12: By (1.0) why? ((to S10)) 
 11  S10: Ah no. 
 12  S12: By understanding uh friend’s mind. 
 13  S11: [Yeah:. 
 14  T:  [Good good. 
 15  S13: Your thinking? 
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 16  T:  ((to S9)) Did you hear him S9? You shook your head yes, did you  
 17  understand S12? You agree? 
 18  S9: Yeah I I agree.  
 19  T:  Good. 
 20  S9: [(  ) 
   → 21  T  [ By understanding your friend’s mi:nd their thoughts. Good by 
  22  understanding.= 
 23  S11: =Yeah. 
 24  T:  Good. 
 

 In this excerpt, the teacher and learners were discussing the ways to be a good 

friend as part of the task for learning the by + gerund structure. In response to the 

learners’ formulation of their ideas on how to be a good friend, the teacher repeated the 

learners’ answers (lines 4, 9, and 21). The teacher’s repetition validated the learner’s 

answer to the group and also provided the learners a chance to be exposed to the 

utterances in fluent pronunciation. Yet, a more significant function can be pointed out. 

When Ms. Kary reuttered what the learner had said, she took the opportunity to make 

modifications for any mistakes and awkwardness. For instance, to S11’s answer of “by: 

uh: (.) taking taking care your friend” in line 1, the teacher made the correction of adding 

the “of” and repeated “Taking care of your friends.” Again when S13 offered, “Be a good 

friend by having a good humor?” in line 8, Ms. Kary restated the answer but with the 

better phrase “By having good humor.” Finally, in line 12, S12 contributed his idea of 

“By understanding uh friend’s mind,” and S13 tried to clarify the answer by adding her 

understanding of “mind” as “Your thinking?” After checking that S9 understood what 

S12 had said, the teacher reiterated S12’s answer incorporating S13’s comment thus 

organizing it as “By understanding your friend’s mi:nd their thoughts.” Next is another 

example from the data demonstrating this feature. 
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 Example 4: Class 3A Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   T:  How about in Panama? It may be like Mexico, when I was there  
 2  you could get anything fixed. 
 3   S9: We fix all that we can, if we don’t have fix it so we throw away but 
 4  no:: before try.  
 5   T:  What? 
 6   S9: No before trying fix it. 
   → 7   T:  Not before trying to fix it. (2.0) I think that’s good. 
 8  We have something different in our country. 
 

 The teacher in line 7 reuttered S9’s answer “No before trying fix it” as “Not 

before trying to fix it.” When S9 responded to the teacher’s question about how people in 

her country managed items that needed to be fixed, S9 ended her answer with the ill-

formed “no:: before try” (line 4). The teacher followed up with a “What?” in the next turn 

as an attempt to allow S9 to clarify and reformulate the utterance. Consequently, S9 

revised her answer to “No before trying fix,” which still remained deviant from the 

standard target language form. Having already asked for clarification, which did not elicit 

the correct form, the teacher, this time, repeated S9’s utterance with the necessary 

modifications (line 7). Along with acknowledging the answer, the teacher’s restating of 

S9’s utterance served as an opportunity for the teacher to provide well-formed language 

to the learners. 

 The teacher’s repetition of learner language, in SLA research, can be examined in 

the context of modification devices employed in meaning negotiations in NS/NNS 

interactions. Studies have revealed that other repetitions were frequently used by NSs, the 

NS teacher in the classroom setting, to avoid communication breakdowns (Long, 1983a; 
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Pica & Doughty, 1985). The quantified descriptions, however, did not seem to detail the 

nature of the repetition.  

 The literature on first language discussion provides further insights for 

understanding a teacher’s repetition of the learners’ language. In classroom discussion in 

the first language, the teacher has been found to scaffold student dialogue and learning by 

reuttering students’ contributions (Cazden, 2001; Maloch, 2000). By reiterating, the 

teacher reformulates learner utterances to clarify the content and support the progress of 

the discussion. This notion of scaffolding has also been accepted in SLA research to refer 

to the provision of target language structures to learners through conversational 

interactions (Chaudron, 1988). Engaging in conversation sequences with interlocutors in 

the target language can scaffold learners to notice and gradually incorporate aspects of 

the target language in meaningful ways. From these perspectives of scaffolding and 

language learning, the teachers’ repetition in the present study can be interpreted as 

supporting learners’ language development by reformulating their utterances and 

supplying the appropriate target language. 

 

Focus on Objective Structures 

 A third feature of the teachers’ language was that the teachers in the two classes 

focused on the objective grammatical structures of the unit. They provided accurate 

structural language and elicited use of the structures from the learners. Consider the 

following three examples derived from Task 1 of Unit 6 across the two classes.  
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 Example 5: Class 3A Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   S11: Number three TV not working. Uh the TV need to be::  
 2   S9: Fixing? 
 3   S11: Fixing or changing?  
 4   T:  Okay you’ve got a choice here. The TV needs to be fixed.  
 5   S11: Fixed. 
→ 6   T:  If you use a ‘to be’ you have to put a past participle.  
 7   S11: Okay yeah.  
→ 8   T:  If you say needs then you can use the gerund. 
 9   S11: Gerund okay. 
 10  T:  So try both.  
 11  S11: Uh-huh. Okay the TV needs to be: need to be changed or 
 12    the need to be- the TV need to be uh fixed. 
 13  T:  Or? 
 14  S11: Uh the TV needs (.) fixing. 
 15  T:  There you go yeah. 
 

 This exchange centered on describing solutions to problems applying the need + 

passive infinitive form and the need + gerund form. In the first three lines, it is noticeable 

that S11 and S9 were having trouble formulating the answer in the need + passive 

infinitive structure. The teacher offered the correct structure “The TV needs to be fixed” 

with a clarification that to be is used with a past participle form (lines 4 and 6). In line 8, 

Ms. Jones took this opportunity and pointed out that the gerund form should be used with 

needs. In her next turn, she encouraged the learners to try answering with both structures 

to which S11 only answered with the passive infinitive forms (lines 10-12). With the 

“Or?” in line 13, the teacher again pursued practice of the need + gerund form and S11 

succeeded in constructing the “the TV needs (.) fixing” structure. The teacher’s 

utterances provided the grammatical forms, explanation, and elicitations for learners to 

produce both structures correctly.  
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 Example 6: Class 3A Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   T:  So here the blanket is torn, the headphone is torn. Now the way 
 2     you fix a blanket is different from the way you fix a headphone 
 3     ((S9 does gesture of sewing)). So do you know that word? 
 4   S9: Stick stike. 
 5   T:  To sew ((does gesture of sewing)). 
 6   S9: To sew I don’t know how to spell that. 
 7   T:  S-e-w. You can also say repaired. Fixed. 
 8   S11: Or sewn. 
 9   T:  Sewn exactly and 
 10  S11: And uh we uh the (2.0) the-= 
 11  S9: =How do you spell?  
 12  T:  S-e-w is the [verb.] 
 13  S11:      [Yeah] s-e s-e s-e-w or s-a-w.  
   → 14  T:  S-e-w-n (  ). [The past participle.] 
 15  S11:       [Yeah, s-e-w-n.    ] 
 16  S9: W-n. 
   → 17  T:  The blanket needs to be sewn perfect. Or say it with the gerund? 
 18  S11: The the blank the blanket needs sewring. 
 19  T:  Sew-ing. 
 20  S11: Sew-ing. 
   → 21  T:  Sew-ing [very good. ]  
 22  S11:   [Sew-ing.  ] 
 

 In Example 6, Ms. Jones asked the learners for a way to fix the torn blanket. S9 

motioned sewing showing she had the concept but did not have the vocabulary. Ms. Jones 

offered the lexicon to sew along with repaired and fixed in the past participle form, and 

S11 provided the past participle sewn. In the following turns working out the spelling, 

Ms. Jones spelled out s-e-w-n and highlighted that this was the past participle form. In her 

next turn, she modeled the correct need + passive infinitive structure with “The blanket 

needs to be sewn” and asked the learners to try the answer using the need + gerund form 

(line 17). S11 answered “the blanket needs sewring” for which the teacher corrected the 

gerund form to sewing.  
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 Example 7: Class 3B Unit 6 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   S5: Torn blanket torn blanket needs to be (.) fixed uh. 
 2   S6: Ne: needle? 
 3   T:  What do you call that? (Does anybody know?) 
 4   S6: [Just ne ne needle needle? 
 5   S7: [Ahh it’s   
 6   T:  Needle is the thing that you use. Se::w= 
 7   S5: =Sewing sewed. 
 8   S7: Sewn ohhh. 
   → 9   T:  Make it passive.  
 10  S7: Needs=  
 11  S8:      =to be [sewed.] 
 12  S5:       [sewed.] 
 13  T:  There you go. 
 14  S7: to be sewed or it’s needs sewlding. 
   → 15  T:  Sewing.= 
 16  S8: =Sewing. 
 17  S7:      Sewing? [Ahhh.  ] 
 18  S6:    [Sewing. ] 
 

 The learners in this discussion were also not able to come up with the necessary 

vocabulary sew on their own. Eventually, Ms. Kary provided the lexicon (line 6) and 

directed the learners to formulate the passive infinitive structure saying, “Make it 

passive” (line 9). S7 and S8 managed to co-construct the correct structure “needs to be 

sewed” (lines 10 and 11); nevertheless, when S7 also tried the gerund structure, she 

accomplished it with the inaccurate form of sewlding. The teacher did not let this ill-

formed term pass by and immediately offered the correct form sewing. 

 As evidenced in examples 5, 6, and 7 above, the teachers’ utterances are focused 

on providing and eliciting accurate structures helping the learners experience good forms 

of both target structures, not resorting to only one form. This characteristic of the 

teachers’ language was also identified in other discussions. For example: 
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 Example 8: Class 3B Unit 5 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about acceptable or not 
 acceptable cultural norms in the United States.)) 
 1   S3: Too expensive. 
 2   T:  Do you all agree? ((students nod)) So it’s more than it was- not so 
 3  much that is was not pretty or whatever but maybe it was just so 
 4  expensive. It made her feel uncomfortable. So then go to the next 
   → 5  question. Question number two. (2.0) What was she supposed to do 
 6  in the U.S. culture? What do you all think? 
 7   S1: Flower. 
 8   T:  Flowers! Okay okay. Any other ideas? 
 9   S4: Candy. 
 10  S1: Appetizer. 
 11  T:  What [candy? Flowers.] 
 12  S4:      [Or chocolate.  ] 
 13  T:  Candy chocolate? 
 14  S3: Some some food? 
 15  T:  Okay. 
 16  S2: By herself (foo:d). 
 17  T:  You mean make something herself, take a little desert or   
 18  something okay, okay. But bring something but just not an  
 19  expensive gift. Is that what you’re thinking? Okay good. You  
 20  wanna move to the next one? This one may be easier I don’t know, 
 21  the gentleman who bowed. So what went wrong? What happened 
   → 22  that was not supposed to happen? Maybe this has happened to you. 
 
 
 Example 9: Class 3B Unit 5 Group A Task 1 
  
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about acceptable or not 
 acceptable cultural norms in the United States.)) 
 1   T:  Okay. So so how do you think the president felt?  
 2   S1: Uh: 
 3   T:  Holding his hand out  
 4     but the person doesn’t [do the same?] ((holds out her hand)) 
 5   S1:                 [What are you] what are you doing?  
 6   T:  Yeah. What are [you doing?  ] 
 7   S1:    [What are you] doing now? I don’t understand  
 8   T:  Yeah. 
 9   S1: your situation. 
 10  T:  Good good. Doesn’t understand why in the world he did that. 
   → 11  What was he supposed to do? What was the president expecting? 
 12  S2: [Shake hands? 
 13  S1: [Shake?      
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 The above two excerpts are from Task 1 of Unit 5 that had as its grammatical 

objectives the structures of be (not) supposed to, be (not) expected to, be (not) the custom 

to, and be (not) acceptable to. In the turns beginning in lines 2 and 17 of Example 8, the 

teacher summarized the ideas offered by the learners on the topic. Through these turns, 

the teacher checked the students’ understanding, clarified their comments, and organized 

the flow of the task by directing the learners to the next topic. As the teacher facilitated 

the transition to the next question, she produced the objective structure be supposed to 

with emphasis (lines 5 and 22). Her application of the structure brought the learners’ 

attention to the particular structure and modeled its usage. Similarly in Example 9, in 

advancing the learners through the task, the teacher applied the task structure of be 

supposed to (line 11). 

 A point to be noted here is that despite the teachers’ accomplishment of providing 

the objective structures to the learners and her efforts to elicit its use, the learners were 

not able to incorporate the structures. As can be evidenced in the learners’ utterances in 

lines 7 to 16 of Example 8 and lines 12 to 13 in Example 9, the learners apparently failed 

to use the structure in their immediate responses. From Swain’s (1985) view of 

comprehensible output, the learners’ inability to produce the structure in their output 

language may indicate that this structure had not yet been successfully learned. In other 

words, it could be that the learners needed more processing time for the structure to work 

as input, that is, as models of the target language for their learning. To come to any 

conclusions based on the absence of a structure in the learners’ immediate responses 

would be a premature analysis of their learning process. A more thorough picture of 

learning of this structure would be obtainable when investigated in relevance to the 
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analysis of the learners’ performances in the follow-up task, Task 2, which I present in 

later sections. Below, I continue with another example from the data illustrating this 

feature of the teachers’ language.  

 Example 10: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about ways to improve one’s 
 English skills.)) 
 1   T:  Okay so she’s contributed, let’s move around. Can you think of  
   other things to add? 
 2   S13: Uh just two? 
 3   T:  Yeah you can do as many as you can think of. Just keep on going.  
    4  How else can you [improve your English?] 
 5   S13:      [Studying grammar.   ] 
 6   T:  Good.  
 7   S11: Studying gr-= 
   → 8   T:  =Can you use ‘by’? 
 9   S11: Studying grammar? 
   → 10  T:  You can improve English skill- your English skills by: 
 11  S13: By studying grammar. 
  

 As a way to improve one’s English skills, S13 proposed “Studying grammar” 

(line 5). S11 showed support for the idea and attempted to reiterate the answer (line 7). 

Before S11 was able to finish her utterance, Ms. Kary, realizing that S11 and S13 were 

not able to apply the by + gerund form, explicitly brought their attention to the structure 

by saying “Can you use ‘by’?” Apparently, S11’s response in line 9 displayed her 

inability to incorporate the structure. Thus, the teacher modeled the usage of the structure 

by providing “You can improve English skill- your English skills by:” for the learners 

(line 10). 

 As demonstrated in the examples above, the teachers’ language in the tasks 

focused not only on modeling the correct objective structures but also on facilitating the 

correct use from the learners. This feature will become even more distinctive when 
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compared with the language in the learner-based groups working on the same tasks, 

discussed in a later section.    

 The examples in this section thus far have illustrated the pattern of the teachers’ 

language concentrating on the objective structures of the unit. Yet, in looking at the data, 

I also found that the teachers’ tendency to focus on the objective structures was not 

consistent throughout the units. For example, although Ms. Jones did provide and elicit 

the objective structures in Unit 6 as shown in Example 6, this was not the case in her 

language in the other two discussions for Unit 5 and Unit 8. Note the following examples. 

 Example 11: Class 3A Unit 8 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are talking about ways to improve one’s 
 English skills.)) 
 1   S7: I think (1.0) you can um watch movie by improving your English 
 2  skill.  
 3   S5: I think you can- a good way to improve your English skill 
 4  is ta talking.  
 5   S7: Talking?  
 6   S5: Practice. 
 7   S7: Yeah listening is (  ). 
 8   S5: Practice makes perfect. So any other idea? 
 9  Ms. Jones do you have any idea? 
 10  T:  I’m curious do you wanna talk about (.) uh the ways first and the 
 11  qualities later, or do we- do you wanna talk about the qualities with 
 12  each one? 
 

 In this excerpt, S5 and S7 exchanged their ideas for ways to improve one’s 

English skills, yet without the proper application of the target structure by + gerund. The 

teacher Ms. Jones, however, did not interrupt to model the correct use nor direct the 

learners to apply the structure. Rather, she seemed more attuned to allowing the learners 

the opportunity to express their ideas freely. Even when S5 asked for her opinion on the 
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topic in line 9, Ms. Jones, instead of taking this chance to provide the target structure, 

used her turn to organize the flow of the task (lines 10 to 12). 

 Example 12: Class 3A Unit 5 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are talking about acceptable or not 
  acceptable cultural norms in the United States.)) 
 1   S1: Uh: this problem result from cultural uh difference. Oriental  
 2  culture in the oriental culture uh superior superior man- when I  
 3  met meet the superior man I bo- bowed ((does gesture of bowing)) 
 4  politely but in uh: Western culture it’s uh shake hands ((does 
 5  gesture of shaking hands)) 
 6   T:  Um-hm.  
 7   S1: usually shake hands. 
 8   T:  So:: your answering that second question, you think  
  9  he was supposed to shake hands? But how would he know? 
   ((T continues talking about handshakes for a while, which is 
    omitted here.)) 
 10   So th- you know how could he know? You have to watch (.) before 
 11  you know. 
 12  S1: In certain country the they hugged ((does gesture of hugging 
  13  with arms)) 
 14  T:  Oh yes.  
 15  S4: [Hugged and   
 16  S1: [in the meeting. 
 17  S4: kiss. 
 18  T:  Yes. 
 

 In talking about acceptable ways to greet people upon first meeting, S1 presented 

his view of the ways expected in the East versus the West. In doing so, S1 did not employ 

the task objective structures of be supposed to, be expected to, or be the custom to. In line 

8, to clarify S1’s intention, Ms. Jones asked the question “you think he was supposed to 

shake hands?” Although Ms. Jones used the target structure be supposed to here, she did 

not use any of the target structures anywhere again during the task. This exchange was 

the only time she modeled the structure in her language. Throughout the task, she let the 

learners express their ideas on the topic freely and did not limit use of structures to the 
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target forms. As can be seen in lines 8 to 11, Ms. Jones seemed to be more concerned 

with getting the discussion flowing by offering information related to the topic and 

introducing stimulating points for the learners to consider. 

  

Provides Lexical Items  

 A fourth feature of teacher language involved the teachers in the two classes 

providing the necessary lexicon that the learners could not produce themselves. Consider 

the following example, a segment of Example 7.  

 Example 13: Class 3B Unit 6 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   S5: Torn blanket torn blanket needs to be (.) fixed uh. 
 2   S6: Ne: needle? 
 3   T:  What do you call that? (Does anybody know?) 
 4   S6: [Just ne ne needle needle? 
 5   S7: [Ahh it’s   
   → 6   T:  Needle is the thing that you use. Se::w= 
 7   S5: =Sewing sewed. 
 8   S7: Sewn ohhh. 
 

 This segment from Example 7 exemplifying the teachers’ utterances modeling the 

objective structures also demonstrates features of the teachers’ language supplying the 

necessary lexicon for the learners. Instead of fix, S6 with his utterance “Ne: needle?” in 

line 2 seemed to be searching for the vocabulary term sew to repair the torn blanket. The 

teacher Ms. Kary first gave the learners a chance to work out the vocabulary asking 

“What do you call that? (Does anybody know?)” Lines 4 and 5 show the learners seemed 

to have the concept but not the word in their competence yet. Eventually, the teacher 
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clarified their understanding and offered the term sew (line 6). This feature of teacher 

language was also evidenced with the teacher in class 3A.  

 Example 14: Class 3A Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   T:  So here the blanket is torn, the headphone is torn. Now the way 
 2     you fix a blanket is different from the way you fix a headphone 
 3     ((S9 does gesture of sewing)). So do you know that word? 
 4   S9: Stick stike. 
   → 5   T:  To sew ((does gesture of sewing)). 
 6   S9: To sew I don’t know how to spell that. 
 7   T:  S-e-w. You can also say repaired. Fixed. 
 8   S11: Or sewn. 
 9   T:  Sewn exactly and 
 10  S11: And uh we uh the (2.0) the-= 
 11  S9: =How do you spell?  
 12  T:  S-e-w is the [verb.] 
 13  S11:      [Yeah] s-e s-e s-e-w or s-a-w.  
 14  T:  S-e-w-n (  ). [The past participle.] 
 15  S11:       [Yeah, s-e-w-n.    ] 
 16  S9: W-n. 
 17  T:  The blanket needs to be sewn perfect. Or say it with the gerund? 
 18  S11: The the blank the blanket needs sewring. 
 19  T:  Sew-ing. 
 20  S11: Sew-ing. 
 21  T:  Sew-ing [very good. ]  
 22  S11:   [Sew-ing.  ] 
   → 23  T:  Now there’s another useful verb for fabric and that’s ‘mend’ ‘to 
 24  mend’. It means repair so you could also say the blanket needs to  
 25  be mended. 
 26  S11: Mended. 
 27  T:  M-e-n-d m-e-n-d. And it means repair, particularly with fabrics and 
 28    clothing and so the blanket needs to be mended, or use it with a 
 29  gerund S10? Use it with a gerund and try that verb. 
 

 Similar to the situation in Example 13, S9’s motion of sewing showed she had the 

idea but could not retrieve the corresponding lexical item (lines 3 and 4). Ms. Jones 

provided the lexicon to sew and the discussion continued to figure out the spelling and the 

forms for constructing the objective structures. As the discussion on the lexical item sew 
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came to a resolution, the teacher skillfully took advantage of this occasion to introduce 

the alternative lexicon mend and modeled its use in the need + passive infinitive structure 

(lines 23 to 25). She went on to further this learning event by eliciting the use in the 

gerund form from the learners (lines 28 and 29). 

 The teachers’ support of the necessary lexical items is an important feature for the 

maintenance and progression of these discussions. Without the support, it is likely that 

these second language learners would proceed with the incorrect lexicon not achieving 

comprehension with the other learners and perhaps encounter communication 

breakdowns. Or, the learners may end up being discouraged and completely abort the 

attempt to express their ideas. These points can be noticed in the performances of the 

learner groups. Following are some more examples of how the teachers’ lexical support 

encouraged and sustained the learners’ engagement in the tasks. 

 Example 15: Class 3A Unit 8 Group B Task 1 

 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are talking about the qualities needed to be a 
 good friend.)) 
 1   S5: Willnee will willnees to communicate. Will- 
 2   T:  The ability to communicate? 
 3   S5: Uh you want to [so that is ]  
 4   T:                   [Desire?  ] 
 5   S5: Will will  
   → 6   T:  Willingness. 
 7   S5: Willingness.  
 8   T:  [Willingness. 
 9   S12: [Willingness. 
 10  S5: Willingness to communicate. 
 

 In this example, S5 was trying to propose willingness to communicate as a quality 

of a good friend. Obviously, she did not have the lexicon willingness correctly in her 

competence and was having trouble getting her idea across. The teacher tried to help out 
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by providing lexical choices such as ability and desire (lines 2 and 4), yet in vain. 

Because these were not the words she had in mind, S5 continued her pursuit for the word, 

and the teacher was finally able to offer the word willingness, which was what S5 had 

intended to say, as exemplified by her restatement of her idea in line 10. 

 Example 16: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about ways to speak well in front 
 of many people.)) 
 1   S13: Close ((pronounces ‘s’ as /s/)) the eye heh heh. 
 2   T:  Close ((pronounces ‘s’ as /z/)) your eye? 
 3   S10: Eye eye contact. 
   → 4   T:  Okay good by making 
 5   S10: Making eye contact? 
 6   T:  Good, very good very good.  
 

 To speak well in front of many people, S13 suggested close the eye. Because of 

S13’s ambiguous phonetic output of the word close, the teacher checked if she meant to 

say close your eye pronouncing close in the verb form. Then, along a similar line, S10 

presented her idea of “Eye eye contact.” Attending to S10’s utterance, the teacher 

supplied the necessary lexicon make for the phrase make eye contact in the target 

structure by making (line 4). With the appropriate lexicon, S10 was able to complete 

correctly her idea by saying making eye contact (line 5). 

 Again, in the two examples above, had it not been for the teachers’ assistance 

with the necessary lexical items, the learners almost assuredly would not have been able 

to convey their ideas properly in the target language. It is probable that the learners’ 

attempts would have proceeded without the comprehension of the interlocutors or 

resulted in an abrupt shift to another topic from simply abandoning their ideas. 
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Provides Corrective Feedback 

 A fifth feature commonly found in the teachers’ language is the provision of 

corrective feedback to the learners’ output. As the expert in the classroom, the teacher 

intervened to treat errors made by learners involving vocabulary, pronunciation, and 

form. Below are examples illustrating these instances. 

 Example 17: Class 3A Unit 5 Group A Task 1 
  
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are talking about acceptable or not 
  acceptable cultural norms in the United States.)) 
 1   T:  They invited you for a housewarming? 
 2   S1: Housewarming,  
 3   T:  Uh-huh. 
 4   S1: or baby washing baby washing baby washing. 
 5   S3: (  ) 
 6   S1: Baby washing. 
 7   T:  What is that? 
 8   S1: Uh: pregnant uh-= 
 9   T:  =Oh a baby- a party for the baby? 
 10  S1: Baby washing baby washing action. It was action.  
 11  Uh uh if I have a a pregnant friend (1.0) 
 12  S3: Celebrate? 
 13  S1: Yes, uh: together meet the together uh celebration to pregnant to- 
 14  T:  Okay has the- was the baby born? 
 15  S1: No no uh: 
 16  T:  Okay did they call-= 
 17  S1: =it need to be (  ). 
 18  T:  Did they call it a shower? Baby shower? 
 19  S1: Baby shower heh heh heh I hear the baby shower um:. 
 20  T:  ‘Cause that is the name for that kind of party but I don’t know if 
  21  that was what you went to. When people bring gifts because the 
  22  baby will be born, they call it a baby shower.  
 23  S1: Baby shower ohhh uh washing and shower!= 
  

 In this exchange, S1 misused the vocabulary washing for shower while talking 

about his experience at a baby shower in the United States (line 4). The teacher did not 

understand what S1 meant by baby washing and asked “What is that?” for clarification. A 

negotiation process unfolded between the teacher and S1, and after a few questions, the 
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teacher was able to diagnose that S1 had wrongly used the word washing for shower. 

Finally, the teacher corrected S1’s error to baby shower along with a brief explanation of 

its definition (line 18 and lines 20 to 22).  

 Example 18: Class 3A Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   S10: Dark wall color uh change another color, so uh dark wall color uh 
 2  need to be changed. ((pronounces as ‘chang-ed’)) 
 3   T:  Good! To be changed.  
 4  You don’t hear the e-d as /e/ there it’s just /d/ changed.   
 5   S10: Chang-ed. ((pronounces as ‘chang-ed’)) 
 6   T:  Changed.  
 7   S10: Chang-ed. 
 8   T:  Changed. 
 9   S10: Chan-ge.  
 10  T:  Not /e/ just /d/.  
 11  S10: /d/ 
 12  T:  Changed.  
 13  S10: Change-/d/. 
 14  T:  Change (.) /d/. Changed. 
 15  S10: Changed changed changed. ((pronounces correctly)) 
 16  T:  Good you got it. Okay and
 

 This example shows the teacher providing corrective feedback to S10 on his 

pronunciation. In his answer to solve the dark wall color, S10 pronounced the word 

changed as two separate syllables ending it with a /ed/ sound. The teacher pointed out the 

problematic area with an explanation helpful for repair (lines 3 and 4). After several trials 

with the teacher’s help, S10 managed to get the pronunciation correct. The next example 

demonstrates the teacher’s corrective feedback for form.  

 Example 19: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about the ways and qualities 
 needed to speak well in front of many people.)) 
 1   T:  Any ideas? Practicing in front of a group? What did you all say? 
 2  Any other ideas on how you might-  
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 3  I [have one.] 
 4   S10:  [By:     ] by having (.) uh confident. 
   → 5   T:  Good. By having confidence. What do I always ask you guys to do 
 6  in class? Raise you hand and: 
 

 As a way to speak well in front of many people, S10 suggested “[By:] by having 

(.) uh confident” with the inappropriate adjective form confident. In the next turn, the 

teacher Ms. Kary repeated S10’s utterance with the correct noun form confidence and 

adjusted the error.  

 The examples discussed in this category show the teachers’ language engaged in 

identifying and treating learner errors in vocabulary, pronunciation, and form. In a study 

looking at teacher-led and peer group ESL discussions, Shi (1998) found that teacher talk 

more accurately diagnosed and addressed learner errors, whereas peer talk, with a 

tendency for self-correction, often failed to recognize errors, leaving them neglected. The 

teachers’ language in the present study demonstrated similar features. Interestingly, 

however, it was also clear in the present data that not all learner errors were attended to 

by the teachers. The analysis seemed to indicate that errors in learner utterances that had 

to do with the learning objectives or had the potential of causing comprehension 

problems were addressed whereas those of a minor threat to the flow of conversation 

were overlooked. For example:  

 Example 20: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about the qualities needed to 
 improve one’s English skills.)) 
 1   S11: Tha that is um good good example because the first time  
   → 2  ((referring to S9)) he is very- he was very shy but now he he  
   → 3  spo- speak he speaks a lot. I I I can’t heared your your voice 
 4  because uh the the first ti- before I I never heared your your voice.  
 5   T:  Right S9?  
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 This exchange originated from the topic of needing to talk often to improve your 

English skills. S11 mentioned how she had not heard S9’s voice at the beginning of the 

course because he did not try to talk. Although S11 was able to self-correct the errors in 

her utterances as in “he is very- he was very shy” and “he spo- speak he speaks a lot,” 

like the learners in Shi’s study, she was not able to fix all of her errors. S11 did not detect 

her error in heared producing its repeated use (lines 3 and 4). Considering it not 

detrimental to processing the content of what S11 was saying, the teacher also let the 

error pass without any mention.  

 

4.1.2 Features of the Teachers’ Interactional Pattern 

 Here I discuss features of the teachers’ interactional patterns found in the Task 1 

discussions. In particular, I focus on the teachers’ participation patterns and features of 

negotiation emerging between the teacher and the learners during the tasks.  

 

Teacher Elicits Task-Focused Participation of Learners 

 A notable interactional pattern found in Task 1 discussions was represented by the 

teachers’ efforts to elicit participation from the learners. The teachers in the two classes 

showed a tendency to allot turns to learners and solicit their opinions. In the two classes, 

the teachers’ interactional moves allowed learners the opportunity to engage in the 

interactions, who if left alone, might either not have been able to obtain the floor for 

themselves or might not have had the interest in doing so. The following example of an 

interaction between the teacher and learners illustrates this point.     
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 Example 21: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about ways to be a good friend.))  
 1   T:  You wanna start S9? 
 2   S9: No, I don’t-= 
 3   T:  =What kind- what do you need to be a good friend? 
 4  You can be a good friend (2.0) by::  
 5  S13 [do you have any idea?] 
 6   S12:        [Having having      ] 
 7   T:  You’ve got lots of good friends. 
 8   S12:  having 
 9   S11: Be good friend. [Having?] 
 10  S12:           [ having ] 
 
   … 
 
 ((24 turns later. Ms. Kary and students are continuing on the same topic.)) 
 35  S10: [Ahh taking care of   
 36  T:  [Yeah! Taking care of your friends, good.  
  37  S13 you probably have lots of good friends.  
 38  S13: Umm: 
 39  T:  How do you get to mak- maintain your friendship? 
 40  S13: Be a good friend by having a good humor? 
 

 In moving on to the next topic, the teacher appointed S9 to start the discussion. In 

line 2, S9 seemed to try to say he did not have any idea or did not wish to say anything, 

and the teacher directed the turn to S13 (line 5). Yet S13 failed to follow up on the 

teacher’s turn arrangement, and the other learners took up the discussion. In the 24 turns 

that followed, S13 only contributed once with “Like you heh heh,” which was a mere 

repetition of another learner’s utterance. So 24 turns later, the teacher again provided S13 

a chance to enter in the discussion (lines 37 and 39). This time, S13 took the turn and 

proposed her idea applying the target structure by + gerund form (line 40).  

 Likely noticing that S9 and S13 had not participated much in the recent 

exchanges, the teacher assisted the two learners with the chance to participate in the new 

topic. Without the teacher’s interactional actions, less talkative students like S9 or S13 
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might have completed this group work with little or no participation in the interaction, 

thereby depriving themselves of the experience to practice the target language.  

 Data such as the above example show the teachers’ interactional pattern of 

eliciting learner participation. Yet even with the teachers’ efforts to invite participation of 

less active learners, in both classes, there were learners who were more talkative, taking 

up more turns and having more chances to speak out. Table 4.2 shows the number of 

turns taken by the participants in the teacher-based discussions in the three units for the 

two classes. The teachers as the supervisor took a high number of turns, which can be 

interpreted as the teachers fostering learner participation by scaffolding the task and 

organizing the turns. The number of turns taken by the learners, evidently, displays a 

disparity between more talkative learners and more quiet ones.  

 A similar finding was evidenced in the learner-based group discussions. In the 

discussions among the learners, there was an imbalance in the number of turns taken by 

more talkative learners who took more chances to obtain the floor and less active 

learners. The participation pattern in terms of the number of turns taken by the learners in 

the teacher-based groups and in the learner-based groups showed similar trends. When 

examined closely, however, the nature of the interaction taking place in the two types of 

discussion groups raises some issues to be considered.  

 Research on teacher-led and peer group discussions in SLA has claimed that 

learners in peer groups have more opportunities for negotiation work and chances to 

practice the target language compared to learners in teacher-led forms (Long & Porter, 

1985; Pica & Doughty, 1985). In my data, the learners in the learner-based groups in the 

Task 1 discussions overall obtained the floor and talked as much as or more than the 
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learners in the teacher-based groups in each unit. However, while the interactions that 

took place with the teacher present were highly focused on the task topic and learning 

points, the learner-based group discussions often covered the task topic shortly and 

strayed off to issues of the learners’ interest irrelevant to the task. This observation is 

discussed in detail when I present features of interactions in the learner-based group 

discussions in the following sections. 
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Table 4.2: Number of Turns Taken by Teachers and Learners in Task1 Teacher-Based 

Group Discussions in the Three Units for Classes 3A and 3B 

 

 

 

 Unit 5 

T S1 S2 S3 S4 Class  

 

 

3A 69 48 * 30 21 

T S1 S2 S3 S4 Class 

 3B 65 44 35 31 35 

 

 
 Unit 6 

T S9 S10 S11  Class  
 

 

 

3A 110 41 55 41  

T S5 S6 S7 S8 Class 

3B 118 26 65 142 50 

                  Unit 8 

T S5 S7 S12    Class 

 3A 50 68(5) 32 35(6)   

T S9 S10 S11 S12 
 

S13 Class 

3B 120 23 57 80 43 
 

 
39 

T: Teacher  * Absence 
Number in box indicates the total number of turns taken by a participant.  
Number in parentheses indicates the number of turns taken off-task out of the total 
number of turns taken by a participant.  
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Social Nature of Teacher Negotiation  

 Negotiation in the field of SLA has received much attention under the premise 

that negotiated interaction promotes comprehension of input for second language 

learners. Studies on negotiation have centered around identifying interactional 

modification devices used to modify the interactional structure for resolving 

communication problems (Doughty & Pica 1986; Ellis, 1985; Long, 1983a; Pica & 

Doughty, 1985). Devices such as comprehension checks, confirmation checks, and 

clarification requests were found to be employed in negotiations of NS/NNS and 

NNS/NNS structures. In my data, the teachers also exhibited use of these devices to 

achieve comprehension in moments of difficulty during discussions with the learners as 

shown in Example 22 below. 

 Example 22: Class 3A Unit 5 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about acceptable or not 
 acceptable cultural norms in the United States.)) 
 1   T:  S3 do you agree? S1 says he doesn’t care. Do you think that’s 
 2  the problem? Is the gift too expensive?  
 3   S3: I like but- 
   → 4   T:  You like what? You like gifts expensive gifts? 
 5   S3: I like expensive gift bu:t if I give expensive gift,   
 6  I’m: what can I say  
 7   T:  Think about think about-= 
 8   S3: =uncomfortable? My my uncomfortable? 
   → 9   T:  ((to S3)) You are uncomfortable or the person that you give it to  
 10  is uncomfortable?  
 11  S1: ((to S3)) Uh you you take? Take-= 
 12  T:  =You mean when you rece:ive [an expensive gift?] 
 13  S4:                          [You receive or   ] you give?   
 14  S1: Uhh: if you receive=  
 15  S2: =Gifts.= 
 16  S1: =uh expensive gift you feeling you are feeling uh comfortable? 
 17  T:  Uncomfortable like Rosa? You mean like Rosa’s friend? 
 18  S1: But you plee pleesant ((pleasant)), happy. 
 19  T:  So so you’re like Rosa’s friend, you would feel uncomfortable? 
 20  S3: Yes. 
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 As was discussed in the previous category of Teacher Elicits Task-Focused 

Participation of Learners, this exchange started with the teacher Ms. Kary soliciting S3’s 

opinion (lines 1 and 2), perhaps after realizing he had not participated for 26 turns up to 

the moment. S3 responded with an incomplete utterance (line 3) that did not fulfill Ms. 

Kary’s solicited questions. In line 4, Ms. Kary immediately initiated negotiation for what 

he meant by “I like but-,” using a clarification request. As S3 tried to clarify his answer, 

his lack of proficiency, presumably, led him to produce another ambiguous response 

“=uncomfortable? My my uncomfortable?” to which the teacher again signaled with a 

clarification request for a resolution process (lines 9 and 10).  

 In the excerpt above, the teacher adopted clarification requests when facing 

difficulty in comprehending the learner’s messages. This finding conforms to the 

discussions found in earlier studies on negotiation that were largely confined to 

categorically identifying the devices used in interactions. Parting from this cognitive view 

of negotiation in SLA, a social perspective to negotiation of meaning has been recently 

pursued. For example, Shim (2003) studied teacher-student negotiation in a second 

language classroom, and reported that in addition to assisting and mediating students’ 

communication to accomplish successful negotiation, the teacher’s negotiation behaviors 

were socially- and pedagogically-oriented, and negotiations often unfolded through 

collaborative work of the participants. The data of the present study lends support to such 

findings when analyzed with this approach. I provide a reinterpretation of the above 

example to demonstrate this case. 

 In the above situation, S3’s utterances in lines 5 and 6 show he had trouble 

explaining his idea to the teacher’s first clarification request in line 4. To assist S3 with 
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his difficulty, the teacher began a scaffolding process (line 7). In her second clarification 

request to S3’s ambiguous answer “=uncomfortable? My my uncomfortable?”, the 

teacher used an or question to ease S3’s construction of his ideas (lines 9 and 10). The 

negotiation process, up to that point, consisted of S3 and the teacher. However, the 

negotiation expanded as S1 jumped in to help S3 clear his intentions. In line 11, S1 

attempted to assist S3 but was not able to formulate it into a correct form. The teacher 

grabbed the moment and rephrased S1’s utterance using the appropriate word receive 

(line 12). This move worked as a model for the other learners. In the following turns, it is 

noticeable that S4 and S1 both incorporated the teacher’s supply of receive and joined in 

to collaborate in the process of resolving S3’s intentions. S1 rephrased his original 

question to S3 with receive, yet still had an inappropriate word form comfortable (lines 

14 and 16). Noticing this error, the teacher refined S1’s question with the proper form 

uncomfortable (line 17). In her next turn, the teacher summarized the negotiation 

exchange up to that point and redirected the question to S3, which seemed to be intended 

to ensure his understanding as well as the comprehension of the other learners. S3’s 

answer yes in line 20 showed that the teacher and the learners had succeeded in grasping 

the meaning of his message.  

 Example 23: Class 3A Unit 5 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Jones and students are talking about acceptable or not 
 acceptable cultural norms in the United States.)) 
 1   S1: In fact in Korea there [is n[o:: ] tip  ] culture. 
 2   T:                       [No]   
 3   S4:    [Yeah no tips.]  
 4   T:  I like that.  
 5   S4: Yeah heh heh. 
 6   T:  It’s very simple. 
 7   S1: Heh heh yes. 
   → 8   T:  Di- are there advantages (.) or disadvantages? 
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 9   S3: Advantage?  
 10  T:  Um-hm. 
 11  S3: ((in a soft voice)) Ad-van-tage. 
   → 12  T:  With the tips can you see- is there anything good about a tip? (1.0)  
 13    Or is it pure: (.) it’s a nuisance. 
 14  S3: Um maybe it’s good for someone who are part-time worker. 
 

 Here, the teacher and the learners were talking about the fact that in Korea, tips 

are not typically expected or given. In line 8, the teacher asked the learners about the 

advantages or disadvantages of tipping, and in response, S3 repeated the word advantage 

in a rising intonation (line 9). At this point, it was not clear if “Advantage?” indicated that 

S3 did not understand the meaning of the question or if it was just to confirm the 

teacher’s question. The teacher merely responded with an acknowledgment marker “Um-

hm,” and in the following line, S3 uttered the word advantage again, yet this time, slowly 

syllable by syllable, which ultimately functioned as a signal to the teacher that S3 did not 

comprehend the question clearly (line 11). The teacher then rephrased her original 

question using more generic terms to make it easier for S3 to understand. As is noticeable 

in her utterances in lines 12 and 13, Ms. Jones first started out with “With the tips can 

you see-” but then restated it to, “is there anything good about a tip?,” which she seemed 

to judge would be easier with the simple vocabulary and construction. She continued her 

assistance and added additional support (line 13). With Ms. Jones’ efforts of rephrasing 

and using appropriate linguistic devices responsive to the learner’s level of competence, 

S3 was finally able to comprehend the teacher’s question as was evidenced by his proper 

answer in line 14. 

 The two examples of negotiation interactions above, approached from a social 

perspective, presented a detailed picture of the negotiation process further from the 
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analysis of the teacher simply employing the interactional devices. The teachers, in 

addition to adopting the devices, also carefully assisted the learners by rephrasing and 

using appropriate linguistic resources. The teachers seized moments considered 

pedagogical for the learners’ understanding and learning, and the participants were 

observed to collaborate to resolve their non-understandings. As this social approach 

helped unveil the nature of the teacher-student negotiation process, it will be interesting 

to see what this social perspective can reveal regarding the nature of negotiation in 

interactions among learners when the teacher is not present, which is discussed in the 

following sections.   

 

4.1.3 Features of the Learners’ Language 

 In this section, I present features of the learner language found in the Task 1 

discussions. Data come from the 12 learner-based group discussions across the two 

classes. Recall that for each unit, while a group of learners carried on Task 1 with the 

teacher, these learner-based groups worked on the same task by themselves. Analysis of 

the learner language centers on the learning objectives of each unit as was the focus of 

analysis for the teachers’ language. Significant features of the learners’ language with 

regard to the learning objectives are discussed in detail as well as any emerging discourse 

patterns worthy of note. The analysis of data revealed four distinctive features of the 

learners’ language. 
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Focus on Objective Structures 

 In the Task 1 discussions, the learners’ language adhered to the use of the 

objective structures pursued in each unit. In proceeding with the task, the learners’ 

utterances reflected the learners’ knowledge and ability to apply the appropriate 

structures. In fact, in the course of task work, when their language strayed from the 

objective structures, the learners would raise attention to the structural forms and 

encourage each other to construct utterances using the structures. Consider the following 

examples.  

 Example 24: Class 3B Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((Students are discussing solutions for the problems shown in the picture of an 
 apartment.)) 
 1   S10: Number five.  
 2   S13: The little table (4.0) the little table needs to be  
 3   S9: Changed new one. 
 4   S10: Um changed. 
 5   S13: changed.  
    6   S10: A:nd the wall color (2.0) painted. 
   → 7   S9: The wall needs to be painted. 
 8   S10: And number three ah ah seven? 
 9   S13: The lightbulb (3.0) [to be changed.] 
   → 10  S10:                    [Needs to be  ] 
 11  S10: And dusty. [Clean ] wash washed or cleaned. 
 

 As is exemplified in the learners’ utterances in this excerpt, the learners displayed 

competence and awareness in applying the objective structure need + passive infinitive 

for discussing solutions to the problems. The learners used language concurring with the 

objective structure and monitored each other’s language, supplementing each other’s use 

of structural forms. In line 6, when S10 uttered, “A:nd the wall color (2.0) painted,” S9 

followed up saying “The wall needs to be painted” with the structure refined (line 7). 

Again, in lines 9 and 10, when S13 uttered, “The lightbulb (3.0) [to be changed,]” S10 
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noticed the absence of need in S13’s utterance and quickly overlapped with “[Needs to 

be]” adjusting S13’s answer. 

 Example 25: Class 3A Unit 8 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about ways to be a good friend.)) 
 1   S1: Be a good friend. I think uh to be a good friend is to keep a word. 
 2   S2: What? [Keep?] 
 3   S1:           [Word ] word.  
 4  Keep keep a promise [keep a word] keep a promise. 
 5   S4:                       [Ahhh     ]               
 6     promise. 
 7   S1: Keep a promise keep a word. 
→ 8   S4: We- we use legend. 
 9   S2: Huh? 
→ 10  S4: Legend. 
 11  S2: Legend. 
→ 12  S4: We use ah- we use legend. 
 13  S2: Okay. By keeping 
 14  S4: By keeping? 
 15  S2: a promise.  
 16  S3: By keeping a word, by keeping a promise? 
 17  S1: Huh? Uh keep a promise uh to be a good friend is: one thing to 
 18  keep a- one thing to be a good friend is a keep a promise.  
 19  S2: [Heh she meaned uh [you you use a] 
 20  S4: [Heh             [We we use a ] a legend. 
 21  S1: Ohh legend no no gerund. 
 22  S4: [Gerund yeah. 
 23  S2: [Gerund yeah. 
 24  S1: Legend is uh heh heh. ((students laugh)) 
 25  S4: I’m sorry heh heh. Gerund. 
 26  S3: Legend heh heh. 
 27  S1: I think by keeping a promise. 
 28  S3: By keeping a promise and:  
 

 From line 1 to 7, S1 and S2 were engaged with expressing the idea of keeping a 

promise as a way to be a good friend. Realizing that the two learners were not following 

use of the objective structure by + gerund, S4 tried to focus their attention to the form, 

yet wrongly used the word legend for gerund (line 8). S4 attempted two more times to 

make the other members aware of the by + gerund form, but with the incorrect lexical 
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item legend. Although S2 did not understand S4’s intention at first, eventually S2 was 

able to grasp what S4 was trying to say as shown by her remark “Okay. By keeping” in 

line 13. Once S2 modeled the use of the structure (lines 13 and 15), it became evident to 

the other learners that their language for this task needed to adhere to the by + gerund 

structure. S3 immediately applied the form in his utterance (line 16); however, lines 17 

and 18 show that S1 still did not get the point. After S2’s and S4’s efforts to clarify (lines 

19 and 20), S1 could understand them and was also able to correct the mistakenly used 

legend to gerund (line 21). From this point on, S1 and S3 applied the structure in their 

utterances as can be seen in lines 27 and 28.  

 

Limited in Variety of Objective Structures  

 Despite the learners’ ability to produce language relevant to the task objective 

structures, the learners’ language was limited in the variety of the target structures used. 

As illustrated in the discussion above, the learners displayed knowledge of the structures 

and competence to use them. Nevertheless, their utterances during the tasks showed the 

learners had difficulty in applying varied versions of the objective structures. The 

examples below exhibit these points. 

 Example 26: Class 3B Unit 6 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((Students are discussing solutions for the problems shown in the picture of an 
 apartment.)) 
 1   S2: The the TV needs to be fixed. 
 2   S3: Fixed. 
 3   S2: Number four? 
 4   S3: Tor:n blanket. 
 5   S2: Um how to heh heh. 
 6   S3: Sew. 
 7   S2: Sew? 
 8   S3: Sew ((does gesture of sewing)). 
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 9   S2: Use yeah yeah yeah yeah. How to spell? 
 10  S3: Maybe s-a- s-a-w I think ((looks it up in his electronic dictionary)). 
 11  S2: So the to:rn blanket needs needs to-be-sewed? 
 12  S4: S-e-w. 
 13  S2: S-e-w sewed? 
 14  S3: No no sew heh.  
 15  S4: This is ((shows what she found in her electronic dictionary)) 
 16  S2: This? 
 17  S3: Ahh! 
 18  S2: So s-e-w. 
 19  S3: Yes [s-e-w. ] 
 20  S2:         [e-d?  ] Sewed. The torn blanket need to be sewed. 
 21  S2: Number five I don’t know what is it? Dented. 
 

 The purpose of this task was to talk about things that needed to be done using 

both the need + passive infinitive form and the need + gerund form. In lines 1 and 2, the 

learners completed the solution for the TV using only the need + passive infinitive form 

and moved on to the topic of the torn blanket. S2’s utterance, “Um how to heh heh” in 

line 5 indicated she did not know how to describe the solution, and S3 helped out by 

providing the verb sew. After working out the spelling for sew, the learners constructed 

the description in the need + passive infinitive structure but again, did not use the gerund 

form. In both instances, although the learners were able to devise the description correctly 

using the objective structure, they did not, however, show variability in their use of the 

structural forms. 

 Example 27: Class 3A Unit 6 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((Students are discussing solutions for the problems shown in the picture of an 
 apartment.)) 
 1   S7:  Oh ah ah yeah. Can I look up the dictionary?  
 2   S5:  Yeah. 
 3   S7:  I’m sorry ((looks something up in her electronic dictionary)). Yes!  
 4   S5:  Yes what? 
 5   S7:  Sew. Do you know ‘sew’?  
 6   S5:  OH I know sew ((does gesture of sewing)). 
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 7   S7:  Oh yeah I want to [speak sew yeah.]  
 8   S5:           [Speak sew.    ] 
 9   S7:  That’s good.= 
 10  S5:  =Need to be sew:ed. 
 11  S7:  Sew:ed um-hm yeah. 
 12  S5:  Number six. 
 13  S7:  Dark wall um:: this dark wall:: 
 14  S5:  Need to be recovered recolored recolored. 
 

 In this excerpt, also on the solution to the torn blanket, S5 and S7 were having 

difficulty searching for the word sew. Not being able to come up with the word, S7 

resorted to her electronic dictionary. Once S7 found the appropriate verb, the two learners 

constructed the description in the target structure, yet again in the need + passive 

infinitive form. The two learners’ discussion for resolving the dark wall in lines 12 to 14 

exemplify again the learners’ limited application of the objective structures.  

 In both examples above, the learners’ language exhibited their ability to apply the 

objective structures, but not in varied forms. The learners mostly resorted to the need + 

passive infinitive form to construct answers to the task items and seemed rarely to use the 

need + gerund form. Although the example given in the students’ task sheet only 

demonstrated use of the need + passive infinitive form, the teachers had explained and 

given examples of both types of structural forms to the whole class before going into the 

task activity. However, in the course of Task 1 discussions, while the teachers’ language 

performed and guided application of both structures, the language in the learner-based 

group discussions featured use of only one type of structure. Consequently, the learners in 

the teacher-based group discussions were constantly exposed to the use of both forms 

whereas the learners in the learner-based group discussions lacked the opportunity to 

practice the objective structures in varied forms. 
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Errors not Resolved due to Lack of Corrective Feedback  

 As I had anticipated, the learners’ language displayed frequent errors with regard 

to the learning objectives and also in their general language. The errors sometimes were 

corrected from feedback by other learners, but oftentimes, they were dismissed without 

any recognition or feedback for opportunities of repair. The learner-based groups 

comprised of learners, seemingly with insufficient linguistic knowledge and resources, 

were not able to provide the necessary feedback and corrections to each other. The 

examples below demonstrate lack of corrective feedback likely due to learners’ low 

proficiency in the target language.  

 Example 28: Class 3A Unit 6 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((Students are discussing solutions for the problems shown in the picture of an 
 apartment.))  
 1   S5: Uhh I think the the floor is cracked and it’s need to be it’s need 
 2  to be:: to to to be repired re- repired repired ((repaired)).  
 3   S7: Re- repired ((tilts head with doubt)). 
 4   S5: The TV  
 5   S7: Um-hm. 
 

 In Example 28, S5 presented her idea that the cracked floor needed to be repaired. 

As can be noticed in her utterances (lines 1 and 2), S5 had morphological errors as in it’s 

need, and more importantly, she could not produce repaired properly. Noticing 

something was wrong, after formulating repired for the first time, S5 continuously 

repeated the word repired seeming to test her knowledge and also to elicit feedback from 

S7. Although S7 repeated the ill-formed repired showing doubt, she was not able to 

provide the needed feedback for correction. Without any clear resolution for the errors 

repired or it’s need, the discussion proceeded to the next topic. Throughout the 

discussion, S7 never used the word repaired, which could be taken as implying she did 
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not have the vocabulary in her competence. While S5 continued to use the ill-formed 

repire a few more times, S7 remained uncertain of its use but unfortunately failed to offer 

any proper feedback. 

 Example 29: Class 3B Unit 8 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about the qualities needed to speak well in front of many 
 people.)) 
 1   S5: Practice. 
 2   S7: Yes yes. 
   → 3   S6: Don’t shy heh heh. 
 4   S7: Don’t shy heh heh. 
 5   S8: Loud you you talk [talking ] loud. 
 
   …  
 
 ((52 turns later the students are continuing on the same topic.)) 
 58  S8: Open mind? No? 
 59  S7: Open open mind? 
 60  S8: Ah no no no. 
 61  S7: No?  
 62  S6: (  ). 
   → 63  S7: Don’t shy?  
 64  S8: Umm, 
   → 65  S7: Don’t be 
 66  S8: don’t [be shy.  ] 
 67  S6:      [Don’t be ] shy.= 
 68  S7: =Don’t be shy. Don’t be shi:ne, shining? 
 69  S6: Shy.  
 

 Example 29 is another example of how the learners gave each other inadequate 

feedback during the discussions. For qualities needed to speak well in front of many 

people, S5 suggested practice, and S6 followed with “Don’t shy heh heh,” intending, 

supposedly, to say not being shy. Despite its incorrectness, no corrective feedback was 

offered by any of the learners, and the response was simply accepted as a suitable answer, 

as was confirmed by S7’s repetition in the next turn (line 4). Several turns later, S7 

brought up “Don’t shy?” again as a necessary quality, still in its incorrect form (line 63). 
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Again, no feedback was initiated from the other learners. Interestingly, however, in her 

next turn (line 65), S7 came up with the correction of be, and S6 and S8, who could not 

quite put their finger on what was wrong with the structure up to that point, 

acknowledged the correctness of the form (lines 66 and 67). A point to be noted in this 

exchange is the fact that the learners’ production of the structure don’t be shy did not 

develop further into not being shy which would have been the ideal form in this context. 

This outcome is noteworthy when compared to the discussion involving the teacher 

during the same task, Task 1 of Unit 8. Consider the following example. 

 Example 30: Class 3B Unit 8 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are talking about the qualities needed to 
 improve one’s English skills.)) 
 1   T:  If you like to play foot- basketball, the quality would be to be 
 2  healthy. To practice English what would help you? 
 3   S12: Um:: don’t don’t be shy. 
 4   T:  Okay very good. 
 5   S11: What? 
 6   S12: Don’t be shy. 
 7   T:  [Ask him again. 
 8   S13: [Don’t be shy. 
 9   S11: I didn’t understand. 
 10  S13: Don’t don’t [be shy.] 
 11  S12:      [Shy.  ] 
 12  S11:    Ahh. [Don’t   ] 
 13  T:      [Be: shy? ] Is that [it? No.    ]  
 14  S12:     [Don’t don’t] be shy. 
   → 15  T:  Don’t be shy. So [not ] being = 
 16  S12:     [Just] 
 17  S11:  =Yeah. Just talking. 
   → 18  T:  Yeah not being shy. Good, it’s a good characteristic. 
 

 This example with the teacher illustrates the type of target language and feedback 

that were available to the learners in an exchange involving comparable language use as 

in Example 29. To Ms. Kary’s facilitative language scaffolding the task, (lines 1 and 2), 
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S12 offered his idea “Um:: don’t don’t be shy.” S11’s mishearing of what S12 had said 

led the learners through a clarification process, and the teacher, as shown in lines 13 and 

15, used this moment to reinforce the form don’t be shy. Don’t be shy was correct 

language and delivered the intention of S12’s idea. Yet, the teacher did not compromise 

to let this expression pass as the acceptable answer and provided not being shy as the 

accurate form for using this expression as a quality of a good speaker (lines 15 and 18).  

 The two examples above highlight the contrast between the language of the 

teacher and that of the learners and how they may work as models of the target language 

for the learners. In Example 30, the teacher’s language supplied the learners with the 

corrective feedback proper to the context. This result is in contrast to the exchange 

amongst the learners dealing with similar language use shown in Example 29. In accord 

with the findings of Gass and Varonis (1989) that most repairs in nonnative discourse 

occurred in the direction of the target language, the learners in Example 29 were able to 

correctly adjust don’t shy to don’t be shy. The learners’ lack of target language 

proficiency, however, seemed to limit further necessary corrective feedback, and the 

learners could not make full use of this learning opportunity to develop their language to 

the ideal form of not being shy.  

   

Use of Available Resources: Dictionary 

 The final significant feature of the learner language is the much greater reliance 

on available resources to compensate for the insufficient linguistic proficiency. Learners 

relied on resources such as the dictionary to convey and comprehend meaning during the 

discussions. 
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 As was observed in Examples 26 and 27, the learners showed a tendency to turn 

to their electronic dictionaries when they encountered communication problems. 

Although not all, quite a few learners had dictionaries with them throughout the course, 

and thus in the tasks, every group eventually had access to a dictionary through one or 

more of the learners. Out of the six teacher-based group discussions for Task 1 across the 

two classes, the use of the dictionary by a learner was identified in only one group 

discussion. In comparison, half of the 12 learner-based group discussions for Task 1 

included instances in which the learners resorted to looking up words in the dictionary. 

Example 31 is representative of these cases. 

 Example 31: Class 3B Unit 8 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about the qualities needed to lose weight and be in good 
 shape.)) 
 1   S8: Uh every [day -] 
 2   S7:             [small] 
 3   S8: Uh I know, every day (.) every day our life is- (2.0) [regulation ] 
 4   S7:                                               [Is very   ] 
 5  regul regulation? Uh okay [uh:  ] 
 6   S5:                           [Don’t] change (.) life style? 
 8   S7: regulation: habits?  
 9  Regula[tion]? 
   → 10  S8:      [[The] rule ] ((looking at electronic dictionary)). 
 11  S6:      [Regulation] exercise. 
 12  S7: Regulation exercise. 
   → 13  S8: ((looking at electronic dictionary)) The read a rular life.  
 14  Lead a re-gu-lar [life. ] 
 15  S7:                   [Life.] Okay I understand. 
 

 In this example, S8 was having trouble verbalizing her idea of lead a regular life. 

The other learners chimed in to help out and a negotiation process unfolded with the 

learners negotiating for the appropriate vocabulary and expressions. As the negotiation 

process failed to achieve S8’s intended message, she resorted to her electronic dictionary 
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(lines 10 and 13) and was able to formulate “Lead a re-gu-lar [life]” which was what she 

had attempted to say (line 14). Without her electronic dictionary, S8 might not have 

succeeded in getting her idea across and might have simply aborted the effort to convey 

her intensions.  

 

4.1.4 Features of the Learners’ Interactional Pattern 

 In this section, I present four salient features of the learners’ interactional patterns 

found in the Task 1 discussions. As in the analysis of the teachers’ performance, I 

specifically examine the learners’ participation patterns and features of negotiation 

occurring in exchanges among the learners. 

 

Learner Assumes Organizer Role 

 It was common in the learner group discussions for one, or sometimes more than 

one, learner to take on the role of organizing the flow of the task. Like the teachers in the 

teacher-based group discussions, the learners organized the way the task would proceed, 

allocated turns, and asked for opinions from other members. Such actions on the part of a 

learner in the role of organizer contributed to engaging the learners in the task and 

helping the task progress, but lacked features of facilitative language of the teachers that 

scaffolded learners’ comprehension and participation. Examples of this feature are given 

below.  

 Example 32: Class 3A Unit 5 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about acceptable or not acceptable cultural norms in the 
 United States.)) 
 1   S5: He felt offend because someone want to shake hands with you  
 2  but but but you’re shake shake shake hands and then you you  
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 3  you didn’t want to shake hands and you just- and this is kind 
   → 4  of rude. What do you think about this? 
 5   S7: Same. 
 6   S6: The bow (.) the bow (.) bow is not (2.0) bow is not (2.0) 
 7  I don’t know. The handshake is same (1.0) to oriental people 
 8  the to bow bow not bow, bow. Bow and handshake is same but I
 9  don’t know ((pronounces bow [bau] as [bou])).  
 10  What do you think of the American people?  
 11  ((reading from the task sheet)) What do you think and what do you 
 12  think Jing was supposed to do this situation in U.S. culture? 
   → 13  S5: The second question. 
 14  S6: The question is very difficult. 
 15  S5: Um:: 
 16  S7: He:: he did shake hand with president. This is a normal culture. 
 17  S5: It’s mean when you go to U.S. just do like U.S. do. 
 18  When you when you come to Rome and then just do.  
 19  S7: Yeah. 
   → 20  S5: Question 3.  
 21  S7: You read it.  
 

 In this example, students 5, 6, and 7 were talking about an awkward greeting 

situation described in the task that had occurred in the United States. Among the three 

students, it is noticeable that S5 took on the role of the organizer in this discussion. In 

line 4, after giving her opinion on the issue, S5 directed the turn to the other two members 

eliciting their views on the topic. Then, when S6 took a long turn expressing his thoughts 

and then moved on to the next question on the task sheet (lines 11 and 12), S5 stated “The 

second question” to make it clear that they were on the second question (line 13). Finally, 

as S5 judged the discussion on the topic was winding down, she led the group into the 

next question saying “Question 3” (line 20). 

 Example 33: Class 3B Unit 8 Group A Task 1 
 
 ((Students finish up talking about ways to be a good friend and then move into the 
 topic of ways to lose weight and be in good shape.)) 
   → 1   S4: You don’t have any idea? ((looks at S1 first and then at S3)) 
 2   S1: Next. 
   → 3   S4: Next okay. Lose weight and then heh heh [good  ] 
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 4   S1:                                       [Shape? ]  
 5   S4: What is shape? 
 6   S3: Good shape good body. 
 7   S1: Body line? 
 8   S3: You can lose weight and be in good shape by exercise exercising. 
 9   S4: Um-hm. 
     
   … 
   
 ((16 turns later the students continue on the topic of ways to lose weight and be in 
 good shape)) 
   → 26  S4:  ((to S1)) You didn’t say anything.  
 27  S1:  Hm? 
   → 28  S4:  ((to S1)) What’s your opinion? 
 29  S1:  Diet. 
 30  S4:  Lose a weight? Lose weight.= 
 31  S1:  =Diet. Don’t eat.  
 32  S4:  Huh? 
 33  S1:  Don’t eat.  
 34  S2:  Don’t don’t eat? 
 35  S1:  Don’t eat. 
 36  S4:  Don’t eat. 
 

 In the above excerpt, while S2 and S4 were offering their ideas on ways to be a 

good friend, S1 and S3 had hardly contributed their thoughts. Noticing this perhaps, S4 

explicitly solicited their participation by asking “You don’t have any idea?” to the two 

learners (line 1). However, S1 simply answered “Next” indicating that he did not wish to 

comment on this topic, and S4, acknowledging with “Next okay,” organized the flow of 

the task to the next topic (line 3). In the following turns on ways to lose weight and be in 

good shape, S1 took part in the discussion only three times with short utterances. In line 

26, S4 directly stated to S1 “You didn’t say anything,” then asked, “What’s your 

opinion?” In response, S1 started to offer his ideas, and S4’s organizational role 

succeeded in engaging the group members and maintaining their discussion. 
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 In both examples above, the learners assuming the organizer role managed the 

flow of the discussion by eliciting opinions from group members and working out the 

proceedings of the task. The learners’ organizer role contributed to getting the discussion 

going and accomplishing the task, yet as may be expected of learners, their roles did not 

display the scaffolding characteristics found in the teachers’ interactional patterns.  

 

Off-Task Participation  

 Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the number of turns taken by the learners in the learner-

based group discussions in the three units for the two classes. The number of turns 

obtained by the learners varied in that more active learners had the floor much more often 

than the less active learners. As was discussed in the previous section on Teacher Elicits 

Task-Focused Participation of Learners, the overall amount of participation and the 

disparity among the learners were similar to the participation pattern of the learners in the 

teacher-based groups. What needs to be noted, however, is the nature of interaction that 

took place in the learner-based group discussions.  

 The Task 1 discussions ran for about 15 to 20 minutes on average with the teacher 

announcing the beginning and end of the task work. In the learner-based group 

discussions, the learners sometimes worked through the task quickly and shifted to a 

topic disengaged from the task objectives and content. The number of turns presented in 

the parentheses in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show the number of turns taken for off-task 

interaction out of the total number of turns taken by a learner. The number of off-task 

turns is considerable when compared with the results in Table 4.2 showing the number of 

turns taken by the learners in the teacher-based group discussions with only a minor 
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instance of off-task turns in one teacher-based group discussion. One could argue that 

these off-task turns provide learners opportunities to practice the target language. 

However, when taking into account that the major goal of the task discussions was to 

serve as the learning occasion of the new objective structures and language for the 

learners, insufficient coverage of the task can harm learners’ second language 

development, not to mention an inefficient use of class time.  
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Table 4.3: Number of Turns Taken by Learners in Task 1 Learner-Based Group 

Discussions in the Three Units for Class 3A 

 
Unit 5  

 
S5 S6 S7  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Absence  
Number in box indicates the total number of turns taken by a learner.  
Number in parentheses indicates the number of turns taken off-task out of the total 
number of turns taken by a learner.  
 
 

S8 Group B 

67 61 54 *

S9 S10 S11 S12 Group C 

56 59 * 66 

 Unit 6 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Group A 

79(1) 108(16) 64(12) 30(3)

S5 S7 S12  Group B 

146(71) 140(64) *  

 Unit 8 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Group A 

95(17) 79(24) 62(7) 57(21)

S9 S10 S11  Group C 

39(31) 125(104) 125(102)  
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Table 4.4: Number of Turns Taken by Learners in Task 1 Learner-Based Group 

Discussions in the Three Units for Class 3B 

   Unit 5 
 

S5 S6 S7 S8  Group B 

85 55 92 *

S9 S10 S11 S12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* Absence  
Number in box indicates the total number of turns taken by a learner.  
Number in parentheses indicates the number of turns taken off-task out of the total 
number of turns taken by a learner. 
 

S13 Group C 

49 103 121 * * 

 Unit 6 

S1 S2 S3 S4  Group A 

* 106(63) 87(41) 71(53)

S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 Group C 

57(3) 98(7) * * 65(5) 

 Unit 8 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Group A 

26(7) 56(16) 50(20) 61(16)

S5 S6 S7 S8 Group B 

116 64 219 130 
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Successful and Unsuccessful Negotiation  

 In the learner groups, the learners engaged in a negotiation process in events of 

communication breakdowns during the discussions. Like the teachers, learners employed 

interactional devices such as clarification requests, confirmation checks, and 

comprehension checks in an effort to resolve their communication problems. Using these 

interactional devices, learners negotiated and gained a sense of comprehension with each 

other. The learners’ negotiation interactions, however, did not always end successfully. In 

line with the learners’ inability to resolve errors, in some cases, likely due to limited 

proficiency, the learners’ negotiation attempts were dropped or abruptly shifted to the 

next topic without reaching any form of closure. I first present an example of a successful 

negotiation and then follow with an example of an unsuccessful negotiation incident.  

 Example 34: Class 3B Unit 5 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about acceptable or not acceptable cultural norms in the 
 United States.)) 
 1   S11: In your culture is stand and give your hand. Maybe: uh: Jing and 
 2  the president need study um: something about cultures.  
 3   S9: Um-hm.  
 4   S10: Um-hm. 
 5   S11: Meeting  
 6   S10: Um-hm. 
 7   S11: and after this  
 8   S10: Um-hm. 
 9   S11: we meeting. Maybe you need something about other cultures.  
   → 10  S9: Other? 
   → 11  S11: You understand? 
   → 12  S9: I don’t understand what’s- [what did you say?] 
 13  S11:                          [You appoint-    ] you you have 
 14  an appointment  
 15  S9: Yeah. 
 16  S11: to: uh: 
 17  S10: president or= 
 18  S11: =to president in another country, you need to study little things 
 19  about your culture. You know you need know somethings about 
 20  your cultures. 
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 21  S9: [Ahh. Okay I I-         
   → 22  S11: [You you understand? You you can’t uh you can’t offended the 
 23  president, you need study somethings. It’s interesting for you (  ) 
 24  for for me. I know, maybe I ohh ohh ((does gesture of hugging and 
 25  kissing)) heh heh.  
 26  S10: Yeah okay [I I   ]   
 27  S11:              [In my ] country it’s very usual but 
 28  S10: understand. A:nd number three or 
 

 In talking about a situation involving different greeting customs, S11 tried to 

suggest that the two people described in the situation should study each other’s cultures. 

Yet, her utterances in lines 5, 7, and 9 caused a comprehension problem for the other 

learners, which was signaled by S9’s confirmation check “Other?” S11 responded with a 

comprehension check of “You understand?” to which S9 stated he did not understand and 

made a clarification request of “[what did you say?]” In the following turns, S11 

scaffolded her original message to help the other learners understand her intentions (lines 

13 to 20). As S9 expressed his understanding, S11 initiated another comprehension check 

along with more supporting explanation (lines 21 to 25) and finally was also able to help 

S10 understand, as was shown in lines 26 and 28. 

 Example 35: Class 3A Unit 5 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about acceptable or not acceptable cultural norms in the 
 United States.))  
 1   S12: Yeah. In Korea we we:: don’t do much skinship heh. 
   → 2   S9: You don’t do much? 
 3   S12: Skinship maybe shaking or.  
 4  (5.0) 
 5   S9: [Number three. 
 6   S10: [Number  
 

 As part of the discussion on acceptable greeting customs in the United States, the 

learners also touched upon the greeting customs in S10 and S12’s country Korea. At the 
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end of discussing how bowing is the customary way of greeting in Korea, S12 concluded 

“Yeah. In Korea we we:: don’t do much skinship heh” (line 1). Intending to say physical 

contact, S12 used the improper Korean style English word skinship, causing a 

comprehension problem for S9. With “You don’t do much?”, S9 requested clarification 

of S12’s message initiating a negotiation process. Despite S9’s anticipation that S12 

would elaborate and provide more explanation, S12 repeated the problematic word again 

merely adding shaking, seeming to think it would be enough of a hint (line 3). Without 

any acknowledgement of comprehension expressed by S9, a long 5-second pause ensued. 

During the pause, presumably due to their limited proficiency, neither S12 nor S9 could 

make any further negotiation efforts to facilitate communication. Realizing the inability 

of the participants to resolve the situation, S9 abandoned the negotiation attempts to 

figure out the meaning of S12’s message and shifted the discussion to the next topic (line 

5).  

 The outcome in Example 35 contrasts with that identified in the Task 1 

discussions involving the teacher. In instances of communication breakdowns, the 

teachers employed interactional devices to pursue negotiation for meaning making. Using 

such devices, the teachers guided the learners through the negotiation process to reach 

comprehension. Moreover, when the teachers’ interaction moves were examined with a 

focus on the unfolding social nature of the interaction, the teachers were identified to 

apply context appropriate linguistic resources and assist learners with a socially- and 

pedagogically-oriented goal. With the teachers’ careful support, negotiations in the 

teacher-based group discussions resulted in successful resolution without having to give 

up or compromise comprehension of the participants. The different outcomes of 
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negotiation with and without the presence of the teacher shed light on the role of the 

teacher and what the teacher can offer learners in the second language classroom. 

 

Assistance for Interaction 

 In these learner-based group interactions, negotiation processes emerged in 

instances of communication breakdowns. From the cognitive perspective of second 

language learner interaction, the focus lies in understanding the meaning negotiation 

process for communication problems and the use of interactional devices. A sociocultural 

approach to learner interaction, on the other hand, permits an alternative measure and 

understanding of the phenomenon. Foster and Ohta (2005) studied learner interaction 

from a sociocultural view and reported that learners assisted each other through co-

construction and other-correction of utterances in the absence of problems of 

communication. The learners in my study also exhibited this interactional feature. During 

the Task 1 discussions, the learners were found helping each other form correct 

utterances and create meaning in interactions that did not involve meaning negotiation 

over communication breakdowns. An example is given below.  

 Example 36: Class 3B Unit 8 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((Students are talking about ways to speak well in front of many people.)) 
 1   S7: ((sounds out while writing it down)) you:-can-speak  
 2   S5: well= 
 3   S7: =well-in-front-of-many-people-by-practicing practiking speaking  
 4  loud practiki practiki speak loud. 
 5   S8: Prac-ti-cing. 
 6   S6: Prac-ti-cing. 
 7   S7: Practicing okay. Prac-ti-cing  
 8   S8: Speak loud? 
 9   S7: is speak 
 10  S8: Is speak? 
 11  S7: lou:d, speak speak loud. 
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 12  S6: Ah speaking. 
 13  S7: Practicing.=  
 14  S6: =Practicing. 
 15  S7: Practicing practicing? 
 16  S5: Lou:d= 
 17  S8: =Practicing speak loud.= 
 18  S7: =Loud okay. 
 19  S6: Practicing to speak loud. 
 20  S7: [To speak to speak loud yes,  
 21  S8: [To speak 
 22  S7: it’s more correct. To speak loud okay.  
 

 The interaction in this excerpt did not involve a communication breakdown 

calling for a negotiation process. The interaction was centered on the learners 5, 6, 7, and 

8 collaboratively trying to form the utterance practicing to speak loud as an answer to the 

topic ways to speak well in front of many people. In lines 1 through 17, the learners 

managed to co-construct a phrase up to practicing speak loud. In the process, the learners 

assisted the construction of the utterance by chiming in and correcting each other’s 

contribution. S6 and S8 corrected S7’s practiki (lines 5 and 6), and when S7 strayed off 

to is speak (line 9) and S6 brought up speaking for speak (line 12), S8 straightened the 

phrase out by stating that it should be “=Practicing speak loud=” (line 17). Finally, in line 

19, S6 finished up the collaborative construction of the utterance by adding the to, and the 

utterance could develop into the proper form of practicing to speak loud. 

 

4.1.5 Summary of Findings from Analysis of Task 1 Discussions 

 This section has presented the significant features of the language and interaction 

of the teachers and the learners found in the Task 1 discussion data. The teachers were 

identified to use language that facilitated the organization and progression of the task. 

The teachers’ facilitative language helped learners comprehend and participate in the task 
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discussions. Repetition of learner utterances was another feature of the teachers’ language 

that served the function of restating to clarify the learners’ utterances and incorporate any 

necessary corrections. The teachers’ language was also focused on providing and eliciting 

use of the objective structures. This feature afforded learners the guidance and 

opportunities to practice applying the structures in their utterances. Finally, the data 

showed that the teachers’ language offered learners the necessary lexical items and 

corrective feedback for errors. 

 With regard to the interactional patterns, the teachers made efforts to promote 

learner participation by allotting turns and soliciting opinions. Close examination of the 

interactions taking place in the teacher-based groups and in the learner-based groups 

displayed an interesting contrast. In terms of the number of turns taken, no significant 

differences were noted between the learners in the two types of groups. However, 

because the teachers’ interactional pattern was concerned with eliciting participation 

related to the task, learners in the teacher-based groups were able to stay focused on the 

task while the learners in the learner-based groups often strayed off. 

 The teachers’ interactional patterns also conformed to the findings of previous 

literature on SLA and negotiation in that they adopted the categories of interactional 

devices to engage in negotiation for resolving communication breakdowns. When 

examined from a sociocultural perspective, the teachers were found to mediate and assist 

the learners’ communication goals with a pedagogical and social orientation. 

Furthermore, negotiation in the teacher-based groups revealed a collaborative work 

process among the participants. These results were in line with the recently pursued 

sociocultural studies of negotiation interactions.   
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 Analysis of the learners’ language in the Task 1 learner-based group discussions 

uncovered four distinctive features. The language of the learners exhibited learners’ 

ability to observe use of the objective structures, yet was limited in variety. That is, 

unlike the learners in the teacher-based groups, who experienced use of varied forms of 

the structures with the teachers’ assistance, the learner-based group learners were 

restricted in applying varied forms of the structures. The learners’ language displayed 

errors, as expected, yet oftentimes, the errors were not addressed, presumably, due to the 

learners’ insufficient target language proficiency. To compensate for the limited 

proficiency, analysis showed learners relied on use of the dictionary to aid their target 

language performance. 

 In the learner-based group interactions, a learner, or more than one leaner, 

commonly assumed the role of organizer in the discussions. Like the teachers in the 

teacher-based group discussions, the organizer learner (or learners) contributed to 

engaging the learners in the discussions by allotting turns and managing the flow of the 

task. However, in contrast to the teacher-based groups that stayed faithful to the task, the 

learner-based interactions covered the tasks shortly and then often went off task.  

 Although the learners employed interactional devices to engage in negotiation in 

instances of communication breakdowns, not all negotiations ended successfully. Perhaps 

attributable to the learners’ limited proficiency, negotiation processes were sometimes 

dropped and abruptly shifted to the next topic without any resolution. In the stretches of 

talk that did not involve problems in communication, a sociocultural lens on the data 

revealed that the learners engaged in interactions of assisting and co-constructing each 

other’s performance.  
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4.2 RELEVANCE OF LEARNERS’ EXPERIENCE WITH THE TEACHER 

   AND LEARNERS TO THE LANGUAGE LEARNING PROCESS: TASK 2 

 The findings in this section come from data analysis of the Task 2 group 

discussions in the three units across the two classes. The Task 2 discussions took place on 

the following class day after the Task 1 discussions, and the learners were regrouped into 

three groups. Following the design of the study, two groups were formed with learners 

who experienced Task 1 with the teacher and learners who completed the task among 

learners. These groups were examined for how the learning experience with the teacher 

or other learners in Task 1 transferred to the learners’ subsequent language learning in 

Task 2. The third group was comprised only of learners who completed Task 1 with other 

learners. Any significant features emerging from the dynamics of learner-learner 

interactions were investigated in these groups. In the Task 2 discussions, the teachers did 

not take part in any of the discussions but only monitored for procedure and time. 

 The analysis in this section is driven by the third research question of the present 

study that aimed to address how the learning experience with the teacher or other learners 

related to learners’ language learning process. Given that the teacher and the learners 

constitute the two major sources of target language available to learners in the language 

classroom, it is necessary to understand the role each plays in learners’ second language 

development. The present study set out to investigate this question with a design that 

allowed observation of the ongoing process of learning.  

 Claims of acquisition from analysis of the learners’ performance across the two 

tasks, however, needs to be approached with caution. As Krashen (1985) noted, 

acquisition of a second language is largely a subconscious process, and thus may not be 
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captured within such short learning cycle. Alternatively, I examined any change in the 

learners’ performance across the two tasks as a process representing progress along a 

continuum of learning. In a study of learner interaction in speaking activities, Lynch and 

Maclean (2001) showed gains in the learners’ language performance as a result of 

successive task work requiring similar language use. In the present study, the two tasks of 

Task 1 and Task 2 in each unit were similar in terms of topic and learning objectives. 

Therefore, features of learning experienced in the Task 1 contexts were anticipated to be 

incorporated and reflected in the learners’ performances in Task 2. The emerging changes 

are the focus of analysis in this section viewed as learning related to the experiences with 

the two sources of target language.  

 The first part of this section deals with the features of language and interaction of 

Task 2 group discussions with learners previously from the Task 1 teacher-based groups 

and the learner-based groups combined. The second part looks at the features of language 

and interaction of Task 2 group discussions with learners only from the Task 1 learner-

based groups. Notable features in the two types of Task 2 discussion groups are analyzed 

in connection with the categories found in the Task 1 teacher-based groups and learner-

based groups. 

 

4.2.1 Language of Task 2 Groups Composed of Learners from the Teacher-Based 

    Groups and the Learner-Based Groups  

 Four significant features were identified in the language of the groups with 

learners who had come from the teacher-based groups and learners who had come from 

the learner-based groups.  
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Use of Objective Structures 

 In these groups with learners combined from the two conditions of Task 1, the 

learners from the teacher-based groups showed a stronger tendency to use the objective 

structures pursued in the task unit. Likely owing to the teachers’ efforts to focus on the 

use of the objective structures, the learners from the teacher-based groups seemed more 

alert and attentive to applying the structures. Examples are given below. 

 Example 37: Class 3B Unit 6 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 5 and 6 (both from teacher-based group) and 4 (from learner-based 
 group) are talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S5: And  
 2   S4: And rug is the rug needs to: clean. 
   → 3   S6: [To be    to [be]        
 4   S4: [Cleaned    [be] cleaned. 
 5   S6: cleaned. 
 6   S4: Cleaned. 
 7   S5: Cleaned. 
   → 8   S6: Or needs cleaning. 
 

 In the example above, S4 pointed out the rug needed to be improved in the picture 

of Tim’s house. S4 presented her idea using the target structure need + passive infinitive, 

yet did not quite formulate it into the proper form (line 2). S6 followed up indicating the 

structure should be to be, and S4 immediately adjusted her answer to be cleaned (line 4). 

After ensuring S4’s correct construction of the need + passive infinitive structure, S6 also 

offered the answer “Or needs cleaning,” bringing the group’s attention to the use of the 

need + gerund form. 

 Example 38: Class 3B Unit 8 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 2 (from learner-based group) and 10 (from teacher-based group) are 
 talking about ways Lina can become a news reporter.)) 
 1   S2: I think newspaper.  
 2   S10: What?  
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 3   S2: Read newspaper. 
   → 4   S10: Uh by reading newspaper? 
 5   S2: Yeah. 
   → 6   S10: An:d I think Lina can become a new- a news reporter by practicing 
 7     pronunciation. 
 

 In Example 38, the discussion started with S2 suggesting that Lina, described in 

the task, should read newspapers to become a news reporter (lines 1 and 3). When S2 

presented her answer without the objective structure, S10 reformulated the answer in the 

by + gerund form (line 4), and then continued with her own idea, again, adhering to the 

target structure form (lines 6 and 7).  

 S6 and S10 in the examples above were in the teacher-based group for Task 1. 

Going through the task with the teacher, the learners received constant guidance and 

practice for using the objective structures. As was discussed in the Focus on Objective 

Structure section, the learners from the learner-based groups also experienced the 

structures in Task 1, either using them themselves or by being exposed to the use from 

other members. Yet, it may be that because no one was able to provide consistent 

monitoring and feedback for applying the structures, these learners fell short in the ability 

to transfer their experience to the follow-up learning event of Task 2. The teachers’ 

modeling and monitoring of the objective structures, evidently, played an important role 

in reinforcing the learning of the structures.  

 In contrast to the discussion above, when the learners did not have the careful 

guidance and feedback for use of the objective structures with the teacher in Task 1, they 

displayed incompetence in applying the structures in Task 2. Example 11 showed a case 

in which the teacher did not direct the learners’ utterances to follow the objective 

structures. The teacher restrained from interrupting for such purposes and rather allowed 
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the learners to present their opinions freely. This point is supported by Table 4.2 showing 

the teacher of 3A only taking 50 turns in Task 1 of Unit 8 which was much fewer than the 

number of turns taken by the teacher of 3B for the same task. Consequently, in their 

subsequent performances, S5, S7, and S12 seemed to lack the ability to use the target 

structure as is shown in Example 39 below.  

 Example 39: Class 3A Unit 8 Group 2 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 7 and 12 (both from teacher-based group) and 10 (from learner-based 
 group) are talking about ways Tony can become an actor.)) 
 1   S12: Maybe Tony should should do exercise regularly?   
 2  For (1.0) keep in good shape (2.0) and  
   → 3   S10: I think Tony uh needs to act by uh recording   
 4  [camcor- camcorder    
 5   S12: [Do you like recording? You: heh heh you heh. 
   → 6   S10: by recording camera. 
 7   S12: Video camera? 
 8   S7: Yeah. 
 9   S10: As he uh by self. 
 10  S7: And practice. 
 11  S10: Yeah practice. Right heh heh. 
 12  S12: I think rec rec- I think he practicing in front of many people is 
 13    better than recording. (5.0) Because people tell people can tell him 
 14  how to act or something will change he changing. 
 15  S10: Okay uh how uh he can uh lose lose uh his weight? 
 16  S12: Ahh dilemma heh heh for me heh heh. But I think uh::  
   → 17  S10: Uh I think uh Tony need to uh:: by exercising=   
 18  S12: =Yeah [exercise and   ] 
 19  S10:   [by exercising  ] then he can register.  
 20  S7: Make a body. 
 21  S12: Uh good food is important. 
 

 In this Task 2 excerpt, S7 and S12, who did not experience the use of the 

objective structure by + gerund in Task 1 as illustrated in Example 11, produced 

utterances without the structure. Rather, S10 who had practiced applying the structure 

with the other learners in Task 1 stayed focused on observing the form in his utterances 

(lines 3, 6, and 17). 
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 Even with the presence of the teacher, because there was no conscious process of 

brining the learners’ attention to the objective structure, S7 and S12 from the teacher-

based group could not perform the structure in the follow-up task. This result is in line 

with the argument in the SLA literature that learners need to notice the features of input 

for second language learning to take place (Schmidt, 1990).   

 

Use of Variety of Objective Structures 

 The discussion in the section above showed that the learners from the teacher-

based groups were more adept at applying the objective structures in their subsequent 

language performance. In employing varied forms of the objective structures, however, 

there were mixed findings between the two classes. In one class, the learners from the 

teacher-based groups showed proficiency in using both forms in the Task 2 discussions; 

in the other class, learners from neither groups of Task 1 were able to use varied target 

structures in the Task 2 discussions. Consider the following example. 

 Example 40: Class 3B Unit 6 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 5 and 6 (both from teacher-based group) and 3 and 4 (both from 
 learner-based group) are talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S4: And rug is the rug needs to: clean. 
 2   S6: [To be    to [be]        
 3   S4: [Cleaned    [be] cleaned. 
 4   S6: cleaned. 
 5   S4: Cleaned. 
 6   S5: Cleaned. 
 7   S6: Or needs cleaning. 
      8   S5: Ahh. The the blanket needs to be fixed? Sew: [sew:]                          
 9   S6:                                       [Sew] Sewing.  
 10  S5: Sewed? ((does a brief gesture of sewing)) 
 11  S6: Sewed. 
 12  S5: Or changed. 
 13  S6: Or changed. 
 14  S5: Okay. The blanket needs to be changed. 
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 15  S4: Heh heh change anyone. 
 16  S6:  Needs to be changed. 
 17  S5:  Needs to be changed. 
 18  S3:  The window uh needs to be changed.  
 

 To recall Example 7, learners S5 and S6 participated in Task 1 of this unit with 

the teacher. Learners S3 and S4 completed Task 1 of this unit among learners as was 

illustrated in Example 26. In Example 7, with the teacher’s modeling and instruction, S5 

and S6 were afforded opportunities to practice using both forms, the need + passive 

infinitive and the need + gerund. S3 and S4 with the other learners in Example 26 were 

able to work out using only the needs + passive infinitive form. In the Task 2 discussion 

above (Example 40), when S4 produced a partial passive infinitive form (line 1), S6 

provided the necessary structure to be and also offered the answer in the alternative 

gerund structure (line 7). S5 then uttered the improvement, “The the blanket needs to be 

fixed?” in the passive infinitive form and suggested the more appropriate term sew (line 

8). S6 presented the gerund form sewing, to which S5 responded with the past participle 

form sewed in a rising intonation to check for correctness. S6 confirmed that sewed was 

the right form needed for the passive infinitive structure she had produced in her previous 

utterance. S5 and S6 continued to create answers in the need + passive infinitive form, 

and S3 also offered his idea using the form saying, “The window uh needs to be 

changed.”   

 S5 and S6 from the teacher-based group showed ability to adopt both structural 

forms in their subsequent language performance. However, the other two learners, S3 and 

S4, from the Task 1 learner-based group could only produce the need + passive infinitive 

form as evidenced in lines 1, 3, and 18. 
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 In the following, I present an example from the other class with no significant 

difference in the language of the learners from the two conditions of Task 1 with regard 

to use of the varied structural forms. 

 Example 41: Class 3A Unit 6 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 9 and 10 (both from teacher-based group) and 1 and 2 (both from 
 learner-based group) are talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S1: Uh problem that is problem, curtain is torn problem.  
 2  We find the improvement needed improvement. The curtain  
 3  needs (1.0) [sewing  ] ((does gesture of sewing)) 
 4   S9:               [Um-hm. ] 
 5   S1: need sewing, [do you understand? ] 
 6   S2:       [Sewing heh heh it it] that is possible.  
 7     Ah it is possible just [change] heh shower not-=  
 8   S1:                      [change] heh heh. 
    9  =we buy new one? We buy new one heh heh. 
 10  S2: Yeah. 
 11  S9: The rug have to be needs to be cleaned right? 
 12  S1: The window must- the window needs changed changing changing 
 13    yeah? Needs to be changed. 
 14  S9: The lamp [needs   ] to be fixed. 
 15  S1:    [The lamp] 
 16    I think the lamp bulb the lamp balb- bulb needs changing. 
 17  S9: Um-hm. 
 18  S10: Replaced? 
 19  S1: Replaced okay replaced. The rug needs shamping  
 20  shampooing shampooing.= 
 

 In this example, S9 and S10 relied on the use of only one of the objective 

structures, need + passive infinitive form. Contrary to the expectations that the two 

learners, who received reinforced input from the teacher in Task 1 to use both forms, 

would use varied forms of the structures, S9 and S10 could only adopt this one form 

throughout the whole discussion. On the other hand, S1 and S2 who also had experience 

with both structures in their Task 1 discussion could only apply the need + gerund form 

in this task. Except for two instances of using the need + passive infinitive form including 
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the use in line 13 of the example above, these two learners from the Task 1 learner-based 

group resorted to the gerund form throughout the task. 

 The two examples above showed that, in one of the classes, learners from the 

teacher-based group performed better use of the varied forms of the target structures. 

Such findings suggest the importance of the conscious learning process experienced with 

the teacher. The counter example of the learners from the teacher-based group in the 

other class, on the other hand, suggests that the teacher’s guided input and noticing alone 

may not be enough for learners’ language development. It may be that sufficient 

opportunities to practice and test hypotheses of the target structures (Schachter, 1984) are 

needed if learners are to digest the new structures and incorporate them in their future 

language performance.  

 

Use of Lexical Items 

 The learners from the teacher-based groups employing a more varied use of 

vocabulary terms was another prevalent feature in the Task 2 discussions. The learners 

from the teacher-based groups had more lexical items available to them with the support 

of the teacher, and this experience became reflected in the learners’ performance in the 

follow-up task. Following are examples of this case. 

 Example 42: Class 3A Unit 6 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 9 and 10 (both from teacher-based group) and 1 and 2 (both from 
 learner-based group) are talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S2: The window is broken. 
 2   S1: Yes the window is broken (2.0) a:nd the window is 
 3   S2: [Scratched? 
 4   S10: [Scratched? 
 5   S1: [Scratch? 
   → 6   S9: [N- that window (.) needs to be re- replaced. 
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 7   S1:     Uh first uh discuss about [the problems and then uh  ] 
 8   S9:      [The problems? Okay okay. ]  
   
  … 
 
 ((94 turns later.)) 
 103 S9: The lamp [needs   ] to be fixed. 
 104 S1:           [The lamp] 
 105    I think the lamp bulb the lamp balb- bulb needs changing. 
 106 S9: Um-hm. 
   → 107 S10: Replaced? 
 108 S1: Replaced okay replaced. 
 

 In line 6, S9 from the teacher-based group presented the word replaced as the 

solution to the broken window, but S1 pointed out that they would go over the problems 

first. When it was time to discuss the improvements needed 94 turns later, this time, S10 

from the teacher-based group again offered replaced (line 107) instead of S1’s suggestion 

needs changing. S10 did not provide the corresponding gerund structure needs replacing 

and simply presented the past participle form replaced needed for the passive infinitive 

structure. This result is in line with the analysis of the learners from the teacher-based 

groups discussed in the previous section of Use of Variety of Objective Structures. 

Although S9 and S10 had practice using both forms of need + passive infinitive and need 

+ gerund, in the follow-up task, as shown above, they resorted only to the use of the need 

+ passive infinitive form. 

 In the above example, it is noticeable that even after S9’s initial mention of the 

word replaced in line 6, the learners S1 and S2, who did not receive input for using 

replaced in their Task 1 discussion, were unable to apply replaced in their utterances. 

However, S9 and S10 who, from the teacher, received scaffolded input and practice for 

replaced could retrieve and apply the word in the subsequent context.  
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 Example 43: Class 3B Unit 6 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 3 (from learner-based group) and 5 and 6 (both from teacher-based 
 group) are talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S3: The window uh needs to be changed. 
   → 2   S6: Replaced. 
 3   S3: Or: 
 4   S5: Be 
 5   S3: Attach scotch tape. 
 6   S5: Ah tape. 
 7   S6: Taping? 
 8   S3: Taping. 
 9   S5: Uh sticker heh heh. 
 10  S5: Needs to be changed? 
 11  S3: Um changed.= 
   → 12  S6:     =Rep[laced.] 
 13  S3:     [Repla]ced. 
 14  S5: Re[placed.] 
 

 This excerpt is another example of the advantage the learners from the teacher-

based groups had over the learners from the learner-based groups with use of lexical 

items. To S3’s answer changed for the improvement needed on the window, S6 from the 

teacher-based group suggested the alternative term replaced. The outcome of this 

exchange becomes more understandable when the Task 1 discussion that S5 and S6 

experienced is reviewed. Consider Example 44, the Task 1 discussion in which S5 and S6 

participated.  

 Example 44: Class 3B Unit 6 Group B Task 1 
 
 ((The teacher Ms. Kary and students are discussing solutions for the problems 
 shown in the picture of an apartment.)) 
 1   S7: Or the window needs to be changed. 
 2   T:  Can you think of another word that means the same thing as 
 3  changed? You take this out and you put in another one. 
 4   S6: Change repair? 
 5   S7: Repair? 
 6   T:  Repaired. 
 7   S7: Repaired. 
 8   T:  Re-paired. 
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 9   S7: Repaired. 
 10  T:  Um-hm. Or even- you take out if you take out completely to
 11  put in a new one, what would that be called? 
 12  S5: Fix?  
   → 13  T:  Fixed? Yeah fixed. Or even replaced. 
 14  S7: Replaced ahhh.  
 15  T:       Take out [take out ] an old something  
 16  S7:             [Okay,  ]                   
 17  T:  and [put in a new something.] But all those are good. 
 18  S7:    [to be replaced.        ] 
  

 Example 44 was the type of target language that S5 and S6 were exposed to in the 

Task 1 learning event with the teacher. Contrastingly, when the Task 1 event involving 

S3 is examined, it is noticeable that there were no instances in which replaced was 

brought up for learners’ awareness of the term, let alone opportunities to practice its use. 

The insufficient opportunity for input during Task 1 could have limited S3 from 

employing other terms for changed, which contrasts with the performance of S6 who 

received the input and practice for varied lexical terms from the teacher in the Task 1 

discussion. 

 As elucidated by the discussion in this section, the learners from the teacher-based 

groups were able to use a variety of lexical items while the learner-based group learners 

could not. Such results underscore the importance of the teacher as a source and model of 

the target language, which is likely not to be available in the learner-based learning 

formats.  

 

Accuracy of Utterances 

 The final feature of the learner language found in the combined Task 2 discussion 

groups has to do with the issue of accuracy of utterances. First, for the learners in the 
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learner-based groups in Task 1, errors were often undetected and not resolved in any way 

during the discussion. Perhaps because the learners were limited in their target language 

proficiency, they could not provide proper feedback to each other’s utterances. The 

consequences were reflected in their subsequent performances in Task 2. Note the 

following example. 

 Example 45: Class 3A Unit 6 Group 2 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 5 (from learner-based group) and 11 (from teacher-based group) are 
 talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S5: The window is broken.  
 2   S11: Um-hm. 
   → 3   S5: So: the window need to be repired ((repaired)).   
 4  Window is broken so=  
 5   S11: =Yup.= 
   → 6   S5: =the window need to be repired.  
 7   S11: And the:: um light is broken it’s not working. And the the light, the 
 8     table light it’s not working it’s need to be uh changed. 
 

 In Example 45, for the improvement needed on the window, S5 repeatedly used 

the incorrect form repired for repaired. S5’s use of the ill-formed repired can be traced 

back to her Task 1 experience illustrated in Example 28. In her Task 1 discussion with 

S7, S5 uttered repired without certainty of its correctness. Although in doubt, S7 could 

not respond with the corrective feedback likely due to her lack of knowledge in the target 

language. Without the necessary feedback, repired passed as acceptable for S5 and 

became recycled in Task 2. Unfortunately, even though S11 received correct input of 

repaired with the teacher in Task 1, S11 did not attempt to rectify S5’s continuous use of 

repire in the Task 2 discussion and also let it pass. 

 The second point related to accuracy of learners’ utterances in Task 2 is the fact 

that the attentive input and feedback that learners received from the teacher in Task 1 did 
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not always transfer to their subsequent language use. Example 29 of the learner-based 

group and Example 30 of the teacher-based group both dealt with the comparable use of 

don’t be shy. While both groups came up with the appropriate structure of don’t be shy, 

the learners in the teacher-based group were assisted with the input of not being shy 

which was the ideal form in the context. In the Task 2 group, formed with learners from 

these two groups, the learners, however, failed to construct the appropriate structure of 

not being shy as shown in the following example.  

 Example 46: Class 3B Unit 8 Group 2 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 11 and 13 (both from teacher-based group) and 5 and 6 (both from 
 learner-based group) are talking about the qualities Lina needs to become a news 
 reporter.)) 
 1   S11: Improve your English. Yeah.= 
 2   S13: =Yeah. 
   → 3   S11: Both yeah I know. (2.0) She’s shying.  
 4   S6: Yeah,=  
 5   S11: =Too 
 6   S6: just like me heh. 
 7   S11: she she needs to uh: espontaneous more more espontaneous. How 
   → 8  can I say? Uh: when the people don’t is sh- don don don’t is shy. 
   → 9   S5: Don’t be shy?  
 10  S11: Don’t is shy. 
      11  S5: Don’t [be shy? ] 
 12  S13:      [Out out ] outgoing? 
 

 While talking about the qualities needed for Lina to become a news reporter, S11 

from the teacher-based group tried to propose not being shy which came out as “She’s 

shying” (line 3). After several attempts, S11 managed to formulate don’t is shy (line 8). 

Realizing what S11 was trying to say, S5, from the learner-based group, asked, “Don’t be 

shy?” (line 9). S11 asserted it was don’t is shy (line 10), and S5 again checked if she 

meant to say don’t be shy (line 11). Despite having received the teacher’s feedback, 

neither S11 nor S13 could incorporate the form not being shy into their subsequent 
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production. In fact, it was S5 from the learner-based group who could retrieve don’t be 

shy, the better form compared to don’t is shy, from her Task 1 learning experience.   

 The learners in the Task 2 discussions retained errors either because they did not 

receive the appropriate feedback, or as Gass and Varonis (1989) pointed out, because 

they may not have had sufficient “processing time to incorporate the feedback” (p. 76). 

Whatever the reason may be, what seems to be at stake is that, if not corrected, the errors 

can become detrimental to a level of fossilization. Along with the appropriate support of 

feedback and processing time, learners should be afforded the chances to test and 

reinforce their knowledge of the target language. Such opportunities can allow learners to 

adjust errors in their language and avoid stabilization of ill forms. 

 

4.2.2 Interactional Patterns of Task 2 Groups Composed of Learners from the  

    Teacher-Based Groups and the Learner-Based Groups  

 As in the analysis for Task 1 discussions, in this section I examine features of 

interaction related to participation pattern and negotiation. Three distinctive features were 

found in the Task 2 discussion groups formed with learners from the teacher-based 

groups and the learner-based groups.  

 

Organizer Role of Learners from Teacher-Based Groups 

 Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show there was no significant difference between the number 

of turns taken by the learners from the teacher-based groups and by the learners from the 

learner-based groups in the Task 2 discussions. As in the Task 1 discussions, disparity in 

the number of turns could be attributed to individual differences with the more talkative 
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learners generally claiming more turns. What did turn out to be significant in the 

participation pattern of the learners in the Task 2 discussions was the fact that the learners 

from the teacher-based groups were dominant in assuming the role of organizing the 

group’s work. In all but three of these twelve Task 2 discussions in the two classes, it was 

the learners from the teacher-based groups that led the flow of the discussion. An 

example is given in Example 47. 

 Example 47: Class 3A Unit 5 Group 2 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 3 and 4 (both from teacher group) and 9 and 10 (both from learner 
 group) are talking about the acceptable or not acceptable customs in their 
 cultures.)) 
 1   S9: [Um we use we use two hands    ] when you when you use a  
 2  knife, but you usually you use you use one hand one hand when 
 3  you use fork. 
 4   S3: Uh-huh. 
 5  (6.0) 
 6   S3: And next question, ((reads from the handout)) after having a nice 
 7  meal and enjoying the service at a restaurant. (3.0) After? 
 8   S4: Tip. 
 9   S10: Ahhh after uh eating and then appetize (  ) finish. 
 10  (7.0) 
 11  S3: It means there is uh only one process to pay a bill? 
 

 This example shows S3 from the teacher-based group organizing the flow of the 

discussion. After S3’s acknowledgement of S9’s idea with uh-huh, a 6-second pause 

occurred without anyone offering any further opinion (line 5). To restore the flow of the 

discussion, S3 took the next turn and directed the group to the next topic (lines 6 and 7). 

Then, S4 and S10 presented their ideas for answering the question and another pause of 7 

seconds followed. None of the other learners took up the conversation, and S3 again 

regenerated discussion by initiating a follow-up question. 
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Table 4.5: Number of Turns Taken by Learners in Task 2 Group Discussions Composed 

of Learners from the Teacher-Based Groups and Learner-Based Groups: Class 3A 

 Unit 5  
 

S1   S2** S5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Absence  ** Learner was absent in Task 1 
Underlining indicates learners who had been in teacher-based group in Task 1. 
Number in box indicates the total number of turns taken by a learner.  
Number in parentheses indicates the number of turns taken off-task out of the total 
number of turns taken by a learner. 
 

S12 Group 1 

78 72 67 51

S3 S4 S9 S10 Group 2 

69 52 51 36 

 Unit 6 

S9 S10 S1 S2 Group 1 

34 12 75 51

S11 S5 S12  Group 2 

15 22 *  

 Unit 8 

S5 S3 S4  Group 1 

53(9) 48(5) 49(5)

S7 S12 S9 S10 Group 2 

22 69 * 63 
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Table 4.6: Number of Turns Taken by Learners in Task 2 Group Discussions Composed 

of Learners from the Teacher-Based Groups and Learner-Based Groups: Class 3B 

  Unit 5 
 

S1 S2 S5 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* Absence  
Underlining indicates learners who had been in teacher-based group in Task 1. 
Number in box indicates the total number of turns taken by a learner.  
Number in parentheses indicates the number of turns taken off-task out of the total 
number of turns taken by a learner. 
 

S6 Group 1 

68 55 66 54

S3 S4 S9 S10 Group 2 

32 33 30 62 

 Unit 6 

S5 S6 S3 S4 Group 1 

66(2) 67(7) 17(2) 28(7)

S7 S8 S9 S10 Group 2 

131 87 31 89 

 Unit 8 

S9 S10 S1 S2  Group 1 

38 68 22 19

S11 S12 S13 S5 S6 Group 2 

84 * 44 64 30 
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Successful Negotiation and Assistance for Interaction 

 In keeping with the orientation of the study, Task 2 discussions were similar in 

topic and the language objectives to the Task 1 discussions. The learners being familiar 

with the content and format of the language pursed in the task, the interactions in the 

Task 2 discussions seemed to proceed more smoothly than the Task 1 discussions. As 

seen in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, there were few off-task remarks in the Task 2 group 

discussions, providing support for this observation.  

 When communication problems did arise, learners engaged in a negotiation 

process employing certain interactional devices. In the Task 1 learner-based group 

discussions, negotiation attempts sometimes did not lead to resolution. In these Task 2 

discussions, negotiations were resolved and learners did not face failure in achieving 

comprehension for communication problems. The learners’ previous experiences of 

negotiation over the particular topics, perhaps, helped the learners avoid negotiation 

interactions that simply stopped or that were interrupted by abrupt shifts in topic. The 

following is an example of this discussion.  

 Example 48: Class 3A Unit 5 Group 2 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 3 and 4 (both from teacher-based group) and 9 (from learner-based 
 group) are talking about the acceptable or not acceptable customs in their 
 cultures.)) 
 1   S4: In in your country, when you some- when you met someone,  
 2   you you are greeting other people?  
   → 3   S9: You are what?  
 4   S4: Greeting. For example shake hands ((does gesture of shaking 
 5  hands)). 
 6   S3: Greeting. 
 6   S4: Greeting. 
   → 7   S9: I don’t know what is greeting. 
 8   S3: Greeting is say hi or shake hands. 
 9   S4: You and you first met we greeting together what gesture in  
 10  in your country? 
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 11  S9: Um: depend. You shake hands or if you it’s a two girls 
 

 In line 1, S4 intended to ask S9 how people in her country greeted people upon 

meeting which came out as, “you you are greeting other people?” S9 reacted with a 

confirmation check (line 3) to signal to S4 that the utterance was not fully understood. 

Assessing that it was the term greeting that was causing trouble in the interaction 

between them, S4 followed up with an example accompanied by a gesture, yet all in vain 

(lines 4 and 5). S9 stated she still did not understand what greeting was, and this 

statement functioned as a clarification request for further negotiation (line 7). S3 chimed 

in with his explanation, and S4 redirected her question with elaboration (lines 9 and 10). 

Finally, S9 was able to answer the question which indicated that the negotiation process 

with the use of the interactional devices had accomplished comprehension. As 

demonstrated above, in the Task 2 discussions with learners from the two conditions of 

Task 1 discussions, negotiation for communication problems seemed to result in 

successful outcomes.  

 In the stretches of talk that were free of communication breakdowns, learners in 

these Task 2 groups displayed features of assisting each other’s language performance by 

co-constructing utterances and offering corrections when possible. This interactional 

feature is similar to that of the learners found in the Task 1 learner-based group 

discussions. In interactions among learners, it may be natural that such a pattern of 

interaction evolves as strategies learners adopt to support their limited proficiency and to 

lead to communication. Example 49 exemplifies this feature.  
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 Example 49: Class 3B Unit 8 Group 1 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 10 (from teacher-based group) and 1 (from learner-based group) are 
 talking about ways Tony can become an actor.)) 
 1   S10: Oh yeah. A:nd he can learn to act by: 
 2   S1: Losing  
 3   S10:     losing [what? Weight? ] 
 4   S1:       [losing his     ] weight. 
 5   S10: Yeah. 
 

 In this excerpt, S10 and S1 supported each other to co-construct the utterance he 

can learn to act by losing his weight. In line 1, S10 started the utterance “A:nd he can 

learn to act by:,” and S1 assisted with the term losing. Still not complete as an utterance, 

S10 pointed out that more is needed after losing and supplied the appropriate word 

weight. Hearing weight, S1 latched on and completed the utterance as losing his weight 

(line 4).  

 

4.2.3 Language and Interaction of Task 2 Groups Composed of Learners from  

    the Learner-Based Groups 

 These Task 2 groups were composed of learners from the Task 1 learner-based 

groups remaining after the two groups with learners from the teacher-based group and 

learner-based groups were formed. The purpose of the present study was to investigate 

features of the language and interaction of the teachers and learners, and how the features 

related to learners’ language learning process. Therefore, as data that could inform 

relevance of the features of language and interaction to learners’ language learning, these 

six Task 2 groups were not the focus of analysis. In addition, as indicated in Figures 3.2 

and 3.3 in Design of Study, in these groups, several learners were absent for the Task 2 
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discussion or had been absent in the Task 1 discussions and could not contribute any Task 

1 experience.  

 However, I proceeded with the examination of these group discussions for any 

features that might be helpful in understanding how learner-based learning might 

influence the learners’ performances in Task 2. I address only the findings unique to these 

groups, for several of the categories overlap with the discussion presented in the two 

previous sections (sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). 

 

Limited Use of Objective Structures 

 In these Task 2 discussions, the learners’ language performances closely reflected 

their learning experience in the previous learner-based group discussions. The language 

of these learners showed that the learners could apply the structures they had practiced in 

Task 1. Recall that the analysis of the learner language in Task 1 revealed that learners 

were able to apply the objective structures but not in varied forms. Compared to the 

attentive guidance and feedback of the teacher that was available to the learners in the 

teacher-based group, the learners in learner-only groups did not have the opportunity to 

experience focused practice and reinforcement. Such experience was reflected in the 

language of these learners when in Task 2 discussions. The following is an example.  

 Example 50: Class 3B Unit 6 Group 3 Task 2 
 
 ((Students 1 and 2 (both from learner-based group A) and 12 and 13 (both from 
 learner-based group C) are talking about improvements needed in Tim’s house.)) 
 1   S12: blanket is (2.0) torn. 
 2   S1: Um okay. 
   → 3   S13: The blanket needs to be changed. 
 4   S12: Change?= 
 5   S1: =Change? 
 6   S12: No change. 
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 7   S13: I wanna change. ((S2 does gesture of sewing here)) 
 8   S1: Ahhh:. 
   → 9   S13: Swi- ((seems to be trying to say ‘sew’)) 
 10  S12: Uh: 
 11  S1: Swi? 
 12  S12: Se se?  
   → 13  S13: Selling.  
 14  S12: Se- selling? 
 15  S13: I don’t know. 
 16  S12: Me too. 
 

 In this group, S2 and S13 had participated in the Task 1 event in their respective 

groups, and the other two learners, S1 and S12, had been absent for their Task 1 

discussion. Being the dominant form experienced in Task 1, S13 offered the solution to 

the torn blanket using the need + passive infinitive structure. Then, S2, who had had 

experience with the term sew in Task 1 (see Example 26) but could not quite retrieve the 

word, suggested they use sew with her gesture (line 7). S13, also being familiar with the 

concept, searched for the term, which resulted in swi and selling with S1 and S12 not 

being able to provide much assistance. Eventually, S13’s efforts to produce sew ended in 

failure. When examining the Task 1 discussion of S13, it becomes evident how the 

learning experience influences learners’ subsequent language performance. Consider the 

following example of Task 1 in which S13 engaged.  

 Example 51: Class 3B Unit 6 Group C Task 1 
 
 ((Students 9, 10, and 13 are discussing solutions for the problems shown in the 
 picture of an apartment.))  
 1   S10: Fixed.  
 2   S9: Fixed? 
 3   S10: I think. 
 4   S9: Sewing, s[ewed   ] 
 5   S10:            [Sewing? ]  
 6   S9: Sewing you don’t you don’t know? Uh: 
 7   S10: Sewing? What is sewing? 
 8  ((S9 does the gesture of sewing)) Ahhh. 
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 9   S9: Do you know? 
 10  S10: Ah ah okay. 
 11  S13: Kind of fixing. 
 12  S9: Yeah. 
 13  S10: Sewinged or  
 14  S13: Sewing. 
 15  S9: Sewed. 
 

 Instead of fixed in the needs to be fixed form, in line 4, S9 offered “Sewing, 

S[ewed.]” To S10’s confirmation check (line 5), S9 responded with a comprehension 

check (line 6) eliciting S10’s request for the meaning of sewing (line 7). S9 resolved 

S10’s nonunderstanding using his gesture. Then, in lines 13 and 14, S10 and S13 debated 

over sewinged and sewing for the corresponding form needed to replace fixed, and S9 

clarified it should be sewed. In this exchange, there was not a process of attended 

explanation or practice for the term sew and its use in the objective structures, as would 

have been the case if the teacher had been part of the conversation. As a result, in the 

subsequent Task 2, it is noteworthy that S13 was not able to adopt the use of the term in 

her language. 

 The interactional pattern in these Task 2 learner discussions followed the patterns 

found in the Task 1 learner-based groups and the Task 2 groups formed with learners 

from the teacher-based groups and the learner-based groups. The learners engaged in a 

negotiation process using the interactional devices to resolve communication problems 

and assisted each other for co-constructing utterances. Also, the learners in these Task 2 

discussions were focused on the task throughout the task period and did not stray off to 

irrelevant topics.  
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4.2.4 Summary of Findings from Analysis of Task 2 Discussions 

 Section 4.2 has addressed how the learners’ experiences with the two major 

sources of target language available in the second language classroom related to their 

language learning process.  

 In the groups regrouped with learners from the teacher-based groups and the 

learner-based groups, four distinctive features emerged with regard to language. In these 

discussions, the learners from the teacher-based groups showed a stronger tendency to 

observe use of the objective structures. As for the variety of the structures, there were 

mixed findings. While in one class, the language of the learners from the teacher-based 

groups displayed varied use of the structural forms, in the other class, learners from 

neither of the groups could apply the structures in varied forms.  

 The learners from the teacher-based groups made more varied choices of 

vocabulary terms in their language use. These learners were able to practice more lexical 

items with the support of the teacher, and this experience was reflected in their language 

performance in the follow-up tasks. As for accuracy of utterances, the data showed no 

clear differences in the language of the learners from either group. The learners from the 

learner-based groups retained errors in their language, for no corrective feedback was 

provided in their Task 1 learning process. Interestingly, however, the learners from the 

teacher-based groups, even with experience of the teachers’ feedback, showed little 

improvement in their language use. The learners from the teacher-based groups displayed 

similar errors as did the learners from the learner-based groups on the learning objectives 

and could not offer any feedback for repair.   
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 In the Task 2 interactions, there were no notable differences in the number of 

turns taken between the learners from the teacher-based groups and the learners from the 

learner-based groups. The learners from the teacher-based groups were likely to take on 

the role of the organizer to manage the flow of the task. Furthermore, as they were likely 

to be familiar with the task and learning objectives, the learners in the Task 2 discussions 

engaged in few instances of off-task exchanges, and negotiation in communication 

breakdowns resulted in success with the application of appropriate interactional devices. 

As was identified in the learner-based groups in Task 1, the learners in these groups also 

showed features of assistance and co-construction of utterances supporting each other’s 

message production.  

 Finally, analysis looked at the performance of the groups with learners from only 

the Task 1 learner-based groups. In these groups, the learners showed similar language 

and interactional patterns to the learners from the Task 1 learner-based groups who were 

placed in the Task 2 groups with learners from the teacher-based groups. For example, in 

these Task 2 discussions, the learners, all from the learner-based groups, showed limited 

ability in applying the objective structures, for they had not received the attentive 

guidance and input from the teacher. With respect to the interactional patterns, the 

learners in these groups also stayed on task throughout the discussion. Negotiation 

processes took place among the learners for communication difficulties using the 

interactional devices, and assistance of co-constructing utterances in the interactions was 

also identified.  

 According to the findings in section 4.2, teacher input was indeed critical in 

providing learners with the attentive learning experience and appropriate feedback. 
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However, the findings suggested that sufficient processing time and opportunities to 

practice the target language were equally important in reinforcing and processing the 

learning for learners’ language development.   

 

4.2.5 Example of the Learners’ Experience in the Task Discussions 

 In this section, I follow the experiences of two learners in the task discussions to 

provide a synthesis of the results. The learners’ participation in Task 1 and then in Task 2 

across two units is observed. I chose to follow the experiences of S6 of Class 3B and S5 

of Class 3A from Unit 6 to Unit 8, for these learners’ performances in the tasks across 

these two units best represented the findings I have presented in this chapter.  

 

S6 of Class 3B 

 In Unit 6, S6 of Class 3B was a member of the teacher-based group for Task 1. 

With the teacher’s facilitative language and repetition of learner utterances, S6 received 

support in task participation and in staying focused on the task. During the task, S6 was 

assisted with the lexical items needed to construct his utterances by the teacher and was 

instructed to pay attention not only to observing the use of the objective structures but 

also in varied forms. In instances of error, S6 was offered the corrective feedback from 

the teacher.  

 By interacting with the teacher, the teacher provided opportunities for S6 and the 

other learners in the group to participate in the task with utterances relevant to the task. 

When S6 had problems communicating his message, the teacher initiated a negotiation 

process using several interactional devices. In addition, the teacher’s pedagogically-
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oriented assistance, mediation, and the collaborative efforts of his group members also 

helped S6 clarify communication problems during the task discussion. 

 In the follow-up task, Task 2, S6, along with S5, was regrouped with learners who 

had been in one of the learner-based groups for Task 1. Compared to the learners from 

the learner-based group, in Task 2, it was S6 who made certain to use the objective 

structures and in varied forms. S6 was also able to offer the group with diverse 

vocabulary terms. 

 During Task 2, S6, with experience with the teacher, led the group to organize the 

task and manage the participation of the group members. S6 and the other learners 

adopted interactional devices achieving successful negotiation in instances of 

communication breakdowns. In addition to using negotiation devices, S6 helped other 

learners by co-constructing utterances and presenting corrections. 

 In Unit 8, S6 was placed in the learner-based group for Task 1. S6 was able to 

observe the use of the objective structure along with the other learners in the group. Yet, 

S6’s errors were often overlooked and not resolved by any of the learners in the group. 

To compensate for limited proficiency, S6 resorted to the electronic dictionary for help 

with conveying his message. 

 Unlike some of the other learner-based groups, S6 and his group did not go off 

task during this Task 1 discussion, and S6 or some other learner managed the flow of the 

task. Negotiation attempts with interactional devices and assistance of learners to co-

construct utterances were identified in S6’s interactional patterns.  

 In Task 2 of Unit 8, this time, S6 was regrouped with learners who had previously 

covered Task 1 with the teacher. In this group, although S6 did show ability to use the 
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objective structure, it was the learners from the teacher-based group who were more 

attentive to applying the structure. S6 fell short in applying varied lexical items during the 

task, and errors were retained from his Task 1 learner-based group experience, which 

seemed likely to be resulting from the lack of necessary feedback from his fellow learners 

during Task 1. Interestingly, the learners who were afforded the feedback from the 

teacher in Task 1 also could not incorporate the corrective feedback for the ill-formed 

utterances.  

  

S5 of Class 3A 

 S5 started the first task of Unit 6 in a two-member learner-based group. With the 

other member of the group, S5 employed the objective structures in her language 

performance, but did not display proficiency in applying varied forms of the structures. 

Not only were S5’s errors not treated by the other learner, but S5 could not offer 

corrective feedback for the errors of her fellow learner either. S5 and her group member 

made use of the electronic dictionary to help them through the task. 

 S5 took on the organizer role to help her group progress with the task. At times of 

communication difficulties, S5 used negotiation devices for comprehension, but did not 

always complete the negotiation successfully possibly due to limited linguistic resources. 

S5 supported the other learner to carry out the interaction by collaborating in creating 

utterances. In this learner-based group, the task was covered shortly, and S5 with the 

other member began to talk about topics irrelevant to the task. 

 In the follow-up task, S5 was assigned to a Task 2 group with a learner from the 

teacher-based group. Use of the objective structures was followed, and S5, not having 
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practiced a variety of the structural forms, did not adopt the varied forms in her own 

language. As was noted in the findings, in this class, the learners from the teacher-based 

group with attentive learning and reinforcement of the varied structures still could not 

transfer their experience to the follow-up task. Thus, along with S5, the learner from the 

teacher-based group also resorted to just one type of structure in his language for the task. 

Because S5’s errors had not been addressed in Task 1, the errors remained in her 

language for Task 2. Unfortunately, her fellow learner from the teacher-based group was 

not able to repair the error even though he had learned the correct form with the teacher. 

The task interaction between S5 and the other learner proceeded with no particular 

difficulty and remained faithful to the task.  

 In Unit 8, S5 took part in the Task 1 discussion with the teacher. S5’s 

participation was stimulated by the teacher’s facilitative language and repetition. The 

teacher’s supply of lexical items and appropriate feedback also fostered her participation. 

Yet, in this instance of the teacher-based group discussion, the teacher was more 

interested in letting the learners express their ideas than having them practice use of the 

learning objectives. The teacher did not direct the learners’ attention to the particular 

structure and allowed the learners to produce utterances in whatever ways delivered their 

thoughts. 

 With the teacher monitoring the task organization, S5 and the other members 

stayed focused on the task throughout the task period. The teacher elicited negotiation 

applying interactional devices for resolution of communication breakdowns and also 

offered mediated help for the learners to communicate with and understand each other. 
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 With this Task 1 experience with the teacher, S5 went on to Task 2 of Unit 8 with 

learners from a learner-based group in Task 1. Taking into account the circumstances that 

S5 did not have the input and feedback for using the objective structure, not surprisingly, 

it was the learners from the learner-based group who initiated use of the target structure. 

S5 contributed to the discussion with a variety of lexical items pertaining to the task. 

 S5 became the organizer and managed the flow of Task 2. Like other Task 2 

group discussions, except for a minor number of turns taken off task, the discussion was 

concentrated on the task topic throughout the task. Negotiation and assistance for success 

of task interaction was also identified in this Task 2 discussion with S5.  
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Chapter 5:  Discussion 

 

 In this study, I set out to investigate language learning in the second language 

classroom. The two major sources of target language available to learners in the language 

classroom are commonly from interactions with the teacher or with other learners. 

Research on the teacher and learners as models of the target language has produced 

mixed results not clearly addressing how the two sources of target language in the 

classroom relate to learners’ language learning process. Therefore, a close examination of 

the features of the language and interaction of the teacher and the learners is called for to 

better understand and support classroom language learning. To that end, the present study 

attempted to provide a detailed descriptive analysis of the features of the language and 

interaction of the teacher and the learners and examine how these features relate to 

learners’ second language development. To accomplish these goals, I analyzed the 

discourse of adult ESL learners and teachers taking part in task discussions in two ESL 

Listening/Speaking classes. In each class, the learners were grouped into three groups 

with one group interacting with the teacher and the other two groups interacting among 

themselves. The three groups worked on the same task. Then, the learners were 

regrouped into three groups composed of learners from different learning conditions in 

the previous task. The new groups, consisting of learners only, engaged in a follow-up 

task of the same topic to the previous task, thus requiring discussion interaction of similar 

language use, but with a different task. This design permitted me to investigate how the 

learning experience with the teacher and other learners became manifested in the 

learners’ subsequent language performance along the continuum of the learning process.  
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 In this chapter, I present the remaining topics to this dissertation. First, I provide a 

summary of findings along with discussion of their relevance to the existing literature. I 

then provide some pedagogical implications and limitations of the study to be noted. 

Finally, I discuss recommendations for future research. 

 

5.1 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

 This section presents a summary of findings along with a discussion connecting to 

the existing literature. I begin by providing a discussion of the findings on the features of 

the language of the teachers and the learners, which addresses the first research question 

of the study. Then, I move on to the discussion of findings for research questions two and 

three. 

 

Research Question 1: What are the features of the teacher’s language and the 
learners’ language available to learners in the second language classroom and how 
do these features work as models of the target language for language learning? 
  

 With regard to the teachers’ language, five distinctive features were identified. 

The first emerging trait was the teachers’ use of facilitative language that served to 

manage the organization and progression of the task. The teachers’ language helped 

learners stay on topic and proceed through the task, which in turn fostered learners’ 

participation. Without this feature of the teachers’ language, the learners might have 

drifted off or abruptly shifted topics, which was the case evidenced in the language of the 

learners in the learner-based groups.  

 As a second feature, the teachers’ language also exhibited the facet of repeating 

learner utterances. By repeating, the teacher clarified the learners’ utterances and 
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incorporated the necessary corrections to help learners communicate their intentions to 

the group.  

 The two features of the teachers’ language discussed above display the teachers’ 

language fostering learner participation and learning. In particular, the teacher repeating 

the learner utterance, in SLA research, has been witnessed in NS/NNS interactions as a 

strategy for adjusting the interactional structure to negotiate meaning. According to 

studies on NS/NNS interactions, other repetition, in this case, the NS teachers’ repetition 

of the learners’ utterances, can be interpreted as a modification device used to avoid 

communication breakdowns (Long, 1983a; Pica & Doughty, 1985). Yet, when examined 

carefully, the nature of the teacher-learner interactions in this study reveal a more detailed 

function of teacher repetition. By repeating, the teacher acknowledged the learner’s 

utterance as valid and used the turn of repeating to insert unobtrusively the correct input 

and repair any inappropriate learner production. This detailed function relates to the 

notion of scaffolding discussed in SLA and first language classroom research.    

 From a sociocultural perspective, the literature on first language discussion has 

explained the teacher’s repetition as scaffolding (Cazden, 2001; Maloch, 2000) and 

revoicing (O’Connor & Michaels, 1997). In the literature on classroom discussions in the 

first language, the teacher has been characterized as using revoicing as a way to credit the 

student for his or her contribution and to rephrase what the student has said, clarifying 

vague ideas with proper adjustments. In other words, the teacher provides scaffolding for 

learners’ understanding and participation in the discussion.  

 In the second language learning context, the teacher’s repetition during interaction 

with learners can also be seen as serving a scaffolding purpose. By repeating a learner’s 
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utterance with the necessary reformulation, the teacher presents the appropriate target 

language. In turn, learners may use the teacher’s repetition as cues to bring their 

awareness to particular features of the target language and adopt these features for future 

production (Hatch, 1992). 

 Such explanations for the phenomenon of teacher repetition offer insights into the 

nature of teacher repetition in the classroom. Whether in the language classroom or 

classrooms in which the talk is in the first language, ultimately, the teacher by repeating a 

student’s utterance is operating with the goal of helping learners achieve smooth 

communication between her and the student and also among students. 

 In the data, the teachers’ language was found to provide and elicit use of the 

structures that were the objectives of the lessons. This feature allowed learners the 

exposure to the objective structures and afforded them opportunities to practice the 

structures. Research on teacher language has pointed out that language teachers often use 

language limited in variety in the target language system (Guthrie, 1987; Santilli, 1996). I 

respond to this concern with a different interpretation based on the findings of this study.  

 As in the classes in the present study, in language classes in which a lesson is 

commonly centered on certain learning objectives, it may be natural that the teacher’s 

language is geared towards use of particular target language, and thus limited in variety 

relative to the total language system. In order to concentrate more on bringing learners’ 

attention to the specific learning objectives, the teacher may, in fact, have to limit his/her 

language use to language related to the learning objectives. This observation may be 

especially true with learners of lower proficiency, who need more focused modeling and 

practice. As my data showed, the teachers’ language in the task discussions was focused 
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on providing models and eliciting use of the particular objective structures. Furthermore, 

the teachers’ language supplied input and guidance for use of varied forms of the 

objective structures, which contrasted to the limited use of the structures in the learner-

based discussions. For the benefit of the learners to be sufficiently exposed to the 

particular learning objectives within the lesson, then, the teacher’s language being 

restricted to the particular type of target language may not always be detrimental to the 

learners. 

 Another point deserving mention with regard to the teachers’ language and the 

objective structures is the finding that the modeling and eliciting of the objective 

structures were identified consistently in only one of the teacher’s language. The other 

teacher, Ms. Jones, exhibited this feature in one unit but not in the other two. This 

tendency may be due to her preferred instructional style based on her perception of the 

tasks. For certain units, she may have decided to place more import on letting the learners 

freely discuss than to interrupt for delimiting their utterances to the objective structures. 

This contrast in style in the language of the two teachers resulted in notable differences in 

the learners’ language performance in the follow-up discussion tasks. I pursue this 

discussion further when I present the findings from Task 2 data.  

 Finally, the data showed that the teachers’ language provided learners the 

necessary lexical items and corrective feedback for errors. Research on teacher talk in the 

classroom has reported that teachers adjusted their choice of vocabulary according to 

learners’ target language competence using simplified and basic terms to NNSs 

(Chaudron, 1982; Henzl, 1979). In the present study, the teachers assisted learners’ word 

search and supplied vocabulary terms relevant to the task items. Sometimes, the teachers 
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also offered alternative choices such as mend for sew and replace for change (see 

Examples 14 and 44). Considering that the learners in the present study belonged to the 

lower end of the proficiency level, these lexical items presented by the teachers can be 

viewed as not necessarily remaining only at a general term level. That is, for the learners 

at a low level of proficiency, the terms sew and change would seem the more general 

basic level terms. This feature of the teachers’ language found in the present study 

contradicts previous research on teachers adjusting their language for the learners. One 

reason for such an outcome might be due to the specificity of the task. The tasks, being 

oriented to certain lesson objectives requiring specific vocabulary, could have encouraged 

the teachers to expose the learners to all the related vocabulary terms for the sake of 

completing the tasks. 

 For errors in learner productions, the teachers in the present study gave corrective 

feedback pertaining to vocabulary, pronunciation, and form. Yet, the data showed that not 

all errors were corrected. Errors that had to do with the task content and learning 

objectives or errors that had a major impact on communication during the discussions 

were addressed by the teachers whereas those of a low threat to the proceeding of the 

discussion were ignored. As discussed by Chaudron (1988), this result coincides with 

previous research findings claiming that teachers attend to errors related to the 

pedagogical focus or in instances where the errors are perceived as detrimental to 

communication (Chaudron, 1986a; Courchêne, 1980; Nystrom, 1983). It could be taken 

for granted that teachers’ language is less involved with learner errors of minimal harm to 

comprehension; however further research would need to probe into the features of 
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teachers’ language for a more systematic understanding of the types of errors that are 

corrected and those that are overlooked. 

 The language of the learners found in the learner-based group discussions in Task 

1 was categorized into four significant features. The first two features involved the 

learners’ ability to adhere to the use of objective structures, yet with limited variety. The 

learners’ language during Task 1 discussions reflected the learners’ awareness and 

knowledge of the need to apply the objective structures. In contrast to the learners 

interacting with the teacher, however, the learner-based group learners fell short in the 

ability to use the target structures in varied forms. The attentive learning experience and 

feedback that learners received with the teacher were not available in the learner-based 

groups, denying these learners the opportunity to notice and practice the structures in 

varied forms. The discrepancy in the learning experiences afforded to the learners in the 

two conditions highlighted the role of the teacher in language learning.  

 The third finding on learner language discussed in the results section was the fact 

that errors in the learners’ language were often left unresolved due to insufficient 

corrective feedback. With the groups being composed of learners with limited 

proficiency, only some errors were treated, and even then, sometimes at a very limited 

level. Studies on repair in NNS/NNS interaction reported that second language learners 

hardly ever miscorrected in learner group discussions (Bruton & Samuda, 1980; Gass & 

Varonis, 1989). Such research findings have been used as support for the argument for 

learner group discussions as constructive for second language development. The results 

of the present study, however, raised some concerns for this argument. As was seen in 

Example 29, learners in discussions among themselves may not necessarily make 
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nontarget-like corrections. Yet, the analysis in this category of my study showed that not 

all errors were diagnosed and treated to begin with, and more importantly, the corrective 

feedback available was sometimes quite limited. Put another way, for the errors that are 

manageable for the learners, learners may provide correction towards the target language; 

however, sometimes the correction may not be to the degree necessary, as exemplified 

through don’t be shy versus not being shy in Examples 29 and 30.  

 The fourth and final feature of the learners’ language was the learners’ use of the 

dictionary for assistance in their communication needs. The learners in the teacher-based 

groups could receive help and input from the teachers as the expert resource. In the 

learner-based groups with learners who all faced limitations in the target language, it 

seemed inevitable for the learners to adopt what means they had available, and they often 

resorted to consulting the dictionary. The data in this study suggested that, without the 

dictionary, the learners may have failed in conveying their messages or aborted their 

efforts to do so. As much as the dictionary can be helpful for learners’ communication 

purposes, there is caution that should be noted in accepting the dictionary as a valid 

resource in learner discussion contexts. As it is typical of dictionaries, the help learners 

can get from the dictionary is often at the word or short phrase level and therefore may be 

insufficient for complex constructions. I suggest that when implementing learner group 

discussions in the language classroom, the teacher must carefully monitor and assist the 

use of the dictionary to help students make optimal use of such resource.   
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Research Question 2: What interactional processes occur when learners engage in 
conversational learning activities with the teacher and with other learners in the 
second language classroom?  
 

 Regarding the interactional patterns of the teachers and the learners in Task 1 

discussions, like the teachers, one (or sometimes more than one) learner in the learner-

based groups assumed the role of task organizer. As the teachers were found to allot turns 

and to elicit participation, the organizer learner in the learner-based groups also allocated 

turns and elicited opinions from the group members, managing the proceeding of the 

tasks. Yet, the ways that a learner took on the role of organizer in the learner-based 

groups were different in character from the teachers’ interactional pattern. As identified 

earlier, the teachers’ facilitative language and the interactional pattern of eliciting task-

focused participation served to scaffold the learners’ comprehension and participation. 

The participation pattern of the number of turns taken by the learners in the teacher-based 

groups and the learner-based groups showed similar results with differences between 

talkative learners and quiet ones in both types of groups. However, the nature of the task 

discussions in the two groups of Task 1 revealed an interesting contrast. In the teacher-

based groups, with the scaffolded help of the teacher, the discussions were highly on task 

and covered issues related to the task topics. In the learner-based groups, the learners 

often went through the topic quickly, after which they engaged in talk irrelevant to the 

task, though most often in English.  

 Arguments for the use of learner group work in SLA research have claimed that 

learners have more opportunities to practice the target language in learner group 

discussions (Long & Porter, 1985; Pica & Doughty; 1985). The data in the present study 

showed that the learners in the learner-based groups took as much turns as the learners in 
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the teacher-based groups, or sometimes more during the task period over the same topic. 

Nevertheless, not all turns in the learner-based groups were used for the benefit of the 

learning process. 

 Therefore, I argue that although learners may feel comfortable among learners 

and are afforded a more talk-friendly environment, the nature of the learner discussions, 

in fact, may not always be conducive to practicing and learning the objective structures 

and language. Contrary to the arguments made for learner discussions, then, interaction in 

such situations may create a context less effective for learning a second language. When 

considering the interactions as an arena to experience and learn the target structures and 

language, the presence of the teacher assisting the interactions may be a better alternative 

to an all-learner condition. In order to harvest productive learning results from learner 

group discussions in the second language classroom, the discussions should be carefully 

implemented with close monitoring of the learners throughout the process. 

 Under the premise that interactional adjustments promote comprehension, many 

experimental studies in SLA research have categorically looked at the use of interactional 

devices in negotiation interactions (Doughty & Pica, 1986; Ellis, 1985; Long, 1983a; Pica 

& Doughty, 1985; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). The teachers and the learners in the 

present study were also observed to employ interactional devices to modify the 

interactional structure and achieve comprehension in moments of communication 

breakdowns. While the teachers’ adoption of interactional devices resulted in successful 

negotiation supporting communication between the teacher and the learners and among 

the learners, unfortunately, the learners in the learner-based groups, even though they 

were able to use the interactional devices, did not always succeed in the negotiation. In 
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the course of negotiation work, when the application of an interactional device signaling 

comprehension difficulty did not afford the learners a resolution, the learners often did 

not pursue the negotiation further. I ascribe this result to the learners not knowing how to 

continue further in relation to the interlocutor’s response likely due to their lack of target 

language proficiency or maybe to their attempts to save face and not wanting to express 

nonunderstanding when the interlocutor has already responded to their initial negotiation 

move. Consequently, the meaning negotiations in these learner-based discussions 

sometimes ended in vain. Further research could look into NNS/NNS negotiation 

interactions for the different trajectories taken by NNSs in successful and unsuccessful 

negotiation processes. 

 In addition to the use of interactional devices in negotiation interactions, when 

examined from a sociocultural perspective, the teachers’ and the learners’ interactional 

patterns exhibited noteworthy features that further explicated the nature of the 

interactional patterns of the two. Following the findings in the teacher-student 

negotiations in Shim’s (2003) study, the teachers with pedagogically-oriented purposes 

facilitated learner communication by scaffolding and mediating learner interaction with 

appropriate linguistic resources. During negotiation interactions, the teachers provided 

step-by-step assistance to the learners, and the learners could receive tailored help for 

successfully completing his/her communication in the target language. With the teachers’ 

support, the learners also contributed to the success of the negotiation by collaborating to 

achieve comprehension. Such learner behavior corresponds to the suggestion made by 

Ko, Schallert, and Walters (2003) that for an effective negotiation interaction to take 
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place, the learner must also be responsive and willing to accept the teacher’s scaffolded 

assistance. 

 When the learner-based group interactions were examined carefully from a social 

approach, an intricate process emerged in the exchanges that did not involve 

communication breakdowns. The learners continuously assisted each other through a co-

construction process of building utterances together and, when possible, supplying other 

corrections.  

 The learner-based group interactions in the present study displayed apparent 

negotiation patterns with use of interactional devices for resolving difficulties in 

communication, which did not always turn out to be successful. To evaluate learner 

interactions on the basis of negotiation outcomes may end in a negative portrayal of the 

learner group interactions. When viewed from a different angle, it was evident that the 

learners were capable of achieving more through interactions than simply negotiation 

work for communication problems. As Foster and Ohta (2005) stated, negotiation of 

meaning “represents just one of the many ways language development is advanced 

through interaction” (p. 426). 

 

Research Question 3: How does the language learning experience with the teacher 
and with other learners relate to learners’ second language learning process? 
 

 The findings from the Task 2 discussions revealed how the learning experience 

with the teacher or other learners as language models in the classroom related to learners’ 

second language learning process. 
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 Four language features and three interactional patterns were identified in the Task 

2 groups regrouped with learners from the teacher-based groups and the learner-based 

groups. In these groups, the learners from the teacher-based groups were more adept at 

employing the objective structures. For these learners, the teachers’ focused instruction 

and feedback brought the learners’ attention to the use of the objective structures during 

the Task 1 discussions that they were then able to carry forward to their subsequent 

language performance. The notion of conscious awareness (Schmidt, 1990) in SLA 

research offers an explanation for this finding. According to the theory, conscious 

awareness of the input and the learning process is crucial for second language learning to 

take place. Hence, the learners who had gone through a consciousness raising process 

with the teacher’s attentive instruction could apply their learning experience to their 

subsequent learning process. By contrast, for the learners who did not have such guidance 

from interacting with their teacher, as was the case in a few teacher-based group 

discussions, the structures were not adopted in their language performance in Task 2. In 

such instances, it was the learners from the learner-based groups, who, even if at a 

minimum level, had covered the structures amongst themselves during Task 1, that could 

apply the objective structures modeling the use for the learners from the teacher-based 

groups. This result adds weight to the argument of the theory. 

 Although the learners from the teacher-based groups were better able to use the 

objective structures, when it came to using the structures in varied forms, only some 

learners from the teacher-based groups showed the ability to do so. The learner-based 

group learners who, on their own in Task 1, did not have the attentive learning process 

for the variety of structures could not perform use of the structures in their Task 2 
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language. The fact that the learners from the teacher-based groups could not perform use 

of varied structures even with the pointed guidance of the teacher calls for further 

explanation in addition to the importance of conscious awareness for language learning. 

One way to view this outcome may be to understand it from Schachter’s (1984) notion of 

processing time. As much as it is important to have conscious awareness in learning, the 

learners may need more processing time and practice to test their knowledge and 

production of the varied forms of the objective structures. After all, as Swain (1985) 

pointed out, for language acquisition to take place, learners need opportunities for 

comprehensible output that serves “to provide opportunities for contextualized, 

meaningful use, to test out hypotheses about the target language, and to move the learners 

from a purely semantic analysis of the language to a syntactic analysis of it” (p. 252).  

 The other two features of the language in the Task 2 groups composed of learners 

from the teacher-based groups and the learner-based groups were the varied use of lexical 

items by the learners from the teacher-based groups and the issue of accuracy of 

utterances. The learners from the teacher-based groups adopted a more varied use of 

vocabulary items which they had experienced with the teacher in the Task 1 discussions. 

As for the accuracy of utterances, there were no notable differences in the level of 

accuracy in the utterances of the learners from the two types of Task 1 groups. The 

learners from the learner-based groups retained ill-formed errors in their language, for no 

corrective feedback was supported in their Task 1 discussions. What was notable, 

however, was the result that the learners who did receive the teacher’s feedback in Task 1 

also showed no improvement in terms of errors in their language use. The learners from 
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the teacher-based groups made similar errors as did the learners from the learner-based 

groups on the learning objectives and could not offer any feedback for repair.  

 The result that the learners who had experienced explicit guidance in learning new 

vocabulary with the teacher were able to employ various lexical items again demonstrates 

the importance of conscious awareness in language learning. At the same time, the fact 

that the very learners, who had received pointed feedback for their errors from the 

teachers, were not able to apply the correct forms also elucidates the need for processing 

time. Gass and Varonis (1989) noted, “the absence of short term effects does not exclude 

the possibility of long term effects when the learner has had sufficient processing time to 

incorporate the feedback” (p. 76). Although the learners had experienced an explicit 

process of addressing the error and of hearing and sometimes practicing the correct form, 

they may not have had the necessary processing time to try out what they had learned, 

which may have prohibited the effect of learning to emerge in the learners’ subsequent 

output. It would be interesting to see how the learning experience becomes manifested 

further along the learners’ learning process. Like the debate over the roles of 

comprehensible input and comprehensible output in SLA, conscious awareness may be a 

necessary but not sufficient condition for language learning, and thus may need to be 

complemented with other factors of second language acquisition. 

 In the Task 2 discussion groups that included learners from the Task 1 teacher-

based groups and learner-based groups, there was a pattern of the learners from the 

teacher-based groups assuming the role of organizing the group’s work. It was these 

learners who dominantly managed the flow of the task for a smoother proceeding through 

the task. In terms of participating in the discussions, there were no significant differences 
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in the number of turns taken by the learners from the two types of Task 1 groups. As in 

the Task 1 discussions, it was more a matter of the talkative learners taking more turns 

whereas quiet learners held back. The other interactional features found in these Task 2 

groups were the occurrence of successful negotiation and assistance for interaction. 

Although working on a different task, in the Task 2 discussions, the learners were 

familiar with the task topic and the learning objectives from the previous Task 1 

experience. The learners’ familiarity and comfort with the task may have accounted for 

the few off-task remarks in the Task 2 discussions in the three units across the two 

classes. Additionally, it can be speculated that the learners’ previous negotiation 

experience led the negotiation processes using the interactional devices in these Task 2 

groups to success. As was identified in the learner-based groups in Task 1 discussions, 

the learners in these Task 2 groups also showed features of assistance and co-construction 

of utterances supporting each other’s message production.  

 Lastly, the language and interaction of the Task 2 groups with learners only from 

the Task 1 learner-based groups showed similar traits in language use and interactional 

patterns to the learners in Task 2 groups who had come from the Task 1 learner-based 

groups. In these Task 2 discussion groups, the learners displayed limited ability in 

applying the objective structures, for they had not received the attentive guidance and 

input from the teacher. Nevertheless, the learners in these discussions were focused on 

the task throughout the task period and engaged in a negotiation process for 

communication breakdowns. They also provided assistance in co-constructing utterances 

with their fellow group members for smoother interactions.  
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Conclusion 

 Taken together from this study, I arrive at the following conclusions.  

 With regard to the issue of learning a second language with the teacher and with 

other learners, the findings in this study suggest a more beneficial learning experience for 

the learners when engaged in learning with the teacher. Learning in formal instruction 

involves what Chaudron (1988) called, “‘treating language as object’ and ‘learning’ to 

control performance on a variety of L2 tasks” (p. 6). In a language classroom in which 

the learning events are commonly centered on specific language objectives and tasks, 

interaction with the teacher, as the expert resource of the target language for various task 

situations, can better provide learners with the necessary language input and guidance. 

 Such outcomes for language learning with the teacher, however, do not preclude 

the possibility of learning with other learners as a useful approach to language learning in 

the classroom. Research has pointed out that learning to interact for communication leads 

to the development of syntactic structures (Hatch, 1978). Despite the limitations in the 

target language, learners in the present study were found capable of assisting each other 

for a collaborative construction of utterances in interactions among themselves. Thus, 

when planned, implemented, and supervised carefully, learner group work can be relied 

on to foster language learning in the classroom, and learners can become target language 

resources for each other.  

 The issue of how the language learning experience with the teacher and other 

learners relates to learners’ second language learning process concerns the conceptual 

questions of what is learned and how is language learning to be shown in the language 

classroom. Language learning in a formal instructional setting such as the classroom is an 
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opportunity for learners to monitor their knowledge of and ability in the target language 

(Krashen, 1985) through social interaction with the teacher and other learners. Through 

such opportunities, metalinguistic awareness and the language rules for communicating in 

the target language are learned (Long, 1985). Learning of a second language in the 

classroom, as learning in the classroom in general, is seen as a process (Ellis, 1984; 

Schallert et al., 2004). Thus, what is learned in the second language classroom should be 

understood from the viewpoint of “the changes that occur from one point to the next” 

(Ellis, 1984, p. 13) by interacting with the surrounding environment, commonly the 

teacher and the learners. In the present study, the changes in the learners’ knowledge and 

skills of the target language resulting from interactions with the teacher and learners 

across the task events are what can be seen as being learned, which were evidenced 

through the learners’ ability to carry forward what they had learned along the continuum 

of their learning experiences. 

 In the language classroom, learners achieve changes in knowledge and 

competence in the second language through interactions with either the teacher or other 

learners. As the findings of the present study suggest advantages for learners’ second 

language development when learning with the teacher, it seems desirable to suggest more 

involvement of the teacher in second language learning in the classroom and increases in 

learners’ learning experiences with the teacher. The second language classroom is a key 

context for language learning today. As complex a process as it is, language learning in 

the classroom deserves close attention to the process and features involved. Only with 

such close analysis, can we better understand and support language learning in the 

classroom. It was my hope that this study has contributed to such goals.  
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5.2 PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS  

  In this section, I provide some pedagogical implications for second language 

learning and teaching based on the findings of this study.   

 For the purpose of the study, the teacher remained in one group of learners 

attending to only the particular group’s learning needs. Conceivably, it is rare for this 

arrangement to occur in regular classroom language learning contexts. More typically, the 

teacher will move from one group to another engaging briefly with each group. It is this 

short engagement of the teacher with the learners in each group that invites insights from 

the findings of this study. The ways in which the teachers participated in the task 

discussions with the learners, how learners engaged in the discussion activities among 

themselves, and the effects each type of learning had on the learners’ language learning 

process in this study provide valuable implications for learner group work in the language 

classroom. In the task discussions with the teacher, the teacher served as a model of the 

target language helping with the flow of the task discussion. In the learner-based groups, 

on the other hand, the target language modeling and support were not available rendering 

the learners to settle with an impaired use of the target language and an inadequate 

coverage of the task topics. Thus, when implementing learner group work, I suggest that 

the teacher as the monitor overlooking the whole process manage the time distribution to 

make certain he/she is able to stay with each group for a good amount of time. This way, 

the teacher can help establish the structure of the group’s discussion work by modeling 

the necessary language and format essential to the task objectives. 

 Another way to maximize the teacher’s assistance to all the learners for learner 

group work activities would be to have a brief session of the teacher group, a group of 
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learners with the teacher, carry out the task discussion in the middle of the classroom 

with the rest of the class observing before the learners go into their separate groups for 

the task activities. By having this experience, the teacher can model and provide the 

necessary language and structure for the learners. By observing the teacher group’s 

performance of the task discussion, the learners can be afforded the processing time to 

process the learning objectives with their conscious awareness brought to the objective 

items. More importantly, this experience can raise the learners’ metacognitive awareness 

of the group discussion process and help the learners learn to learn through the group 

work.  

 The issue raised in this study of the learners in the learner-based groups straying 

off topic in the task discussions can be viewed from two different perspectives. From the 

viewpoint that the learners are being deprived of opportunities to engage in target 

language use related to the learning objectives, the off-task exchanges can be an 

inefficient use of class time pointing to the need for the teacher’s careful monitoring. On 

the other hand, in a multicultural environment like the classes in the present study, 

learners would have to interact in the target language even for off-track conversation. In 

that sense, the off-task exchanges do not have to be considered a threat to language 

learning and can be viewed as a useful target language learning experience. What needs 

to be considered carefully, however, is that when the learners are off task talking about 

topics of their own interests, the language may be less accurate and more deviant from 

the target language forms compared to when they are on task following the learning 

objectives. Therefore, the teacher needs to pay special attention to the learner groups and 
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try to provide appropriate feedback in an encouraging manner so as to not discourage the 

learners’ further attempts to talk about diverse topics in the target language. 

 

5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 In the process of carrying out this study, there were some limitations that need to 

be pointed out. First, absences of some students during the data collection process may 

have compromised the outcome of the study. Although no detrimental effects to the 

interpretation of the results were noted, considering the particular design of the study 

needing certain members in certain groups, the absence of some students may have 

limited the data I could collect. 

 Second, the tasks used in the data collection were devised based on the activities 

in the students’ textbook and carried out as a regular part of the lesson curriculum. The 

task content and format were similar to those learners in the present study commonly 

encountered in their daily lessons, and the learners were familiar with the requirements of 

the tasks. Nevertheless, the adjustments made to the task items for the purpose of this 

study could have influenced the learners’ performance and the turn-out of the data. Any 

factors arising from the task design were taken into account throughout the study; yet, the 

study may not be free from the possibility of task effect on the learners’ performance.  

 And lastly, the number of participants and their backgrounds posed a limitation. 

The study was conducted in two classes across three units in each class to address the 

generalization requirement. However, for better accountability of the findings, a larger 

number of participants would have been more desirable. Furthermore, although the 

learners were from general communication classes with multicultural backgrounds, the 
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fact that the study took place in classes belonging to a large institutional entity could have 

restricted the type of participants to a particular range of learners. 

 

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 In this study, the investigation was based on the analysis of the discourse 

produced during the task discussions, for the purpose of the study was to understand the 

features of language and interaction unfolding in the language classroom. On the 

background questionnaire form, a few items elicited the learners’ views on their 

experience of learning English in the classroom. For future research, the learners’ views 

of language learning in the classroom in general, and of experiences with the teacher and 

other learners in particular, could be examined in relation to the learners’ performance for 

a detailed understanding of how the learners’ beliefs influence their language 

performance and interaction in the classroom. Additionally, the relationship of teachers’ 

views of their roles and interactions with the learners to the language learning process in 

the classroom could also be looked into further. 

 The present study took place in an ESL context in which the teachers were native 

speakers of the target language. In future research, investigation of the language and 

interaction found in an English as a Foreign Language (EFL) setting in which the teacher 

is often a nonnative speaker could help broaden the scope of understanding how the 

teacher and learners as models of the target language in the language classroom relate to 

learners’ language learning process.  
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 Finally, given the limited number of participants in this study, future research 

with more participants from diverse backgrounds could help achieve a more generalized 

understanding of the issues under investigation. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
Unit 5-Task 1 
 
* The following are situations that happened in the U.S. Discuss what you think went 
wrong and talk about what you are supposed to do in these situations in U.S. culture.  
 
 
1. Rosa is an international student here in the U.S. One day, she got invited to her 
American friend’s home for dinner. She was very excited and wanted to bring a gift for 
her friend. Rosa decided to get something really nice, so she bought a nice luxurious 
handbag from a famous designer. When Rosa gave the gift to her friend, her friend 
seemed uncomfortable. Rosa was embarrassed and worried that she did something wrong.  
 
1) What do you think went wrong here? How do you think Rosa’s friend felt and why? 
2) What do you think Rosa was supposed to do in this situation in U.S. culture? 
 
 
2. Jing, a 28-year-old man from China, was on a business trip to a company in New York. 
When Jing met the president of the company for the first time, the president held out his 
hand to shake hands. However, Jing did not shake hands with the president. Instead, Jing 
bowed to the president, but the president seemed puzzled. He even seemed a bit offended. 
 
1) What do you think went wrong here? How do you think the president felt and why? 
2) What do you think Jing was supposed to do in this situation in U.S. culture? 
 
 
3. Padina and Lorella are international students who have been in the U.S. for about a 
month now. A few days ago, they went to a nice restaurant for dinner. They enjoyed the 
food and the service at the restaurant. When Padina and Lorella finished their meal, they 
paid the amount on the bill and left a dollar on the table. As they were leaving, they 
noticed a disappointed look on the waiter’s face. 
 
1) What do you think went wrong here? How do you think the waiter felt and why? 
2) What do you think Padina and Lorella were supposed to do in this situation in U.S. 
  culture? 
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Unit 5-Task 2 
 
 
* In your country/culture, what are you supposed to do in the following situations? 
Discuss what you are expected to do in each situation in your country. Take notes and be 
prepared to present your answers. 
 
 
1. When you meet someone for the first time… 
 
  - If someone does not do what is expected, what would the people in your country do? 
  - If someone does not do what is expected, how would the people in your country feel? 
 
 
2. When you are invited to someone’s home for dinner… 
 

- If someone does not do what is expected, what would the people in your country do? 
- If someone does not do what is expected, how would the people in your country feel? 

 
 
3. After having a nice meal and enjoying the service at a restaurant… 
 

- If someone does not do what is expected, what would the people in your country do? 
- If someone does not do what is expected, how would the people in your country feel? 

 
 
4. Taking care of the expenses when you go out to eat with a friend… 
 

- If someone does not do what is expected, what would the people in your country do? 
- If someone does not do what is expected, how would the people in your country feel? 
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Appendix B 
 
 
Unit 6-Task 1 
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Unit 6-Task 2 
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Appendix C 
 
 
Unit 8-Task 1 
 
With your group, talk about the specific ways and the qualities that are needed to do 
these things well.  
 
 Qualities needed 
Example:  
1. play basketball well: 
-You can play basketball well by watching basketball games on TV.
- A good way to play basketball well is by practicing every day.  

                                           

 

good health, 
cooperation, practice
… 

2. improve your English skills: 
 
 
 
 

 

3. be a good friend: 
 
 
 
 

 

4. lose weight and be in good shape: 
 
 
 
 

 

5. speak well in front of many people: 
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Unit 8-Task 2 
 
Lina would like to become a news reporter and Tony would like to become an actor. 
With your group, discuss the ways and the qualities needed for Lina and Tony to 
reach their goals.  
 
1. Lina is an international student who would like to become a news reporter in the U.S. 
Right now, Lina has a strong foreign accent and she does not speak English well. Lina is 
also shy about speaking in front of many people. Tell Lina how she can improve her 
English and overcome shyness to become a news reporter. Also, what kinds of qualities 
does Lina need to become a good news reporter? 
 
► Ways Lina can become a news reporter: 
Example: Lina can become a news reporter by watching news reporters on TV. … 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
► Qualities Lina needs to become a news reporter: 
knowledge,…                                                        
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
 
2. Tony would like to become an actor. Right now, Tony is rather overweight and does 
not know much about acting. He needs to lose some weight and be in good shape to be an 
actor. He also needs to be able to sing and dance if he wants to be a good actor. Tell Tony 
how he can get in good shape and become good at singing and dancing. What kinds of 
qualities does Tony need to become a good actor? 
 
► Ways Tony can become an actor: 
Example: Tony can learn to act by watching a lot of movies. …               
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
► Qualities Tony needs to become an actor: 
good health,…                                                       
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix D  
 

 
Background Questionnaire 

 
* Please answer the following questions. (You may answer in your native language. 
 Answers in your native language will be translated). For any questions, please contact 
 Yoon-kyu Kim: 372-9716, kimyoonkyu@mail.utexas.edu. 
 
1. Name:                                  Male:           Female:          
 
2. Which country are you from?  
 
 
3. How old are you?  
18-23years old   24-29    30-35    36-41    42-47    48-53      
54-59          60-65 
 
4. How long have you lived in the United States? 
 
 
5. Why are you taking this Listening and Speaking class?  
 
 
6. What is your goal for learning English? You may check more than one answer. 
--- To prepare for a test                       --- To get into an academic program      
--- To communicate well in English             --- For business purposes  
---Other (please explain)   
 
 
7. What other classes are you taking now here at the ESL program? 
 
  What other classes have you taken here at the ESL program in the past? 
 
 
8. I speak English with native speakers about          hour(s) a week.  
 

 How do you have chances to speak English with native speakers?  
  You may check more than one answer. 
--- I go to an American church.                 --- I have a native speaker roommate. 
--- I have a native speaker boyfriend/girlfriend.    --- I have close native speaker 
friends. 
--- I participate in activities with native speakers regularly.     
---Other (please explain) 
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9. How many years have you studied English before taking classes here at the ESL 
  program? 
 
 
10. How did you study English before coming to the ESL program, in class or on your 
   own? (If other, please explain.) 
 
 
 
11. In this Listening and Speaking class, which do you like better, talking and listening to 
   the teacher OR talking and listening in groups with your classmates? 
 
 
 
12. Do you think talking and listening to the teacher helps you learn English? If yes, 
   please explain how it helps. 
 
 
 
13. Do you think talking and listening in groups with your classmates helps you learn 
   English? If yes, please explain how it helps. 
 
 
  
14. When I talk and listen to the teacher in this class, I understand         of what she 
   says. 
1) 10%    2) 30%    3) 50%    4) 70%   5) 90%   6) 100% 
 
 
15. When I talk and listen in groups with my classmates in this class, I understand 
           of what my classmates say.     
1) 10%    2) 30%    3) 50%    4) 70%   5) 90%   6) 100% 
 
 
16. When you talk and listen to the teacher in this class, do you have any difficulties? If 
   yes, please explain the difficulties you have. 
 
 
 
 
17. When you talk and listen in groups with your classmates in this class, do you have 
   any difficulties? If yes, please explain the difficulties you have. 
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Appendix E 
 
 

Questions for Interview with Teachers 
 
 
1. How long have you taught English as a second language?  
 
  How long have you been teaching at this ESL Program? 
 
 
 
2. How do you perceive the level of your current L/S class? (Speaking skills/listening 
  skills) 
 
 
 
3. What did you think about the tasks used for this study?  
 
 
 
4. How did the group work format and tasks fit in with your goal for the class? 
 
 
 
5. As you took part in the group interactions and monitored the groups in the follow-up 
  tasks, what did you think of the students’ language use and performance during the 
  tasks? How similar or different was the students’ language use and performance during  
  the research tasks compared to during regular class times? 
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Appendix F 
 
 

Transcription Conventions (Jefferson 1979, cited in Schiffrin 1994) 

 
[[  utterances starting simultaneously (in the present study, this symbol is  
  represented with a single bracket placed in front of each of the two lines  
  that start simultaneously)  
  example: A: [To speak to speak loud yes,  
     B: [To speak 
   
[  ]  indicates the beginning and end of overlapping utterances that do not start 
  simultaneously 
  example: A: Is that [it? No.    ]  
     B:      [Don’t don’t] be shy. 
 
=  indicates no interval between adjacent utterances, the second being latched 
  immediately to the first 
 
(2.0)  intervals in the stream of talk are timed in tenths of a second (for the  
  present study, intervals were timed in seconds) and represented in   
  parentheses either within utterances or between utterances 
 
(.)  intervals of less than one second 
 
:  colons indicate an extension of the sound or syllable it follows, more  
  colons prolong the stretch   
 
.  a period shows a stopping fall in tone, not necessarily the end of a   
  sentence 
 
,  a comma shows a continuing intonation, not necessarily between clauses  
  of sentences 
 
?  a question mark indicates a rising inflection, not necessarily a question 
 
!  indicates an animated tone, not necessarily an exclamation 
 
-  a single dash indicates a halting, abrupt cutoff; when multiple dashes  
  hyphenate the syllables of a word or connect strings of words, the stream  
  of talk so marked has stammering quality 
 
      underlining indicates emphasis 
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((  ))  items enclosed in double parentheses describe some phenomenon such as  
  vocalizations that are not spelled gracefully or recognizably, other details  
  of the conversational scene, or various characterizations of talk 
 
(   )  items enclosed in single parentheses are in doubt 
 
(   )  when single parentheses are empty, hearing could not be achieved 
 
CAPS  capital letters indicate an utterance or part of an utterance that is spoken  
  louder than the surrounding talk 
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